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one-dimensional, two-dimensional, three-dimensional, etc.
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amiloride
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DSPC
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DFT

density functional theory
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electric field gradient
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G protein glutamate receptor
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non-lamellar phase in lipids

HIV

human immunodeficiency virus

Hz

Hertz
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harmonic spring constant
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Boltzmann constant

kDa

kiloDalton (atomic mass unit)

kJ

kiloJoule

Leu

leucine

LINCS
LJ

Lennard-Jones

nm

nanometer

MAS

magic-angle spinning

MD

molecular dynamics

MQ MAS

multiple quantum magic-angle spinning

MS

mass-spectrometry

MPI
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NMR

nuclear magnetic resonance
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nuclear quadrupole resonance
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rotational resonance
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SMD

steered molecular dynamic simulation

SPC

single point particle (theoretical model for water)

T

absolute temperature

TM

transembrane

Trp

tryptophan

Tyr

tyrosin

UV-VIS

ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy

VMD

visual molecular dynamics (software for visualization of molecular models)

Vpu

Viral protein U

WALP

synthetic peptide mimicking TM segment, made of tryptophan, alanine and
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Introduction
STRUCTURAL APPROACH
The central premise of structural biology is that the knowledge of the three-dimensional structure of
biomolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids is the key to the proper understanding for their
respective mechanism of action and interaction (structure-function relationships).
A suitable approach in gaining understanding of the function of biological molecules and
macromolecular assemblies follows a logical progression from the determination of the chemical
composition of the system under study, followed by generation of an accurate three-dimensional
structure. Once this picture is established, the characterization of mobility and dynamics of the
system leads to an understanding of the mechanism of action, finally leading to a complete
knowledge of its biological function in the best cases.
This way of thinking has driven biological and pharmaceutical research in the last 15 years and was
accompanied by the rapid development of experimental techniques and theoretical methods aimed
at establishing the structural and mobility characteristics of the various component molecules, and
then to relate these to an understanding of biological function.
The tools of structural biology include both experimental techniques (NMR, electron microscopy
and of course X-ray crystallography), and theoretical methods related with the building of threedimensional models of biomolecules based on the knowledge built from gathered experimental data
(secondary structure prediction methods, homology modelling, molecular dynamic simulations,
docking simulation). Often experimental techniques and theoretical methods are closely related, in
the sense that the interpretation of the experimental data relies on theoretical methods, due to the
complexity of the data sets themselves (e.g. structure determination by solution NMR relies on
simulated annealing, a MD technique, in order to interpret the experimentally-derived distance
restraints).
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The application of the traditional structural biology tools (X-ray crystallography and NMR) to
membrane proteins is shown to be extremely challenging. Membrane proteins are abundant,
estimated to constitute a third of the genomes, and their biological importance extreme, as they are
involved in almost every process in the cell and account for the activity of the majority of all
prescription drugs (3, 4). Despite being such important and abundant, there is a real shortage of
structural information available. Less than 100 atomic-resolution structures of membrane proteins
has been deposited in the Protein Data Bank, compared to several thousands of water-soluble
proteins. The experimental difficulties encountered using classical techniques have led to the
development of new biophysical and computational methods (5).
In the 1990’s, the number of experimental techniques developed to collect structural information
regarding membrane-associated proteins has greatly increased. Some of them are an evolution of
techniques traditionally used for globular proteins, like X-ray crystallography (new crystallographic
methods – single-particle methods) and Solution NMR (new pulse sequences developed for the use
of micelle-solubilized proteins). In addition, new techniques have emerged, including solid state
NMR for selected accurate distance measurements up to 5-10 Å, site-directed spin-labelling
electron paramagnetic resonance for longer distance constraints, Atomic-Force Microscopy (AFM)
and electron microscopy for membrane imaging, allowing in some cases to suggest aggregation
models for membrane protein oligomerization.
On the other hand, the use of theoretical computational methods like secondary-structure prediction
of membrane protein and molecular dynamics simulations (MD) has also made an important impact,
taking advantage of the increasing computational capability available, improvement of the
algorithms and the slow growth of experimentally-derived information.
Here, attention has been focused on two of these methods, with a special emphasis on trying to link
them together, using experimentally derived information as the seed for building molecular models
which are subsequently investigated by MD simulations.
A more complete introduction to each technique is given at the beginning of each of the dedicated
sections of the thesis.
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NON–COVALENT INTERACTIONS IN BIOLOGY
“The essence of biological processes—the basis of the uniformity of living systems—is in its most
fundamental sense molecular interactions; in other words, the chemistry that takes place between
molecules. Biochemistry is the chemistry that takes place within living systems. To truly understand
biochemistry, we need to understand chemical bonding” (2).
The strongest bonds that are present in organic molecules are covalent bonds. A covalent bond is
formed by the sharing of a pair of electrons between adjacent atoms, where a typical carbon-carbon
(C-C) covalent bond has a bond length of 1.54 Å and the energy involved in such bond is
approximately 356 kJ·mol-1, meaning considerable energy must be expended to break covalent
bonds (6).
Beyond covalent interactions that define molecules, many weaker non-covalent interactions govern
the properties of reversible interactions involving biomolecules (2). The formation and dissociation
of specific non-covalent interactions between various macromolecules play a crucial role in the
function of biological systems. Such weak, non-covalent forces play essential roles in vital
biological processes like replication of DNA, the folding of proteins, the specific recognition of
substrates by enzymes and the detection of molecular signals. Indeed, all biological structures and
processes depend on the interplay of non-covalent interactions as well as covalent ones (2).
There are three fundamental non-covalent bond types: electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonds
and van der Waals interactions. These different types of interactions differ in geometry, strength,
and specificity. Furthermore, they are greatly affected in different ways by the local environment of
the atoms involved in such interactions (1).
Electrostatic interactions depend on the electric charges on the atoms and the interaction strength is
given by Coulomb'
s law. The electrostatic interaction between two atoms bearing single opposite
charges separated by 3 Å in water has an energy of 5.9 kJ·mol-1 (2).
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Figure 1: Illustration of the Coulomb’s law. rij is the distance between the two electrical charges,
E(rij) is the energy, qi and qj are the electrical charges on the two atoms, εr is the dielectric constant,
which accounts for the effects of the intervening medium, and 1 4 πε 0 is a proportionality constant.

Hydrogen bonds are weaker interactions, but nonetheless crucial for the structure of biological
macromolecules such as DNA and proteins, since they are directly in charge of the secondary
structure of these molecules and effect their interactions with other molecules (e.g. solvent like
water). The hydrogen atom in a hydrogen bond is partly shared between two relatively
electronegative atoms such as nitrogen or oxygen. Hydrogen bonds are fundamentally electrostatic
interactions and involve three players: the hydrogen atom itself, the hydrogen-bond donor, which is
the atom to which the hydrogen is covalently bonded, and the hydrogen-bond acceptor, which less
tightly linked to the hydrogen atom. The relatively electronegative atom to which the hydrogen
atom is covalently bonded pulls electron density away from the hydrogen atom so that it develops a
partial positive charge. Thus, the hydrogen-atom can interact with a second atom having a partial
negative charge through an electrostatic interaction. Hydrogen bonds are much weaker than
covalent bonds and involve energies of 4–13 kJ·mol-1 compared to approximately 418 kJ·mol-1 for a
carbon-hydrogen covalent bond (6).

Figure 2: Illustration of a hydrogen bond. Hydrogen bonds are also somewhat longer than are
covalent bonds; their bond distances (measured from the hydrogen atom) range from 1.5 to 2.6 Å;
hence, distances ranging from 2.4 to 3.5 Å separate the two nonhydrogen atoms in a hydrogen bond.
The strongest hydrogen bonds have a tendency to be approximately straight, such that the hydrogenbond donor, the hydrogen atom, and the hydrogen-bond acceptor lie along a straight line (2).
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Van der Waals interactions arise from induced dipoles, which result from time-fluctuations in the
electronic-charge distribution around an atom. Therefore the charge distribution is not perfectly
symmetric and this transient asymmetry in the electronic charge around the atoms acts through
electrostatic interactions to induce a complementary asymmetry in the electron distribution around
its neighbouring atoms. The resulting attraction between two atoms increases as they come too close
from each other. Closer than a distance called the van der Waals contact distance, very strong
repulsive forces become dominant. The physical origin of the repulsion is related to the Pauli
principle: when the electronic clouds surrounding the atoms starts to overlap, the energy of the
system increases abruptly.
The energies associated with van der Waals interactions are small. A typical van der Waals
interaction contributes from 2 to 4 kJ·mol-1 per atom pair. When the surfaces of two large molecules
come together, involving a large number of atom pairs interacting together, the net effect, becomes
substantial (2). The van der Waals interactions and the repulsive forces between atoms are described
by a semi-empirical law called the Lennard-Jones potential (see Fig. 3).

Figures 3: Illustration of van der Waals interactions and the Lennard-Jones potentials describing
both the attractive (van der Waals) and repulsive behaviour of the atoms. The term ∝1 rij6 , which

dominates at large distance, constitutes the attractive part, while the term ∝1 rij12 , which dominates
at short distance, models the repulsion between atoms when they are brought very close to each
other. The parameters C ij(12) and C ij(6) are chosen to fit the physical properties of the material.
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AIM OF THE PROJECT
This D.Phil. work was designed to explore new potentials of oxygen-17 solid state NMR and
molecular dynamics simulation for the application to non-covalent interactions in biomolecules,
more specifically hydrogen bonding in biomolecules and ligand-protein interactions. The work has
been split in two parts. Part I (Chapters 1.1–1.4) is focused on developing an approach for
characterising hydrogen bonds within a biomolecule in a membrane environment by oxygen-17
solid state NMR. At first, crystallized amino acids were investigated, demonstrating the sensitivity
potential of oxygen-17 as a probe extremely sensitive to the local environment of the label. The
potential of this isotope to characterise hydrogen bonds in a membrane protein context was then
demonstrated by applying successfully the method to a selectively labelled transmembrane peptide
in hydrated multilamellar vesicles. Part II (Chapters 2.1–2.4) is focused on the use of molecular
dynamic simulation to study ligand-protein interactions and hydrogen bonds within membrane
peptides. This methodology was applied to several systems including bovine rhodopsin to
investigate the early step of the activation mechanism of the protein, WALP peptides to
complement experimental atomic-force microscopy studies, and vpu from HIV-1 to investigate
drug-protein and protein-protein non-covalent interactions.
Each of the following chapter constitutes a complete and independent manuscript, as already
published, in press or submitted for publication. Therefore the usual format of presenting a thesis
has been slightly modified in order to accommodate the original versions of these written
publications. References will be presented within each separate publication. Since two different
topics will be presented in Parts I and II, both will be introduced by a separate overview and
summarized by a separate conclusions section.
Chapter 1.1: Review of oxygen-17 solid state NMR applied to organic molecules

This chapter provides a snapshot of the current state of development of oxygen-17 solid state NMR
applied to organic materials. The NMR techniques and enrichment protocols that are driving this
progress are outlined. The

17

O parameters derived from solid state NMR experiments are
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summarized and the structural sensitivity of the approach to effects such as hydrogen bonding
highlighted. The prospects and challenges for 17O solid state NMR of biomolecules are discussed.
Chapter 1.2: Resolution of multiple oxygen-17 signals in organic molecules

Study on 17O-labelled glutamic acid and glutamate showing highly structure spectra. In the case of
L- and D-glutamic acids, lines from all 4 oxygen sites are readily distinguished and partially
assigned by MAS. Monosodium L-glutamate forms more complex crystals, with two molecular
conformations per unit cells, which requires the application of more sophisticated methods, like
double angle rotation and 3QMAS NMR to be resolved. This chapter shows that oxygen-17 solid
state NMR provides enough resolution to study small ligands of the complexity of a small
neurotransmitter uniformly labelled.
Chapter 1.3: Preparation and characterisation by 17O solid state NMR of a transmembrane peptide.

Oxygen-17 solid state NMR was applied to a selectively labelled biomolecule, a selectively labelled
transmembrane peptide,

17

O-[Ala12]-WALP23. The peptide has been studied as a lyophilized

powder and incorporated in hydrated phospholipid vesicles. At high magnetic field, it is feasible to
apply

17

O NMR to the study of membrane-incorporated peptides. Furthermore it is possible to

estimate distances within oxygen-17 labelled peptides, based on empirical correlation built on
amino acids.
Chapter 2.1: Review on conformational study on retinal bound to bovine rhodopsin

This review summarizes the information about the conformation of retinal in bovine rhodopsin,
obtained by optical and solid state NMR spectroscopies, X-ray diffraction and ab initio theoretical
methods, covering the dark-adapted state and various photo-activated intermediate states. An
overview of the rhodopsin features relevant for the conformation of its chromophore retinal is also
included, in particular the binding-pocket and the molecules of water present located near retinal.
Chapter 2.2: Molecular dynamic simulation (MD) focused on an accurate structural description of

the chromophore and involving the parametrization of retinal in order to match experimentally
derived information. The behavior of retinal in the dark-adapted state matches experimental
information, including the last 2.2 Å crystal structure. It was also possible to study the early photo-
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activation of bovine rhodopsin and identify retinal conformation related to photorhodopsin,
bathorhodopsin. Known dynamic and structural information derived from experiments could also be
matched, suggesting a succession of conformational events forming, common to the various paths
followed by the chromophore during its photo-activation from dark-adapted state towards
lumirhodopsin.
Chapter 2.3: WALP23 peptide represents a consensus sequence for transmembrane protein

segments, and has special relevance for the packing of helices in proteins such as GPCRs. Based on
the protocol for the previously described WALP23 peptide, a similar WALP including a cystein
residue was designed for atomic-force microscopy experiments. MD simulation was used to
complement Atomic force microscopy (AFM) for the imaging of bilayers containing the peptide
and study single peptide unfolding and extraction from the membrane. MD simulations, at
equilibrium and where additional forces were applied on selected atoms, have been used to simulate
AFM force profile and suggest non-covalent molecular interactions involved.
Chapter 2.4: Simulation of vpu1-32 pentamers interacting with amiloride derivatives

MD simulations were performed on a simplified model of the ion-channel in order to probe study
the blocking action of cyclohexamethylene amiloride, a derivative of amiloride shown to inhibit ion
channel activity, docked on a pentameric bundle. In the present 12 ns simulation study a putative
binding site of blockers in a pentameric model bundle built of parallel aligned helices of the first 32
residues of Vpu was found near Ser-23. The blocker orientates along the channel axis with its alkyl
ring pointing inside the pore, which leads to a blockage of the pore.
Appendix A: Systematic study of oxygen-17 labelled amino acids
17

O solid state NMR from 14 amino acids is reported greatly increasing the number investigated and

showing the NMR interaction parameters for amino acids have a wide variation of χQ, η and δiso. In
most cases well-separated resonances from carbonyl and hydroxyl oxygens with distinct secondorder quadrupolar line shapes are observed with magic angle spinning (MAS). Double-angle
rotation (DOR) produces a decrease in the line width by more than a factor of 40 for amino acids,
providing very high resolution, ~1 ppm, spectra. A strong correlation (~–1200 ppm/Å) is found
between δiso and the C–O bond length of the carbonyl oxygens.
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Appendix B: Simulation of vpu1-52 in hydrated POPC bilayer

MD simulation has been used to refine the secondary structure of a model for the first 52 amino
acids of Vpu (HV1H2). This part corresponds to the first two helices of the protein, which are
thought to be associated with the membrane. The MD simulations also aim to study the connection
of the transmembrane helix (helix-1) to the second helix (helix-2) residing at the surface of the
membrane, more specifically, the flexible linker region, including a Glu-Tyr-Arg (EYR) motif.
Repeated molecular dynamics simulations show that Glu-28 is involved in salt bridge formation
with Lys-31 and Arg-34 establishing a kink between the two helices. Helix-2 remains in a helical
conformation indicating its stability and function as a peptide "float", separating helix-1 from the
rest of the protein known to interact with CD4 receptor.
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Introduction Part I – Solid State NMR
OVERVIEW
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy can provide atomic-resolution structures of
biological molecules, such as proteins. The nuclear spin is associated with a magnetic moment, and
defines the basic resonance frequency. The exact resonance frequency depends on the chemical
environment of each spins, as a result the NMR spectrum of a protein will show NMR signals with
slightly different frequencies (called chemical shifts).
The use of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy in biological research has a long and
successful history, primarily in early stages of drug discovery. Most of these NMR studies have
been performed with liquid solutions and were conducted primarily for structure elucidation of
biomacromolecules.
More recently, solid state NMR spectroscopy has been able to provide high-resolution structural
information of selected part of biomolecules forming micro-crystaline or lyophilized powder (2, 3,
32), as well as to give detailed structural, dynamic and electronic information about drugs and
ligands while constrained at their site of action in membrane-embedded receptors at near
physiological condition (natural membrane fragment or reconstituted complexes) (14, 15, 19, 24,
25, 27, 28). Furthermore, solid state NMR is the only technique able to provide structural
information about the conformation of membrane peptides (15 structures in the PDB, including Fd,
Vpu, gramicidin and M2) (10, 17, 18, 31) and the oligomers they forms (6). Solid state NMR has
also become a major player in the characterization of small molecules in the solid state. Worldwide
regulatory authorities (FDA and ICH) now recognize the importance of solid state NMR
spectroscopy and how the technique is intimately tied to the drug development process, where the
technique has become used to set acceptance criteria for polymorphism in drug substances and drug
products (approximately 80–90% of pharmaceutical products on the market exist in the solid form)
(26).
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Solid state NMR spectra are more complex than solution NMR spectra, because the full effect of
anisotropic or orientation-dependent interactions are observed in the spectra, whenever it is
averaged out in solution for small molecules due to rapid random tumbling. In the solid state, this
motion is usually absent, and the anisotropic interactions present – chemical shift anisotropy (CSA),
dipolar and quadrupolar couplings – lead to a broadening of the resonances (13, 23). These
anisotropic interactions, on the one hand, have the significant disadvantage of hindering the
resolution of distinct sites, but, on the other hand, contain valuable structural and dynamic
information. Specifically, the CSA and quadrupolar interactions provide insight into electronic
structure and bonding, while the dipolar coupling offers direct access to inter-nuclear distances.
Solid-state NMR can provide the same type of information available from corresponding solution
NMR spectra, but a number of special techniques and / or equipment are needed.

NMR INTERACTION IN THE SOLID STATE
In the solid state, there are at least seven ways for a nuclear spin to communicate with its
surroundings:
Zeeman interaction of nuclear spins
Direct dipolar spin interaction (through space dipole-dipole interaction)
Various type of spin coupling, including indirect spin-spin coupling (J-coupling), nuclearelectron spin coupling (paramagnetic interaction), coupling of nuclear spins with
molecular electric field gradients (quadrupolar interaction)
Direct spin-lattice interactions
Indirect spin-lattice interactions
Chemical shielding and polarization of nuclear spins by electrons
Coupling of nuclear spins to sound fields
Nuclear spin interactions are first distinguished on the basis of whether they are external or internal.
One can define the total spin Hamiltonian operator:

H T = H ext + H int
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The Hamiltonian describing the external spins interaction:
H ext = H 0 + H 1

with H 0 = γ B0 I z

Hext gathers the interactions with external fields B0 and B1. The interactions Hi refer to the Zeeman
interaction of the spins with the magnetic fields applied on the system.
The Hamiltonian describing internal spins interactions:

H int = H CS + H J + H D + H Q + H L
Hint gathers the following interactions:
HCS: chemical shielding interactions for spins I and S
HJ: indirect spin-spin coupling (J coupling)
HD: direct dipolar interaction
HQ: quadrupolar interactions for spins I and S (only on spin > 1/2)
HL: interaction of spins I and S with the lattice
In the solid state, all these interactions can make a contribution and shift the spin state energies in
the NMR spectra.
For most cases, one can assume the high-field approximation, which means the external interactions
(Zeeman interaction and other external magnetic fields) are much higher than internal NMR
interactions. Correspondingly, these internal interactions can be treated as perturbations on the
Zeeman Hamiltonian.

BASIC SOLID STATE NMR TECHNIQUES
A number of methods have been developed in order to minimize large anistropic NMR interactions
between nuclei and increase S/N in rare spin spectra:
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Magic Angle Spinning
This technique has led to significant simplification of the solid state NMR spectra by reducing the
powder pattern to an average isotropic value, where the observed signals are narrower (see Fig. 1).
This is obtained by imposing the geometrical averaging of the magnetic anisotropic interactions
through a rotation at an angle (so called magic angle) corresponding to the diagonal of a cube
(54.7°). Chemical shielding, dipolar and quadrupolar interaction both contain a (3⋅cos2θ –1)
dependence term with respect to the applied magnetic field. In solution, rapid anisotropic tumbling
averages this spatial component to zero (due to the integration over sinθ dθ). In the case of solids,
another way to average this angular component is to average it mechanically, by spinning rapidly
the sample with an angle relative to the static magnetic field so that the angular dependence (3⋅cos2θ
–1) is average to zero. This is achieved by spinning the sample at an angle called magic angle
(54.74°) (see Fig. 2).

Figure 1: Simulated spectra showing the effect of MAS on the anisotropic lineshape due to a CSA
interaction (Reproduced from (9)).
The rate of MAS must be greater than or equal to the magnitude of the anisotropic interaction to
average it to zero. All anisotropic interactions with a magnitude below the frequency of spinning of
the sample are averaged out. The technique is of limited use for “high-gamma” nuclei like protons
and fluorine, which can have dipolar coupling in excess of 100 kHz. If the sample is spun at a rate
less than the magnitude of the anisotropic interaction, a manifold sideband becomes visible, which
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are separated by the rate of spinning (in Hz). Even with MAS slower than the breadth of the
anisotropic interaction, S/N is increased, because the signal becomes localized under the spinning
sidebands, rather than spread over the entire breadth as in case of the static NMR spectrum. In
addition, analyses of the residual sidebands pattern can also provide valuable orientational
information.

Figure 2: The effect of MAS for the specific example of a dipolar coupling between two spins. The
four cones represent the range of positions adopted over the course of one rotor period for four
different orientations of the internuclear vector relative to the rotor axis. The double-headed arrow
represents an arbitrary position of one of the internuclear vectors (Reproduced from (1)).
Practically, the samples are finely powdered or dissolved in micelles and packed tightly into rotors,
which are then spun at rates from 1 to 35 kHz, depending on the rotor size and type of experiment
being conducted.

Cross Polarization
Polarization from abundant nuclei like 1H and 31P can be transferred to dilute or rare nuclei like 13C,
15

N, in order to enhance signal to noise and reduce time between successive experiments.

The signal is enhanced due to the spins I having a high polarisation because of their high γ. The
cross polarization enhances signal from dilute spins potentially by a factor of γ I γ S , where I is the
abundant spin and S is the dilute spin.
Since abundant spins are strongly dipolar coupled, they are therefore subject to large fluctuating
magnetic fields resulting from motion. This induces rapid spin-lattice relaxation at the abundant
nuclei. The end result is that one does not have to wait for slowly relaxing dilute nuclei to relax,
rather, the recycle delay is dependent upon the T1 of the abundant nuclei I (1H, 19F, etc.). This lead
also to the improvement of the S/N since acquisitions can be made much faster.
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Polarization is transferred during the spin locking period, called contact time, and a π/2 pulse is only
made on protons to polarized them to the x-axis. They are then held there by a spin locking pulse:

Figure 3: Pulse scheme for a typical cross-polarization (CP).
Cross polarization requires that nuclei are dipolar coupled to one another, but even works while
samples are being spun rapidly at the magic angle (though not if the spinning rate is greater than the
anisotropic interaction). Thus Cross polarization is often combined with MAS (CP-MAS).
The key to obtaining efficient polarization is the proper setting the Hartmann-Hahn match properly,
which requires the r.f. fields of the dilute spin (e.g.,
spin (e.g.,

1-1H

) to be set equal to that of the abundant

1-13 C

) by adjusting the power on each of the channels:

γ 13 C ⋅ B13 C = γ 1 H ⋅ B1 H
B13C and B1H are known as the r.f. spin locking fields.
If these are set properly, the proton and carbon magnetization precess in the rotating frame at the
same rate, allowing for transfer of the abundant spin polarization to the rare spin:

17
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Figure 4: Illustration of the mechanism of Cross-Polarization (CP), where a proper setting of the
Hartmann-Hahn match is required, by adjusting the power on each of the channels.

SOLID STATE NMR OF QUADRUPOLAR NUCLEI
Quadrupolar nuclei have a spin > 1/2 and an asymmetric distribution of nucleons giving rise to a
non-spherical positive electric charge distribution. The asymmetric charge distribution in the
nucleus is described by the nuclear electric quadrupole moment, eQ, which is an intrinsic property
of the nucleus and is the same regardless of the environment.
The quadrupolar interaction, unlike all other anisotropic NMR interactions can be written as a sum
of a first and second order interaction. The first order interaction is proportional to the nuclear
quadrupole coupling constant CQ, and the second-order interaction is proportional to CQ2/

0

and is

much smaller.

Table 1: NMR parameters of interest that can be extracted from quadrupolar nuclei spectra
Parameter
Isotropic Chemical Shift
Chemical Shift Anisotropy Tensor
(principal components in PAS)
Orientation of CSA (Euler angles)
Quadrupole Coupling Constant
Nuclear Quadrupolar Electric Moment
Quadrupolar Asymmetry Parameter
Electric field gradient tensor
(main components)

Symbols usually used
δiso

Unit
[

]

σ11, σ22, σ33

[ ppm ]

α, β , χ
χ = e 2 qQ h
eQ
ηQ = (qxx – qyy)/qzz

[°]

V11, V22, V33 (=

eq )

[ Hz ]
[ C · m2 ]
[ V · m2 ]

The Hamiltonian HQ used to describe the quadrupolar coupling interaction is usually split in two
(1)

(2)
terms: first order and second order quadrupolar Hamiltonian ( HQ and H Q
). These two orders

differ both in terms of symmetry and dependence relative to the magnetic field.
(1)
(2)
HQ = HQ
+ HQ

(1)

(1)

(2)
can be described in terms of spherical tensor operators. HQ is independent
Both HQ and H Q

from the magnetic field and the symmetrical properties of the spherical tensors used to describe it
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(2)
are such, that is averaged out to zero upon rotation along a single axis. On the other hand, H Q

depends on the magnetic field strength and presents a more complex symmetrical behaviour: it is
not averaged out to zero upon the rotation along a single axis (like a MAS experiment, see below).

−1
(2)
(2)
is inversely proportional to the static external magnetic field B0 : H Q
. This nonHQ
∝
γB
0

(2)
linear field dependence gives a significant decrease of the importance of H Q
on the overall

spectrum when the magnetic field used is stronger.
Quadrupolar nuclei interact with electric field gradients (EFGs) in the molecule, which are spatial
changes in electric field around the nucleus. EFGs at the quadrupolar nuclei are described by a
symmetric traceless tensor V. The magnitude of the first-order quadrupolar interaction is given by
the nuclear quadrupole coupling constant, which accounts for both the intrinsic property of the
nucleus and for its environment:
V
CQ = eQ ⋅ 33
h

(in Hz)

(V33 is the trace component with the largest absolute value, when V is put in its diagonalized form)
As the perturbing effect of the electric quadrupolar interaction is reduced at the higher magnetic
fields, it is expected that the resolution of the signal from quadrupolar nuclei will increase, allowing
the study of even more complex molecules. However, the Chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) of the
nuclei is directly proportional to the static magnetic field. This means that for a particular spinning
rate there is an optimal value for the static magnetic field!

Static spectra of quadrupolar nuclei
Static experiments are usually performed at several different fields or in conjunction with MAS in
order to determine all the tensor properties of the label present in the sample. The limitation of the
technique comes with the very little number of different sites it is able to resolve. For example,
static 17O NMR spectra of amino acid powder give very broad line, up to 100 kHz wide (8).
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MAS of quadrupolar nuclei
High-resolution (or at least higher resolution) solid state NMR of quadrupolar nuclei like 17O has
been made possible through the application of magic angle spinning. However, the more complex
nature of the quadrupolar interactions leads to an incomplete averaging of these interactions.
In a MAS NMR spectrum, the measured signal results from several interactions:
ν = ν0 + νCS + νQ
ν0 = Larmor frequency
νCS = Chemical shift interaction
νQ = Residual first order and second order quadrupolar interaction, results from the coupling between the
nuclear quadrupolar moment eQ , and the EFG (or eq ) at the nucleus.
The resolution of MAS is limited by the incomplete averaging of the second order quadrupolar
interactions. Very often MAS lead to 10-12 kHz wide bands showing a sizable second order quadrupolar
coupling constant not averaged out by the rotation along a single axe. This is due to the intrinsic
symmetry of the second order quadrupolar. Therefore more complex techniques are required to acquire
quadrupolar nuclei spectra with a higher resolution.
To overcome the inadequacy of MAS experiments on quadrupolar nuclei, several techniques have been
developed in order to average fully the quadrupolar coupling interactions. Two main avenues have been
explored: an extended mechanical averaging of the sample (DOR, DAS) or a combination of multiplequantum excitation and fast spinning (MQMAS) (5). Such techniques are intrinsically useful for signal
assignment since they drastically increase the resolution by averaging out the second order quadrupolar
interaction. DOR has one advantage on MQMAS is that no sensitivity is lost in the signal acquisition (in
fact sensitivity is gained since the signal are much more narrow).

Double Orientation Resonance (DOR)
In experiments like Double Rotation (DOR) (21, 22, 30) or Dynamical Angle Spinning (DAS) (12, 16),
the spatial averaging of the sample is achieved by spinning simultaneously around two different axes.
These methods achieve an almost complete averaging of the quadrupolar interaction (second order term)
and allow the acquisition of solid state

17

O NMR spectra with resolution similar to half-integer spin

spectra, but remain technologically very demanding, limited by probe technology. The spinning speed
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that can be achieved around any of the two axes remains slower than the ones achieved by single angle
MAS. In practice, line widths down to 1 ppm have been obtained (20).
DAS is similar to DOR, with the difference that the spinning angle of the sample changes at some point
of the pulse program in a pulse synchronous way.
More complex pulse sequence can be combined with these methods. For example, Gann et al. have
demonstrated a 2D DAS experiment (7), allowing an even better resolution, but at the cost of its
sensitivity.

Figure 5: Principle of DOR, simultaneous rotation of the sample around two axis.

Multiple Quantum Magic Angle Spinning (MQMAS)
These experiments are a combination of multiple-quantum excitation and fast spinning called multiplequantum MAS (MQMAS) (5). As an example, Triple-quantum MAS (3QMAS) is a two-dimensional
(2D) MAS experiment designed to observe half-integer spin quadrupolar nuclei. The advantage of this
technique is that it allows the use of a standard MAS probe. MQMAS has been mainly applied to
inorganic sample and there are only two reports of this application on organic molecules (11, 29).
MQMAS can be used in two variants. Without rotor synchronization of the t1 increment with the rotor
period leading to strong spinning sidebands but the spectral width in the F1 dimension is not limited by
the sample spinning frequency (side-bands result in loss of sensitivity and resolution). With rotor
synchronization where ∆t1 = τR (rotor period), spectral width is equal to the spinning frequency and all
spinning side-bands in the F1 dimension are folded onto the central bands, which increases the sensitivity
and the resolution but limits the bandwidth to the maximum spinning frequency achievable.
When compared to 1D MAS, MQMAS allows much narrow line width (29) (Table 2).
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Table 2: Comparison of 1D MAS and MQMAS (adapted from Wu et al. (2001)(29))
Technique
MQMAS
1D MAS
Line width [kHz]

0.1 – 0.2*

0.5 – 1.5*

*Providing that the 1H-17O H-bonding is weak.
MQMAS induces the reduction of the isotropic resonance in the F1 dimension by almost an order of
magnitude as compared to a 1D spectrum, leading the main contribution in the residual line width to be
the incomplete removal of the 1H-17O dipolar interactions (this can possibly be improved by using the
Two-Pulse Phase Modulation (TPPM) for a better dipolar 1H decoupling (29)). The other contributions to
line broadening are poor crystalinity and inaccurate magic angle set-up.

Figure 6: 3QMAS pulse sequence (adapted from (5)).
For inorganic sample, a comparison of the DOR and MQMAS techniques gave the

17

O DOR NMR

spectra superior to 17O 3QMAS NMR spectra with respect to the resolution by a factor of two (4), while
the signal to noise ratio of DOR and 3QMAS NMR is comparable.
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ABSTRACT

17

O solid state NMR of organic materials is developing rapidly. This

article provides a snapshot of the current state of development of this field. The NMR techniques
and enrichment protocols that are driving this progress are outlined. The

17

O parameters derived

from solid state NMR experiments are summarized and the structural sensitivity of the approach to
effects such as hydrogen bonding highlighted. The prospects and challenges for

17

O solid state

NMR of biomolecules are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
In the last ten years, the efforts to exploit oxygen-17 (17O) in solid state NMR have greatly
increased, with applications ranging from studies of amorphous materials (26, 27, 30, 51, 67, 73,
108), zeolites (16, 17) and minerals (7, 8, 99) to polymers (130, 131). Although oxygen-17 is still a
relatively exotic nucleus for NMR study, the field has now matured to such a stage where
applications of the techniques to problems of real biological significance are close to being realized.
The use of quadrupolar nuclei in general in biological systems was reviewed in 1998 (120). Here we
review the variety of NMR approaches for studying

17

O in systems of biological interest, such as

24
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organic molecules, amino acids and peptides. The different systems studied, the techniques applied
and the results obtained will be discussed.

PERSPECTIVE AND OVERVIEW
One of the main reasons for studying oxygen is its ubiquity in biology. Indeed, oxygen controls or
participates in nearly every biological process, especially those involving aerobic metabolism.
Oxygen occupies a key position both at the structural and physiological level. In all
macromolecules, including peptides, proteins, DNA and RNA (especially ribosome) and
carbohydrates, oxygen has a major role in the molecular conformation observed, such as the
secondary, tertiary and quaternary structure. In proteins that are stabilized through multiple
hydrogen bonds, changes which occur between ground and transition states can also induce an
important effect on enzyme catalysis (22). It is therefore not a surprise that oxygen atoms are
involved in triggering, signalling and activation mechanisms. Many physiological processes, like
substrate-enzyme, drug-receptor or protein-protein interactions, imply non-covalent bonding
between the substrates. Taking into account the great importance of hydrogen bonding in biological
systems, oxygen-17 has the potential of being a valuable probe of both structure and function.
Oxygen-17 is the only NMR-active oxygen isotope (nuclear spin = 5/2) and its application in NMR
has been hindered by several of its intrinsic nuclear properties resulting in low sensitivity and
complex spectra. Amongst these are (1) the small gyromagnetic ratio γ = −3.6279 x 107⋅rad⋅T−1⋅s−1
(comparable to 15N), so that the resonance frequency is about 1/7th that of protons (54.221 MHz at
9.39 T which is 400 MHz for 1H), giving a relative sensitivity of 1.830 (relative to 13C at constant
field for equal numbers of nuclei (66)). (2) a low natural abundance of 0.037% leading to an
absolute sensitivity of 0.0611 (compared to 13C) so that isotopic enrichment is usually necessary; (3)
a nuclear quadrupole moment

Q = 2.558 x 10-30 m2 (significant but much smaller than many other

nuclei, e.g.27Al); and (4) in a number of cases a large electric field gradient (EFG) is experienced.
As a non-integer quadrupolar nucleus it is usually the central (1/2, −1/2) transition that is observed
and the quadrupolar effects have to be considered beyond first order (73). This further reduces the
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sensitivity compared to spin-1/2 nuclei and in solids it is the residual second-order quadrupolar
broadening for half-integer spin quadrupolar nuclei that usually determines the line widths in magic
angle spinning experiments (MAS) (see (107) and references therein). However compared to 27Al in
sites of comparable distortion second-quadrupole effects lead to only 0.064 as much broadening
(107). Oxygen-17 exhibits a large NMR chemical shift range depending on the chemical function
and the local environment (73), with the shift being distributed around ~2000 ppm (from water to
dioxygen (41)).
As a quadrupolar nucleus, oxygen is sensitive to both the electric field gradient (EFG) and chemical
shift anisotropy (CSA), which are anisotropic NMR interactions that can be used as probes for
characterizing the local environment of the nucleus. The advantage of exploiting such anisotropic
interactions (2nd rank tensors) is that they are able to provide three-dimensional information about
the local electronic structure. Indeed, both these parameters have been shown to be very sensitive to
local structure and bonding (including hydrogen bonding). Anisotropic bonding of oxygen atoms in
many solids produces strong electric field gradients at the oxygen nuclei and quadrupole coupling
constants χQ of several MHz. The average for the quadrupole constant is 4.2 ± 1.5 MHz in inorganic
material (average based on about 300 values (33, 73)). This implies, that for

17

O, the quadrupolar

interaction is likely to be dominant, although other nuclear spin interactions such as dipolar
interactions (~104 Hz) and chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) (~10-104 Hz) cannot be neglected. As
even higher magnetic fields are applied the CSA will become increasingly important.
In 1981, it was already suggested that both EFG and CSA would be very sensitive to the electronic
structure of the molecule and that they could potentially yield details and degrees of resolution (59)
not available from X-ray or neutron diffraction. Amongst these structural details, are molecular
dynamics, and inter- and intramolecular interactions such as hydrogen bonds. Small energy changes
in the electronic structure cannot be detected by diffraction methods alone (1), because of the
character of the irradiation inherent to these methods, and the inherent diffuse nature of electronic
distributions which are not sufficiently resolved. It is more than twenty years since this statement
was made, and since then very significant improvements in both experimental NMR (especially
high magnetic fields with concomitant increases in sensitivity and resolution) and quantum
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chemical simulation have made it possible to collect accurate data in order to relate NMR
parameters to chemical structure.
17

O solution NMR is a useful technique to solve structural problems for small organic molecules.

The fast reorientation of the molecules in solution (fast tumbling rate,

τr > Q-1 ~10−6 − 10−7s (41))

results in narrow spectral lines due to the averaging of the quadrupolar interaction. Rapid
quadrupolar relaxation of 17O has, however, prevented successful applications of solution 17O NMR
to biological macromolecules (41). The large quadrupolar interaction of oxygen-containing
functional groups can cause highly effective relaxation, which leads to strong broadening of the
NMR signals, which can be severe for large molecules. 17O solid state NMR has therefore be seen
as an alternative for structural studies to 17O solution NMR (29), since the relaxation times are much
longer and the intrinsic spectral resolution is not limited by molecular weight.

GENERAL BACKGROUND OF EXPERIMENTAL SOLID STATE
NMR TECHNIQUES APPLIED FOR HALF-INTEGER SPIN
QUADRUPOLAR NUCLEI
A whole range of NMR techniques can be applied to half-integer spin quadrupolar nuclei (such as
17

O) in solid materials including static, magic angle spinning (MAS) and higher order averaging

techniques. Static experiments are usually performed at several different magnetic fields, or in
conjunction with MAS, to enable all the tensor properties of the 17O sites present to be determined.
The limitation of static work is the inherent resolution when dealing with resonance lines that can be
very broad, up to 100 kHz wide from some amino acids (45). Hence in complex molecules with
different oxygen sites there can be strong overlap between the different resonances.
High-resolution (or at least higher resolution) 17O solid state NMR has been made possible through
the application of MAS (Figure 1 for an illustration). However, the angular variation of the secondorder quadrupolar interaction is more complex than (3cos2θ−1) so that this interaction is
incompletely averaged under MAS. One of the most immediate consequences of this is that the
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residual line widths under MAS (since spinning by MAS only narrows a factor of ~3.6 compared to
a static sample (13)) means that the resolution improvement due to MAS is not as good as it would
be for a spin-1/2 system, and often MAS of amino acids leads to resonances that are 10-12 kHz
wide. Therefore more complex averaging techniques are required to acquire 17O spectra with higher
resolution.

Figure 1 17O MAS NMR of L-glutamic acid⋅HCl. Resolution of the four distinct crystallographic
oxygen sites. A highly structured spectrum is observed with 2 main resonances centered at ~260 and
125 ppm. Each resonance is composed of 2 strongly overlapping lines. The structure on the
resonance at lower shift only became clear when high 1H-decoupling powers were used (adapted
from (70) with permission of the copyright owner).
Two main avenues have been explored to average the second-order quadrupolar broadening as well
as first-order effects: extended mechanical averaging of the sample (DOR (95, 96, 128), DAS (72,
78)) or a combination of multiple-quantum excitation effectively averaging in spin space and fast
spinning (MQMAS) (36). MQMAS is a two dimensional (2D) sequence that correlates multiple
quantum signal with that of the central transition. In the 2D data set there exists directions where
both the first and second-order quadrupole broadening are removed to produce the high resolution.
An alternative high resolution approach for half-integer quadrupole nuclei is satellite transition
MAS (10, 37). This correlates single quantum signal from the satellite and central transitions in a
2D data set, from which it is again possible to produce an isotropic high-resolution spectrum. The
references given here provide more details about the physical background and implementation of
these techniques, and they have been reviewed in detail previously (107).
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The advantages of these techniques are illustrated by MQMAS which reduces the width in the
isotropic F1 dimension, and DOR which reduces the width of the NMR spectra by almost an order
of magnitude, when compared to a 1D MAS NMR spectrum (121). As an example L-monosodium
glutamate (L-MSG) is shown (Figure 2). These are the least 5 signals but in MAS spectrum there is
considerable overlap. However the additional narrowing provided by both DOR and MQ
approaches gives complete resolution of the different signals (70). The main contribution to the
residual line width is then probably incomplete removal of the 1H-17O dipolar interactions (this can
possibly be improved by using the Two-Pulse Phase Modulation (TPPM) (14) for better dipolar 1H
decoupling (121)). Line broadening can be due to poor crystallinity and since the quadrupole
interactions are large, it is required that the magic angle is accurately set-up so that this does not
contribute to the line width. In MQMAS, the line width is not limited by the molecular weight of
the system under observation (121). MQMAS can also suffer problems at high spinning rates and
larger quadrupole interactions due to excitation effects of the MQ transitions. Consequences of this
can be that sites that unequally excited so that MQ spectra cannot really be used for quantification
((107) and references therein).
A comparison of DOR and MQMAS techniques for an inorganic sample, shows the line widths of
the 17O DOR NMR spectra are narrower than for 17O 3QMAS NMR by a factor of two (34).
The advent of higher magnetic fields, faster magic angle spinning (MAS) and the introduction of
techniques to improve the spectral resolution has seen a significant increase in

17

O NMR reports

from inorganic materials. The resonances are narrower at higher applied magnetic fields because of
the inverse dependence of the second order quadrupolar broadening on the applied magnetic field
(∝ to Bo2 in ppm). Progress in 17O solid state NMR applied to biological sciences has been much
more limited since

17

O NMR from organic materials presents an even greater challenge because

typically much greater quadrupole interactions are experienced in such materials. Figure 3
summarizes some the milestones achieved during the last 20 years regarding mainly the study of
organic and biologically-related molecules with
progresses until the last five years.

17

O solid state NMR, showing the relatively slow
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DOR has advantages over MQMAS in that no sensitivity is lost in the signal acquisition (in fact
sensitivity is gained since the signal are narrower) and it is a 1D technique. The main disadvantage
of DOR is that a highly specialised probehead is required. There have been continued improvements
in the maximum rotation rates of the outer rotor. Current maximum rates are ~2 kHz, which means
that with odd-order sideband suppression (95), sidebands are separated by ~4 kHz. Although still
large numbers of sidebands can be produced they can be handled and the much-improved resolution
would allow several different sites in the same sample to be resolved in the DOR spectrum.
17

O solid state NMR has already developed sufficiently that is it able to resolve simultaneously

several oxygen sites, even if they are chemically very similar. For example, MAS experiment
provides enough resolution to observe and characterize the four oxygen atoms from crystalline Lglutamic acid (Figure 1). DOR experiments provide even better resolution with all the 5 sites in LMSG resolved (Figure 2). The increase in the resolution will allow the study of more complex
molecules, perhaps even uniformly labeled peptides and more complex organic molecules.

Figure 2 14.1 T 17O NMR spectrum of L-Monosodium glutamate (a) MAS together with a
simulation based on the 5 components deduced from the higher resolution data. (b) DOR ( indicate
the centrebands) and (c) the centreband of the 14.1 T 3Q MAS NMR data (adapted from (70) with
permission of the copyright owner).
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O NMR from organic materials have included O2 and CO interacting with

hemeproteins, polymers, various crystalline organic molecules, amino acids and nucleic acid bases
– these applications will be reviewed here.

Figure 3 Important milestones in the application of solid state
related materials.

17

O NMR to organic molecules and

SAMPLE PREPARATION
17

O solid state NMR requires selective isotopic enrichment of the sample. However, even low

enrichment levels are enough to provide a sufficient increase in signal to determine the NMR
parameters of the enriched sites. The lowest enrichment used for 17O of organic molecules reported
for NMR study is 6 atom% (6, 61, 63). Considering the current magnetic fields and probes
available, and in order to ensure acquisition in a reasonable amount of time, a minimum enrichment
of 10-15 atom% for crystals of organic molecules is recommended. For non-crystalline organic
phases, higher enrichments are preferable (minimum 40 atom%).
Although it is not necessary to calculate very accurately the enrichment in

17

O, it is possible to

monitor the enrichment using electron ionization mass spectrometry (EI-MS). As an example,
Figure 4 shows the change in the mass spectrum upon enrichment in the case of L-glutamic acid,
where enrichment was carried out using 18%-17O-water. Upon enrichment, one observes an increase
of the intensity of the peaks located at M+1, M+2, M+3 and M+4, where M is the molecular peak.
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This indicates an overall isotopic enrichment of the molecule (in this case, L-Glutamic acid has four
oxygen sites). Although the level of enrichment could be higher, this level of enrichment of the
water is enough to give a sample suitable for solid state NMR studies.

Figure 4 Electron ionisation mass spectrum of (a) L-glutamic acid and 17O-enriched L-glutamic,
starting with 18 atom-% 17O-enriched water. The increase of the intensity of mass peak located at
the left of the molecular peak shows that the 17O enrichment was achieved.
The main precursors for

17

O enrichment are

17

O-water,

17

O-dioxygen (O2 gas) or

17

O-carbon

monoxide. For more information related to synthetic methods, see the review written by Butler
(1991) (18) or refer directly to the publication related with the solid state NMR study where the
individual enrichment schemes employed are usually discussed (Table 2 for a detailed list).
Enrichment can be at specific sites or the sample uniformly labelled. All the evidence, for example
from uniformly labelled amino acids, shows that the intensity ratio between the different sites
agrees exactly with the expected value.
Synthesis of

17

O-enriched samples can be difficult, since the number of labeled precursors on the

market remains fairly limited. It is interesting to note that in 2001, the precursors commercially
available were mostly limited to H2O, O2 and CO. As a sign of the growing interest in 17O labeling,
it is now possible to buy

17

O-enriched organic molecules such as benzophenone, phenol or even

amino acids. There are now two companies providing 17O labeled organic molecules (Icon Isotope
Service and Cambridge Isotopes).
Enrichment of amino-acids is possible and has been described more than 20 years ago (109, 110).
Synthesis of selectively enriched peptides is possible, which takes place in solution for small di- and
tri-peptides (109, 117). Furthermore, solid-phase peptide synthesis (with both Boc- (109) or Fmocprotecting groups [Lemaitre et al., to be published]) can also be performed. The enrichment of the
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protected amino acid can be either performed on the Boc- or MeO- protected amino acid (109) or
the protection reaction (FMOC for example) can be conducted on the amino acid without any
significant loss of label (86).

CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS
Generally, authors have determined as accurately and as completely as possible the NMR
parameters (Table 1) characterizing the observed NMR signals. To obtain unambiguous simulations
of the NMR spectra, it is usually necessary to record them at several fields (at least 2), or use a
combination of methods e.g. static and MAS, DOR or MQ in order to generate enough constraints
for the simulation procedure. Advances in both experimental NMR and computation of the NMR
parameters have resulted in a much improved correlation between anisotropic NMR properties
(EFG, CSA) and molecular structure.
Indirect spin coupling constants will not be discussed here, since there are no reports so far, for an
organic molecule in

17

O solid state NMR. However, this could turn out to be another very useful

parameter, which might be related to structure. Relaxation properties of

17

O-labelled solids also

need to be investigated in more detail but very wide variations in T1 have been determined from
several seconds to a few ms.
Table 1: NMR parameters of interest that can be extracted from 17O spectra
Parameter
Symbols usually used
Isotropic Chemical Shift
Chemical Shift Anisotropy Tensor
(principal components in PAS)
Orientation of CSA (Euler angles)
Quadrupole Coupling Constant

Nuclear Quadrupolar Electric Moment
Quadrupolar Asymmetry Parameter
Electric field gradient tensor
(main components)

δiso
σ11, σ22, σ33
α, β, χ
2
χ = e qQ

eQ

h

ηQ = (qxx – qyy)/qzz

V11, V22, V33 (= eq )
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Chemical Shift
Changes in chemical shift can potentially be used to monitor conformational changes, substrate
binding, changes in the hydrogen-bonding and protonation state of the molecule studied.

17

O

chemical shifts are referenced against H2O.
Since the first application of

17

O solid state NMR on MnO2 by Jackson in 1963 (53), many other

molecules have been characterized using this technique. The general trend of 17O chemical shifts is
shown in Figure 5, which is the result of the compilation of about 30 reports from the last 20 years
or so. This figure is not exhaustive, since the number of organic molecules that have been studied
by 17O solid state NMR remains small and thus the examples given may not be representative of the
entire chemical shift range of

17

O. The identity of the molecules and the individual values for the

isotropic chemical shift (and also other parameters) can be found in Table 2. An important point to
emphasize here is that the shift of the peak position in a solid state NMR spectrum of a second-order
quadrupolar perturbed system does not correspond to the isotropic chemical shift (which is usually
the case for solution spectra). If a second-order quadrupolar lineshape can be resolved then the
isotropic chemical shift can be deduced from a single spectrum. An alternative approach is to carry
out DOR and MQMAS combined with magnetic field variation, and again the isotropic chemical
shift deduced. Care has to be taken to ascertain if papers when referring to the chemical shift, mean
the peak position or the genuine isotropic value. In examining differences (e.g. from structural
effects) it is isotropic chemical shifts that should be compared.
The values of the 17O NMR chemical shifts for organic molecules in the solid state measured to date
cover a range from 46 to 375 ppm. Comparison with similar chemical shift ranges measured in
solution (75) shows significant differences, up to 100 ppm. This is mainly due to important
modifications in the hydrogen-bond network experienced by the different chemical groups upon
crystallization. Most of the changes tend to reduce the chemical shift of a specific chemical group
from solution to solid state and can be interpreted as an increase of the hydrogen-bond length (vide
infra). The correlation between the C-O π bond order (21), observed in solution is also seen in the
solid state. Another feature mirroring that in solution, is the small chemical shift range observed for
S-O bonds, which cannot be related to the bond order in a similar manner as for C-O bonds.
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Figure 5 17O isotropic chemical shift and quadrupole coupling constant ranges for different X-O
bonds of organic molecules in the solid state. There are some significant changes between solution
(see (41)) and solid state.

Quadrupole Coupling Constant
Solid state NMR allows the determination of parameters like χQ and ηQ (Table 2) from powder or
single-crystal static experiments, and MAS of polycrystalline samples. However, it is not the only
method available to provide information on quadrupole interaction related parameters. A significant
number of quadrupole coupling constants of organic molecules have been determined using nuclear
quadrupole resonance (NQR) spectroscopy (15, 19, 41, 87, 88, 100-102) (Table 3).
Solid state NMR has shown that experimental χQ values cover the range 4.8 to 10.8 MHz for
organic molecules in the solid state, while nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) suggests values for
the components of the quadrupole tensor from –9 MHz to + 11.5 MHz for chemical groups
involving C-O bonds (100). The sign of χQ gives information on the orientation of the field
gradient. Figure 5 summarizes values for quadrupolar coupling constants that have been measured
for different chemical functions of crystalline organic molecules. Similarly to the isotropic chemical
shifts, significant differences for χQ have been observed between the solution and solid state (28,
86). The range over which χQ is distributed seems to be narrower in the solid state compared to
solution (−8 to 17 MHz) (41), again highlighting some effects of the hydrogen-bond network.
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The general rule observed for the solution state (41), that a decrease of the quadrupole coupling
constant occurs with an increase of strength of hydrogen bonding, is also a general trend observed
in the solid state (vide infra).

Ab initio Calculations
The detailed quantum chemical description of sites in organic molecules is rather complex. The
most common approach to simplify the modelling of the nuclear spin interactions is to consider
them independently from the rest of the system, using lattice relaxation terms. Other considerations
can be used to simplify the modelling process of 17O chemical shift and other relevant parameters.
Reports of calculations of the

17

O NMR parameters in such materials have been presented to

varying degrees of sophistication, including Finite Perturbation theory, Hartree-Fock and Density
Functional Theory.
It is often found that inclusion of the hydrogen-bond network is necessary to achieve a good quality
of fit, emphasising how sensitive oxygen-17 is regarding this type of interaction.
Wu et al. (2000) (127) used CP MAS to determine the amplitude and orientation of tensor
interactions. They carried out DFT calculations with and without inclusion of an intermolecular
hydrogen-bond network. Simulations using the software Gaussian (g98) with B3LYP as a level of
theory, G-311+FG as a basis set and exchange functions Gauge including Atomic Orbital (GIAO)
basis, have been performed for calculating the CS shielding.
There has been significant recent progress in first principles quantum mechanical calculation of
NMR parameters that have greatly improved in theory, accuracy and speed with which they can be
carried out. Rather than cluster-based calculations density functional theory using the Gauge
including projector augmented wave (GIPAW) method (85) uses the true periodic nature of the
crystal structure. The crystal structure is refined, by allowing the positions of the hydrogen atoms to
relax. In the method, pseudopotentials are used to represent the electron cores. From these
calculations both the chemical shielding and quadrupole interactions can be determined.
Calculations of these parameters for

17

O using this approach have been used for zeolites (89) and

glutamic acid polymorphs (132). For L-glutamic acid the quality of the calculations meant that the
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peaks could confidently be assigned on the basis of these calculations and illustrates the
complementarity between the solid state NMR measurements and the computational work.
Computational work will also allow correlations with structural detail to be explored without having
to prepare as many enriched samples. Calculations can also help determine the orientation of the
chemical shift and quadrupole interactions relative to one another. In powder samples combining
variable magnetic field, and static and MAS data allows both the interactions and their orientation to
be estimated, especially if 1H decoupling is used to remove dipolar interactions. It is however
difficult from this data alone to deduce the orientation of these interactions relative to the molecular
frame, whereas single crystal measurements can provide this information.

Assignment of 17O NMR resonances
In most

17

O NMR studies of organic molecules to date the assignment of the different resonances

has been relatively straightforward, with the number of different sites small - two different signals
on average. Furthermore, the crystal structure of the molecule under study is almost always known.
For this type of sample, an assignment based on the measurement of the chemical shift from a MAS
experiment is usually sufficient, provided the two atoms belong to different chemical functions. As
an example, for a molecule containing a single carboxylic group, the difference in NMR parameters
between the hydroxyl (–OH, 170-190 ppm, χQ = 8.6-8.0 MHz) and the carbonyl (=O, 300-355
ppm, χQ = 7.7-7.35 MHz) is usually large enough to avoid any assignment confusion (86). In amino
acid⋅HCl materials the two resonances are completely resolved and the carbonyl and hydroxyl can
be immediately identified. However in L-alanine there is complete overlap between the two
resonances as the isotropic chemical shifts differ by only 24 ppm so that it is difficult to directly
uniquely identify the resonances.
To help assignment of the oxygen sites approaches using the strength of the coupling between the
oxygen and surrounding protons have been applied. Typically, to understand the strength of the 1H17

O dipolar coupling, MAS or DOR experiments can be run where the strength of the proton

decoupling is varied (86). The DOR experiment allows the best resolution of the different signals
(line widths down to 1 ppm (86)). Then, the line broadening as a function of the decoupling strength
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allows the assignment of a specific site from the crystal structure. The narrower the line, the less
strongly is a particular oxygen atom coupled to the protons.
MQMAS can also be used for helping the attribution of signals to particular sites within the crystal
structure (121). It has been shown that the frequency of a signal along F2 increases with a decrease
in hydrogen-bond length (based on the carbonyl bond length that increases if the strength of the
hydrogen-bond increases).
Another technique used previously in solid state 17O NMR studies was to record spectra at different
temperatures: the oxygen involved in the weakest hydrogen-bond network show the more
significant changes in its NMR parameters. The method was demonstrated with L-leucine where
two types of hydrogen-bonding in the unit cell can be distinguished (46).
All the methods developed so far are limited, in the sense they only allow a small number of
different oxygen sites to be dealt with and their chemical environment should ideally differ
significantly to allow ready assignment. Furthermore, X-ray or neutron diffraction structures are
required in order to determine how each oxygen atom is involved in the hydrogen-bond network.
Future work will have to include development of self-consistent NMR methods in order to assign
17

O signals in an independent way without relying on previously available structural information,

and the computational work mentioned above will play an important role here.

SELECTED APPLICATIONS
Organic Molecules, Nucleic Acid & Amino Acids
Recent reports of

17

O NMR from organic materials have included hemeproteins, polypeptides,

strongly hydrogen-bonded carboxylic acids, amino acids and nucleic acid bases.
Several classes of molecules have been more extensively studied, amongst them the individual
components of DNA and proteins, including the nucleic acids (all of them) and a vast majority of
the naturally occurring amino acids. It has to be noted that carbohydrates, an important class of
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biologically important molecules with high oxygen content, have not been studied yet. The alcohol
group is another chemical functionality that has not yet received much attention, with no solid state
NMR report to date. The closest study to this functionality is that of a few phenolic molecules (2nitrophenol, 4-nitrophenol and tyrosine) (29), characterized by wider signals than for amide groups.
The amide group has been investigated as a simplified model for the amide bond that mediates the
link between the different amino acid residues, and is also present in several nucleic acid bases (T,
G and U). Wu et al. explored several of them (benzanilide, N-methyl benzamide, acetanilide) (127,
129), determining the chemical shift tensor orientation.
Nucleic acid bases have been studied (121, 122, 124) (Figure 6). Uracil had both one (static and
MAS) (122, 124) and two oxygen sites labeled (MAS and MQMAS) (121). From this work all the
components of the EFG and CS tensor have been determined for all the nucleobases (amplitude and
relative orientation). Furthermore, it has allowed comparison with the same molecules in solution,
showing that for some oxygen sites, there are very large changes upon crystallization. The nature of
those changes is related with the degree of involvement of each particular oxygen atom in the
intermolecular hydrogen-bond network. The oxygen atoms that are able to form intramolecular
hydrogen bonds show smaller changes in their NMR parameters upon crystallization.

17

O MAS

gives line widths up to 10 kHz highlighting the sizable residual quadrupolar width. Static spectra
show line widths from 30 to 60 kHz. Accuracy of the simulation is estimated to ± 10 ppm for
chemical shift and ± 5° for Euler angles (122, 124).
Amino acids were amongst the first organic molecules to be studied by

17

O solid state NMR,

beginning as early as 1988 (45, 46). At this time, the resolution was low and it took about 5 hours
with a Bruker CXP 180 to collect a spectrum with a S/N of 20 for a sample with an enrichment of
20 atom-% in 17O. In the case of the L-leucine where there are two inequivalent molecules per unit
cell, only two inequivalent sites could be found. It was not possible to resolve the two oxygen sites
of L-alanine before 1994 and the application of DAS. The EFG and CS tensors in the molecular
frame could nevertheless be estimated in the earlier work (45).
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Figure 6 Experimental (upper trace) and simulated (lower trace) 17O MAS NMR spectra of free
nucleic acid bases at 11.75 T. Chemical shifts are referenced to liquid H2O (adapted from (124) with
permission of the copyright owner).
All the

17

O solid state NMR techniques available have now been applied to amino acids namely,

static NMR on powders and single crystals as well as polycrystals, MAS, DAS, DOR and 3QMAS
on polycrystalline materials.
Application of higher resolution techniques have highlighted how sensitive the

17

O NMR

parameters of labeled amino acids are relative to crystallization conditions (pH) (70, 86) or even
modification of the amino-group of the molecules (86) (e.g. Fmoc protection of the amino group).
In those cases, major changes in the shape and the frequencies of the signals have been observed
(Figure 7).
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Figure 7 14.1 T 17O MAS NMR spectra of (a) L-tyrosine⋅HCl, (b) L-asparagine⋅HCl, (c) Lvaline⋅HCl, (d) glycine⋅HCl and (e) L-alanine⋅HCl together with simulations of the centrebands. (f)
14.1 T 17O MAS NMR spectrum of L-alanine together with simulation, (g) DOR spectrum of Lalanine outer rotor speed 1800 Hz (adapted from (86)).

Small peptides and Polymers
17

O solid state NMR has been applied to study small peptides (glycylglycine and

glycylglycine⋅HNO3 (6, 63)) and uniformly labelled polypeptides (polyglycine I and II (6, 61, 63,
130), poly(L-alanine) I and II (114, 131)). Unfortunately, the low enrichment of the samples (6-10
atom-% for the different samples) has led to the observation of numerous artefacts in the observed
spectra, many of which were recorded at lower applied magnetic fields.
Kuroki et al. (1994) (63) manufactured samples with a low enrichment, and the spectra accumulated
at lower applied magnetic fields (9.39 T, 400 MHz 1H) resulted in the authors reaching an erroneous
conclusion about the carbonyl

17

O NMR parameters, especially regarding the orientation of the

chemical shift tensor in the molecular frame (129). This was corrected in later papers where MAS at
25 kHz was applied (18.8 T, 800 MHz 1H) and the quality of the data significantly improved (130,
131).
One of the most interesting applications of

17

O solid state NMR on polypeptides illustrates the

ability of the technique to differentiate between parallel and antiparallel chains in the case of a 310-
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helix, whereas

13

C and

15

42

N solid state NMR were unable to resolve any differences. Kuroki et al.

reported that 17O solid state NMR could be used to detect two inequivalent signals in polyglycine II,
that would only be consistent with an antiparallel 310-helix and not a parallel 310-helix (61, 63). The
two inequivalent oxygen sites were not observed in more recent publications by the same authors,
where the same samples were studied at higher magnetic field and with higher MAS rate (131).
Nevertheless, it is possible to determine accurately the

17

O NMR parameters on labelled peptides,

which constitute the most complex organic samples studied by 17O solid state NMR so far. Indeed,
the polypeptides studied are characterized by different degrees of polymerization (leading to a
heterogeneous system) and different secondary structures can be obtained. Polyglycine I and II form
respectively helix 310- and β-sheet, while poly(L-alanine) I and II forms are α-helix and β-sheet
respectively.
There is no doubt that in future, more samples with this level of complexity, will be studied more
routinely by 17O NMR. Small oligopeptides and selectively labelled peptides in both crystalline or
non-crystalline phases with a high enough enrichment level constitute an attainable goal for

17

O

solid state NMR and important structural information could be extracted from such samples (130,
131).

Table 2: 17O NMR parameters of organic molecules in the solid state.

Note: Usually, 17O solid state NMR spectra are referenced relative to natural abundance water at
room temperature, for which the chemical shift is arbitrarily set to 0 ppm. This gives a sharp
resonance and there is a very small shift dependence on pH but this is not normally taken into
account.
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Organic Molecules
Benzophenone
Benzamide
Benzanilide
N-methylbenzamide
Acetanilide
2-nitro-[17O]-phenol
4-nitro-[17O]-phenol
D,L-Tyrosine HCl
α-Oxalic Acid
Benzoic acid
Potassium Hydrogen benzoate
Potassium Hydrogen benzoate
Potassium Hydrogen benzoate
Ammonium hydrogen benzoate
Phthalic Acid
Lithium hydrogen phthalate⋅2 H2O
Dilithium phthalate hemihydrate
Potassium hydrogen phthalate⋅2 H2O
p-Toluenesulfonic acid⋅H2O
Urea
Nucleic Acid Bases
2-17O-cytosine
17

6- O-guanine H2O
2-17O-thymine
4-17O- thymine

δcs, iso
[ppm]

χQ
[MHz]

η

σ11
[ppm]

σ22
[ppm]

σ33
[ppm]

α
[°]

β
[°]

γ
[°]

O
O
O
O
O
OH
OH
OH
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C-OH)
O2 (C-OHN)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O
O
O
O (S-O)
O

358±42
300
320
287
330
63
80
117
301±14
183±4
230
290
230
287±2
213±2
285±5
215±5
240
242
312±5
180±5
46±5
272±5
305±5
140
200±1

10.808
8.40
8.97
8.50
8.81
9.90
9.70
8.10
8.30±0.23
6.68±0.08
5.70
8.50
6.30
8.30±0.02
5.90±0.02
8.30
5.90±0.02
6.3
6.3
7.2±0.1
7.4±0.1
5.9±0.1
7.6±0.1
8.4±0.1
4.79
7.24±0.01

0.369
0.40
0.15
0.30
0.20
0.8
0.85
1.0
0.07
0.16
1.0
0.20
0.10
0.23±0.05
0.55±0.05
0.15±0.01
0.90±0.01
0.40
0.0
0±0.05
0±0.05
0.21±0.05
0.44±0.05
0.20±0.05
1.0
0.92

537±42
500±3
580±5
520
570
476±18
351±4
470±5
370±5
-

525±42
400±3
450±5
380
440
413±11
142±3
380±5
190±5
-

12±42
0±3
-50±5
-40
-20
14±13
55±4
10±5
80±5
-

5
5
0
-

90
90
89
-

(98)
(29)
70 (29, 129)
78 (129)
69 (129)
(29)
(29)
(29)
-

22±12

O2

230

7.20

0.70

350

300

O6
O2
O4

230
200±2
325±2

7.10
6.65±0.02
8.40±0.02

0.80
1.00±0.02
0.10±0.02

395
290±5
570±5

285
270±5
360±5

26±12

20±1

10±1

5±3

9±1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0±5

90±5

30±5

5±5

90±5

90±5

-

-

-

0

90

0/90

40

12

80

70

10
20±5
20±5

5

87

4

90

0

84

Ref.

Struct
ure
Ref.
(32)
(39)
(56)
(69)
(55)
(52)
(23)
(77)

(133)

(92)

(29)
(29)

(105)
(106)

(126)

(106)

(123)

(106)

(29)

(82)

(48)

(79)

(48)
(48)
(48)
(29)
(28)

(60)
NA
(80)
(5)
(90,
113)

(124)

(12,
74)
67
(124)
(115)
70 (122, 124) (83)
84 (122, 124) (83)
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[2-4-17O2]uracil

Amino Acids

2-17O-uracil
4-17O-uracil
L-alanine
L-alanine
L-alanine

L-alanine HCl
Fmoc-L-alanine
D-alanine
L-cysteine HCl
L-glutamic acid HCl

D-glutamic acid HCl

D,L-glutamic acid HCl
Monosodium L-glutamate⋅H2O

L-glutamine HCl

O2
O4
O2
O4

240±5
275±5
245
275

7.62±0.02
7.85±0.02
7.61
7.85

0.50±0.01
0.55±0.01
0.50
0.55

400
470

330
350

10
10

O
O1
O2
O1
O2
O1
O2
O1
O2
O1
O2
O1
O2
O1 or O4
O1 or O4
O2
O3
O1 or O4
O1 or O4
O3
O2
O1
O2 & O3
O4
1
2
3
4
5
O1
O2
O3

285±8
268±8
284±0.5
260.5±0.5
327.8±0.5
176.7±0.5
303.3±0.5
175.7±0.5
275±5
262±5
353.5±0.5
174.9±0.5
172.5±0.5
187.0±0.5
322.0±0.5
315.0±0.5
172.3±0.5
187.2±0.5
315.4±0.5
322.0±0.5
170±5
250±5
320±5
254±1.5
260±1.5
274±1.5
283±1.5
297±1.5
319.8±0.5
306±1
180±1

6.6
8.1±0.3
7.2±0.3
7.86±0.05
6.53±0.05
8.31±0.05
7.29±0.05
7.89±0.05
6.95±0.05
7.60±0.02
6.40±0.02
8.65±0.05
7.41±0.05
7.45±0.05
7.49±0.05
8.16±0.05
8.31±0.05
7.45±0.05
7.49±0.05
8.16±0.05
8.31±0.05
7.20±0.02
6.80±0.02
8.20±0.02
7.4±0.2
7.2±0.2
7.6±0.2
7.7±0.2
7.0±0.2
8.20±0.05
8.30±0.1
7.75±0.05

0.55
0.28±0.02
0.70±0.02
0.00±0.02
0.20±0.02
0.16±0.02
0.12±0.02
0.60±0.01
0.65±0.01
0.18±0.02
0.27±0.02
0.25±0.02
0.25±0.02
0.00±0.03
0.17±0.02
0.25±0.02
0.25±0.02
0.00±0.03
0.17±0.02
0.20±0.01
0.58±0.01
0.00±0.01
0.47±0.05
0.50±0.05
0.45±0.05
0.40±0.05
0.45±0.05
0.03±0.02
0.03±0.03
0.24±0.02

50
-

350
-

350
-

-

-

-

0

89

82

0

90

75

-

-

-

(121)

(111)

(124)
(124)

(111)
(111)

(45)

(68)

(38)

(68)

(86)

(68)

(86)

(25)

(86)

NA

(121)

NA
See (68)

(86)

NA

(70)

(103)

(86)

NA
See
(103)

(121)

NA

(70)

(97)

(86)

(104)
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Glycine HCl
L-isoleucine HCl
Leucine HCl
L-lysine HCl
L-phenylanaline HCl
L-tyrosine HCl
D,L-tyrosine HCl
L-valine HCl
Fmoc-L-valine

O1
O2
O1
O2
O1
O2
O1
O2
O1
O2
O1
O2
O3
O3
O1
O2
O1
O2

336±0.5
185±0.5
347.1±0.5
182.6±0.5
342.7±0.5
182.6±0.5
346.7±0.5
180.8±0.5
353.5±0.5
178.8±0.5
327.0±0.5
183.0±0.5
83.0±0.5
117±0.5
351±0.5
181±0.5
324.1±0.5
167.3±0.5

Peptides / Polypeptides
GlyGly
O
265
GlyGly HNO3
O
280
Polyglycine I (310-helix)
O
299
Polyglycine I(310-helix) (310-helix)
O
304
O
299
Polyglycine II (β-sheet)
O
293
Polyglycine II (β-sheet)
O
303
Poly(L-alanine) (α-helix)
O
319
Poly(L-alanine) (α-helix)
O
265
Poly(L-alanine) (β-sheet)
O
286
Poly(L-alanine) (β-sheet)
Inorganic Molecules Complexed with Organic Molecules or Proteins
O (H2O)
30.0±0.5
p-toluenesulfonic acid⋅H2O
Oxalic acid dihydrate
O (H2O)
C17O bound to Fe(TPP)(CO)(NmeIm)
O (CO)
372
C17O bound to A0 Myoglobin
O (CO)
372
C17O bound to A1 Myoglobin
O (CO)
366

8.40±0.05
7.60±0.05
8.52±0.05
7.40±0.05
8.39±0.05
7.50±0.05
8.56±0.05
7.67±0.05
8.54±0.05
7.46±0.05
8.22±0.05
7.35±0.05
8.56±0.05
8.10±0.05
8.40±0.05
7.35±0.05
8.42±0.05
7.48±0.05

0.00±0.02
0.25±0.02
0.06±0.02
0.22±0.02
0.05±0.02
0.20±0.02
0.00±0.02
0.24±0.02
0.07±0.02
0.25±0.02
0.00±0.02
0.19±0.02
0.65±0.02
1.0±0.02
0.03±0.02
0.21±0.02
0.08±0.02
0.27±0.02

-

-

-

-

-

-

8.55
8.75
8.55
8.36
8.30
8.21
9.28
8.59
8.65
8.04

0.45
0.47
0.26
0.30
0.29
0.33
0.33
0.28
0.41
0.28

546
559
574
562
595
514
-

382
408
425
410
435
390
-

-132

94

90

-87

-127

94

89

-81

-101

100

91

-79

-

-

-

-

-108

92

89

-81

7.05±0.02
6.80±0.20
1.0
1.1
0.8

0.0
0.93±0.10
-

88±2
-

1±2
-

(86)

(25)

(86)

NA

(86)

NA

(86)

NA

(86)

(2)

(86)

(35)

(29)

NA

(86)

(58)

(86)

NA
(57)
(91)
(11)
(11)
(24, 94)
(24, 94)
(4)
(4)
(3)
(3)
(5)
(93)
-

-

-

-

-

-110

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(63)
(63)
(63)
(130)
(63)
(130)
(114)
(131)
(114)
(131)

1±2

-

-

-

(125)
(134)
(76)
(76)
(76)

-

-

-

-

-121

-

-

-

-
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Table 3: 17O quadrupole parameters of selected organic molecules in the solid state determined by
NQR double resonance studies.
χQ

η

Ref

[MHz]
Organic Molecules
Acetic acid (220K)
Acrylic acid (77K)
Aspirin (291K)
Benzoic acid (291K)
α-Chloroacetic acid
(77K)
p-chloro-benzoic acid
(291K)
m-chloro-benzoic acid
(291K)
Cyanoacetic acid (77K)
Formic acid (77K)
Fumaric acid (77K)
Hydroxyacetic acid (77K)
p-hydroxy-benzoic acid
(291K)
m-hydroxy-benzoic acid
(291K)
Imidazolium hydrogen
maleate (291K)
Isophthalic acid (291K)

Maleic acid (77K)

Maleic acid (295K)

p-nitro-benzoic acid
(291K)
m-nitro-benzoic acid
(291K)
o-nitro-benzoic acid
(291K)
α-Oxalic acid (77K)

O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)

±8.108±0.005
−7.280±0.005
±7.565±0.005
−7.195±0.005
6.793±0.005
−6.683±0.005
5.780±0.007
−5.917±0.005
±8.207±0.010
−7.494±0.005
6.113±0.007
−6.409±0.005
6.440±0.020
−6.610±0.020
±8.093±0.015
−7.427±0.005
±7.818±0.005
−.900±0.005
±8.226±0.010
−7.400±0.010
±8.068±0.015
−7.304±0.010
5.873±0.007
−5.945±0.007
5.756±0.008
−5.996±0.008

0.15±0.01
0.187±0.005
0.31±0.01
0.166±0.005
0.551±0.005
0.224±0.005
0.894±0.007
0.736±0.005
0.157±0.01
0.216±0.007
0.769±0.008
0.387±0.005
0.565±0.012
0.250±0.015
0.028±0.01
0.083±0.005
0.07±0.02
0.077±0.005
0.125±0.025
0.185±0.010
0.106±0.01
0.236±0.010
0.820±0.008
0.730±0.007
0.812±0.005
0.660±0.007

O (O-H-O)

6.105±0.015

0.620±0.010

O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C=O)

7.198±0.010
−6.765±0.010
±7.485±0.010
±8.593±0.010

0.416±0.010
0.155±0.010
0.28±0.01
0.105±0.015

O3 (C-OH)

−7.000±0.020

0.04±0.03

O4 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C=O)

−7.233±0.010
±7.480±0.010
±8.545±0.010

0.04±0.02
0.28±0.01
0.085±0.02

O3 (C-OH)

−6.935±0.010

0.05±0.02

O4 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C-OH)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)

−7.175±0.010
5.985±0.005
−6.166±0.007
5.950±0.017
−6.385±0.010
−5.461±0.020
−6.046±0.020
±8.455±0.003
−7.545±0.010
±8.471±0.003

0.085±0.015
0.850±0.008
0.519±0.007
0.790±0.015
0.360±0.008
0.770±0.015
0.450±0.010
0.00±0.01
0.160±0.010
0.00±0.01

(15)
(15)
(88)
(88)
(15)
(88)
(88)
(15)
(15)
(15)
(15)
(88)
(88)
(87)
(88)

(15)

(15)

(88)
(88)
(88)
(15)
(15)
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α-Oxalic acid (295K)
β-Oxalic acid (77K)
β-Oxalic acid (291K)
β-Oxalic acid (295K)
Phthalic acid (291K)
Potassium hydrogen
benzoate (291K)
Potassium hydrogen
chloromaleate (291K)
Potassium hydrogen
diaspirinate (291K)
Potassium hydrogen dim-chlorobenzoate (291K)
Potassium hydrogen di-pchlorobenzoate (291K)
Potassium hydrogen
diformate (291K)
Potassium hydrogen
maleate (291K)
Potassium hydrogen
oxalate (291K)
Potassium hydrogen
phthalate (291K)
Quinolic acid (291K)
Salicylic acid (291K)

O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)

±8.471±0.003
−7.540±0.010
±8.110±0.007
−7.350±0.010
±7.473±0.008
−6.933±0.008
±7.473±0.010
−6.930±0.010
7.078±0.007
−7.173±0.005

0.00±0.01
0.175±0.010
0.08±0.02
0.135±0.010
0.237±0.005
0.000±0.020
0.24±0.01
0.00±0.02
0.405±0.008
0.147±0.005

O (O-H-O)

6.165±0.007

0.591±0.007

(87)

O (O-H-O)

6.330±0.010

0.580±0.020

(87)

O (O-H-O)

6.214±0.015

0.551±0.015

(87)

O (O-H-O)

6.248±0.010

0.599±0.008

(87)

O (O-H-O)

6.213±0.008

0.569±0.007

(87)

O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)

5.462±0.008
5.641±0.008

0.833±0.008
0.539±0.007

(87)

O (O-H-O)

6.074±0.010

0.589±0.020

(87)

O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O1 (C=O)
O2 (C-OH)
O3 (C-OH)

6.637±0.015
6.911±0.010
6.611±0.015
7.133±0.010
6.126±0.015
6.277±0.015
−5.319±0.008
−5.825±0.008
9.197±0.020

0.684±0.010
0.086±0.010
0.758±0.010
0.000±0.010
0.745±0.010
0.633±0.010
0.860±0.008
0.624±0.007
0.982±0.010

A1
A2
A3
A4
B1
B2
B3
B4

6.79
6.45
6.17
6.08
7.72
7.78
8.28
8.37

0.170
0.436
0.663
0.703
0.242
0.150
< 0.1
< 0.05

(15)
(15)
(88)
(15)
(88)

(87)
(87)
(87)
(88)

Amino Acid

DL-proline

(102)
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Carbonyl group: The 17O Chemical shift as a picometer ruler
One over-riding feature of NMR in structural studies is the sensitivity of chemical shift and dipolar
coupling constants (Dab) to internuclear distance ( r

3

∝

1
). Thus for determination of local
Dab

(over several hundreds of pm) distances, NMR surpasses virtually all other methods, both in
accuracy and precision. For example, there is a good and strong (~1200 ppm / Å) linear correlation
of the chemical shift (δiso) of the carbonyl oxygen with the C-O bond length for

17

O labelled sites

(86) (Figure 8). The correlation is derived from the study of 9 amino acids co-crystallized with HCl
and comparison of NMR δ

and the distance R(C-O) between the two atoms in the carbonyl

moiety of the carboxylic acid group of those amino acids.

Figure 8 Correlation between shift of the C=O oxygens with the C-O bond length (adapted from (86)).

Study of Hydrogen Bonding
One of the core interests in applying

17

O solid state NMR is to probe hydrogen bonding. Oxygen

atoms are usually optimally located to monitor any hydrogen-bonds, and due to its quadrupolar
nature, it should be very sensitive to any changes of the strength of such interactions. X-ray
crystallographers have stated that the N-H…O-C hydrogen bond is a universal feature of amino acid
aggregation in the solid state (112). However, it has been now almost 10 years since several authors
(63) have tried to correlate 17O NMR parameters to molecular structure and hydrogen-bond length
in particular.
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So far, there is not a complete understanding between the hydrogen-bond properties (especially the
bond-length) and the value of different NMR parameters. General trends can be observed as well as
limited correlations between bond-length and 17O NMR parameters. This highlights the complexity
of the hydrogen-bond interactions and the importance of the relative orientations between the
different partners involved in the hydrogen bond.
In the case of N-H…O=C hydrogen-bonds, it was shown that the quadrupole coupling tensor is a
function of the R(N…O) distance between the nitrogen and the oxygen, both theoretically (62) and
experimentally (63, 129). However, a simple general correlation has not yet been discerned. The
following general trends have, nevertheless, been noted (28, 62, 63, 114, 124, 129-131):
1.

e 2qQ h decreases as the length of the hydrogen bond decreases (see ref. (54) for a
definition of hydrogen-bond length) (in other words, if the strength of the hydrogen bond
increases);

2.

The principal value σ33 of

17

O chemical shift tensor moves upfield if the length of the

hydrogen bond decreases.
In summary, with an increase in hydrogen-bond strength, the shielding of the nucleus increases, so
that both chemical shift and χQ decrease. Furthermore, it has been shown that virtually all 17O NMR
parameters vary upon changes in the local hydrogen bond network (129). Wu and co-workers (28,
124, 127) have highlighted the importance of including the whole intermolecular hydrogen bond
network in order to simulate accurately the components of the CS and EFG tensors.
Kuroki and co-workers have studied several dipeptides and polypeptides and tried to correlate

e 2qQ h with the R(N…O) distance between the nitrogen and the oxygen (Figure 9) (63, 130, 131).
According to simulations performed by Wu et al. (129) on the amide chemical function, σ11 and σ22
increase while σ33 decreases with the hydrogen bond length. The behaviour of the first two
components of the CSA is in agreement with observation from Kuroki and co-workers (63), with
the exception of some discrepancies for σ33 that might have resulted from a simulation artefact (a
small basis set was used – STO-6G).

(129) asymmetry parameters (ηQ) decrease

with hydrogen-bond length increasing hydrogen-bond length, while the quadrupole coupling
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constant increases (Figure 10). As a result, χQ, ηQ, σ11, σ22 and σ33 vary with the hydrogen bondlength in systems comprised of very similar molecules crystallizing in slightly different ways (129).

2
Figure 9 Plots of the e qQ h against the N…O separation (R(N…O) (adapted from the latest data
presented in (63, 130, 131)).

Figure 10
Calculated 17O quadrupole coupling constant (A) and asymmetry parameter (B)
versus r(O…N) for the N-methylacetamide/formamide model (adapted from (129) with permission
of the copyright owner).
Hydrogen bonding for carbonyl groups often results in large upfield

17

O chemical shifts (63).

Furthermore, it seems the whole network of the hydrogen bonds and the general geometry of the
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local environment (i.e. secondary structure) has also to be taken into consideration. In poly(Lalanine), the α-helix and β-sheet forms show a difference in δiso of 33 ppm, which is related to the
different hydrogen bonding of these two different secondary structures (131).
Solid-solid NMR has been used to study Short Strong Hydrogen Bonds (SSHB or LBHB for Low
Barrier Hydrogen Bonds), which can contribute up to 20 kcal/mol stabilization to transition states.
With a bond length of ~2.4 Å, lithium hydrogen phthalate monohydrate is a SSHB (O-O distance =
2.4 Å). Its MAS spectrum provides strong evidence for a SSHB due to a low isotropic chemical
shift, with lowest reported for a carboxylate (46 ppm) (48). Therefore, 17O solid state NMR can be
easily used for identifying low barrier hydrogen bonds. This shows again that quadrupole
interaction and chemical shift are strongly affected by hydrogen bonding.
Recently, Wu et al. (126) provided a comprehensive

17

O NMR study on potassium hydrogen

benzoate. One of its interesting features is a single O-H-O symmetric hydrogen bond. Extensive
simulation using both HF and DFT investigated the effect of such a symmetrical hydrogen bond on
the 17O NMR parameters. With the O-O distance 2.51Å here, the isotropic chemical shift observed
is much larger than that for lithium hydrogen phthalate.
Nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) is an alternative technique that can be used to characterize
17

O-labelled organic molecules and study the effect of hydrogen-bonding on the

17

O electric field

gradient tensor (100, 101) (Table 3). Poplett and co-workers studied hydrogen-bonding in
carboxylic acids and were the first to notice a dependence between components of the quadrupole
coupling tensor and the hydrogen-bond length (15, 87, 88). Seliger (100) has proposed using the
principal value V33 of the electric field gradient tensor as a parameter reflecting the hydrogen bond
strength. In the case of organic solids containing C-O-H…O=C hydrogen bonds, Seliger has showed
that it is possible to build a simple model to correlate V33 with the length R(O…O) between the two
oxygen atoms involved in the bond (Figure 11). This correlation is based on several assumptions
that include (1) that the electric field gradient tensor at the oxygen sites is mainly of a relatively
local nature, (2) that the electron distribution around the hydrogen nucleus is reflected in the
principal value V33 of the EFG tensor along the out-of-plane principal direction which is
perpendicular to the oxygen-hydrogen bond and (3) that no violent thermal motions are significantly
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O EFG tensor (librations, reorientations, hydrogen exchange, etc.). If the EFG

tensor is partially averaged due to the thermal motions the correlation becomes invalid. Therefore,
this empirical correlation works only at a low enough temperature so that the influence of thermal
motions on the EFG tensor can be neglected. Interestingly, the parameters obtained from potassium
hydrogen benzoate (126) fit Seliger’s correlation for the hydrogen bond length.

Figure 11: Empirical expression giving a reasonable description of the correlation V33 vs. R(O…O)
in the range 0.24 nm < R(O…O) < 0.3 nm. The plot of eQV33/h at the C–17O–H and C=17O…H
oxygen sites versus the hydrogen bond length R(O…O). The full lines are calculated after: V33(C-O−3
−6
−3
H) = 9.5 MHz – 27MHz RO O - 1290MHz RO O , V33(C=O) = -10.2 MHz + 56MHz RO O
−6
+ 1400MHz RO O , where the hydrogen bond distances is given in 0.1 nm (adapted from (100)
with permission of the copyright owner).
With the exception of one report (31), the effects of the temperature on the quadrupole coupling
constant has not been studied in organic molecules. By observing the effects of the temperature on
the static 17O solid state NMR spectrum of a single-crystal, Filsinger and co-workers characterized a
motional process in hydrogen-bonded dimethylmalonic acid, suggesting a 180°-flips of the
(COOH)2 units. NQR studies have shown that the temperature has non-negligible effects on the
values of the quadrupole coupling constants and the quadrupolar asymmetry parameters (15, 101).
In principle variable temperature NMR and changes in the lineshape could be related to motion,
although for many of the line shapes so far observed at room temperature there is little direct
evidence of any effects of motion.
Studies of 17O magnetic resonance in organic molecules have highlighted the complex dependence
between the 17O NMR parameters and molecular structure. The general conclusion is that EFG and
chemical shift tensors are very sensitive to hydrogen bonding and can therefore be used to
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17

O

NMR parameters and the hydrogen bond length indicate that for some subset of molecules (or
subset of hydrogen bonds) there is a relation between several of the

17

O NMR parameters and the

hydrogen bond length, but these will need to be developed further.

Inorganic 17O-labelled molecules bound to proteins and bilayers

O2 and CO as ligands of Hemeproteins

Heme model compounds and hemeproteins have been extensively studied by

17

O solution NMR

(40, 42-44, 64, 65, 84) and, only more recently, 17O solid state NMR has also been used to provide
structural data on such systems.

Since the first determination in 1991 of the 17O NMR parameters from a C17O molecule bound to a
model compound for heme protein (a “picket fence porphyrin”) in the solid state (84) (a spinning
speed of only 4.7 kHz - resulted in many spinning side-bands), the quality of the spectra has
increased and solid state NMR has provided information about the conformation of not only boundCO but also bound-O2 in heme models and metalloproteins.

Oldfield et al. (1991) studied a model compound for oxyhemoglobin and oxymyoglobin, the irondioxygen complex of “picket fence porphyrin” using 17O solid state NMR (81). It was possible to
determine the

17

O NMR parameters (chemical shift tensor and nuclear quadrupole coupling

constant) for all the oxygen sites from the porphyrin-bound O2 molecule. Comparison with previous
solution studies (44) showed observable changes in the NMR parameters. An estimation of the FeO-O bond angle (140°) for the model system was possible using the partial averaging of the shift
tensor at room temperature. Temperature dependences indicate no changes in isotropic chemical
shift for terminal oxygen while there is a low-frequency shift for the bridging oxygen – interpreted
as the freezing of the system in one conformational substate. The nuclear quadrupole coupling
constants are small when compared to O3, suggesting a π-delocalization on the Fe-O-O fragment.
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Oxymyoglobin and oxyhemoglobin themselves could also be observed in frozen solution, showing
spectra similar to the model porphyrin.
Since 1998, two studies of metalloporphyrins and metalloproteins, using simultaneously 13C and 17O
solid state NMR,

57

Fe Mössbauer and infrared vibrational spectroscopic techniques, and DFT

quantum simulation to probe various Fe-O2 or Fe-CO conformations, have provided accurate
structural information on the conformation of the bound molecules relative to the Fe centre.
McMahon et al. (1998) studied how a CO ligand binds to iron in metalloporphyrins and
metalloproteins (76) (extending Park et al.’s work that was mainly focused on the use of

17

O

solution NMR (84)). This approach using DFT to test several models against the spectroscopic data,
was the first detailed quantum chemical analysis of metal-ligand geometries in metalloproteins, and
has allowed the determination of the most probable ligand tilt and bend angles. This is a useful
complement to X-Ray diffraction, where the resolution on the ligand (CO) could not sufficiently
constrain its orientation (76) (resulting in a large distribution of angles from one crystal structure to
another). This study shows that all spectroscopic methods taken together converge to a single
conformation, very close to linear and untilted Fe-C-O geometry for all carbonmonoxyheme
proteins. The same approach was applied to study several Fe-O2 analogue metalloporphyrins (47).
NMR results are well reproduced by DFT, enabling testing of various models of Fe-O2 bonding in
the porphyrin and metalloproteins. No evidence was found for two binding sites in an oxypicket
fence porphyrin. Oxygen sites in complexes are more electronegative than that in the CO system,
which strongly supports the idea that H-bonding to O2 is a major contributor to O2/CO
discrimination in hemeproteins.
Molecules of water interacting with bilayers

Bilayers are by their very nature at the border between liquid and solids. Water molecules, which
constitute an important part of such lyotropic phases, experience an anisotropic environment
through the interactions with the bilayers and thus anisotropic molecular motions, resulting in the
quadrupolar interaction not being averaged out to zero. Tricot et al. (1979) (116) compared 17O and
2

H NMR spectra of water (both 2H2O and H217O) in fully hydrated lamellar phase of DPL

(dipalmitoyl-3sn-phosphatidylcrioline). Ordering of water molecule results in a quadrupolar
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O, the quadrupolar splitting

observed is larger than for 2H.

FUTURE PROSPECTS
Use of 17O as a probe for drug-receptor interaction
Several of the organic molecules studied as crystals also have other properties, such as interacting
with one or several receptors or enzymes. Providing that
sensitivity (i.e. high magnetic field and high

17

17

O solid state NMR has sufficient

O enrichment) to measure a signal, it should be

possible to characterize the local electronic environment sensed by the 17O labels of such molecules
while interacting at the binding site / pocket of the protein. Information relative to the protonationstate of the bond-ligand could also be provided. Of course, information on the existence hydrogenbonds between the ligand and a qualitative picture of the strength of the hydrogen-bonds involved
could also be available.

Distance measurements: measuring distances between 1H-17O and

13

C-17O

nuclei
There has been very little work using 17O NMR to determine distance. Linder et al. have indicated
the possibility of correlating the quadrupole and dipole tensor by quadrupole separated local field
experiments on powder samples (71). This has been applied to the 1H-17O system in Mg(OH)2 and
Mg(OH)x(OCH3)1−x (118). Lee-Goldburg decoupling during the dipolar evolution provides better
resolution in the dipolar dimension. The normal chemical shift dimension produces the secondorder quadrupolar lineshape and the dipolar dimension allows the dipolar interaction to be
calculated. The 2D data contain more information since the intensity distribution depends critically
on the relative orientation of the two tensors. Since the dipolar interaction is axially symmetric, only
the azimuthal and polar angles are necessary to describe the relative orientation, and the intensity
distribution changes markedly with this orientation (Figure 12).
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Figure 12: A quadrupole-dipole separated local field experiment for the OH group in
Mg(OH)x(OCH3)2−x with A. the experimental data compared with B. the simulation of the intensity
assuming the tensors are collinear from van Eck and Smith (1998) (118) with permission of the
copyright owner.
In 2003, Hu et al. (49) presented the application of a 2D static NMR experiment (Figure 13) to
provide a good approximation of the 1H-17O distance in ice at 90 K. To allow ready interpretation of
the static experiment, it is best applied to systems with a single 1H-17O bond or hydrogen bond can
be studied accurately. The method could in principle be applied to α-helix forming transmembrane
peptides in which a single 17O-labelled amino acid has been inserted and providing a single 1H-17O
hydrogen bond (Figure 14). This approach might be able to focus on local deformation of the helix
induced by the membrane.

Figure 13: CP-Echo pulse sequence applied to a glycerol/17O-water by Hu et al. (2003) (49) in order
to estimate the average O-H distance in ice.
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Figure 13: Example where a dipole-quadrupole correlation 2D static NMR experiment could be
applied on a biological sample.
Developing robust MAS or DOR pulse sequences which allow the selective reintroduction of the
dipolar interaction in order to measure distances between a

17

O nucleus and another nucleus of

interest will be a very important step forward. REDOR and REAPDOR have already been
demonstrated in the case of 13C-17O internuclear distances (20) for 17O labelled water co-crystallized
with L-asparagine and other S = 1, I = 1/2 I-S internuclear distances (50). Obviously more work in
this direction should be carried out in order to have robust methodologies that can be applied to
biological samples. Cross-polarisation (CP) can also be used to discriminate different sites as those
with the protons in closer proximity cross-polarise more strongly at shorter contact times. This
principle has been illustrated for 1H-17O for both conventional CP and generation of multiple
quantum signal (9, 119).
With the demonstration that

17

O solid state NMR provides enough sensitivity to study selectively

enriched peptides in a non-crystalline phase or inserted in vesicles, the development of efficient
pulses sequences to measure internuclear distances between pairs of nuclei including an 17O, should
be the next logical step in order to realise the full potential of the technique.
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Synthetic challenges
Not all the chemical functionalities involving oxygen are equally amenable to 17O enrichment. For
carboxylic groups, the exchange is relatively straightforward. Other chemical groups, like alcohol
are more difficult to enrich and therefore much less common in the literature.

Synthesis of selectively enriched peptides is possible and is also compatible with solid-phase
peptide synthesis (109). However, the techniques used for peptide synthesis prevent the insertion of
17

O labels in the side-chains of the amino acids, due to the chemical protection required for the

synthesis to take place. Currently, the only way available to synthesize a peptide with 17O-labelled
side-chains would consist of adding a supplementary 17O-enrichement step after purification of the
peptide, increasing even more the cost of the sample. The preparation of such a sample has not yet
been reported.

CONCLUSIONS
NMR of

17

O-labeled biomaterials is very sensitive to changes in the local bonding environment.

Indeed, the chemical shift and quadrupole coupling constant change significantly in different
protonation states of a same molecule or very similar molecules forming slightly different crystal
forms.
The ability to resolve the different sites and to detect subtle bonding changes through

17

O NMR

spectra suggests it has potential to become one of the most significant probe techniques for
biochemical investigation of ligand-receptor interactions as it is a non-perturbing approach.
Furthermore, molecular size is in principle not limiting (compare to solution) and crystallinity is not
a requirement.
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ABSTRACT

Magic angle spinning (MAS) from L- and D-glutamic acid·HCl at 14.1 T

produces highly structured and very similar NMR spectra. Lines from all 4 oxygen sites are readily
17

distinguished and assigned. These O NMR spectra are very different from the previously reported
17

O spectrum of the D,L-form presumably because that was a racemic crystal.

17

O NMR from

monosodium L-glutamate·HCl is very different again requiring the application of double angle
rotation and triple quantum MAS NMR to provide resolution of five different sites. Hence highresolution

17

O solid state NMR techniques other possible new insight into biochemical bonding

processes.

INTRODUCTION
The importance of oxygen, as the most abundant element in the Earth’s crust, and its ubiquity
throughout living systems, might imply that it could play a central role in biological NMR studies.
However,

17

O, the only NMR-active oxygen isotope, has a spin I = 5/2 so that it possesses a

quadrupole moment (which often leads to significantly broadened lines from solids) which along
with a low natural abundance (0.037%), makes its study by NMR still relatively uncommon. In

65
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recent years, despite these difficulties, with the advent of higher magnetic fields, faster magic angle
17

spinning (MAS) and techniques for improving resolution there has been a significant increase in O
NMR reports from inorganic materials such as gels, glasses, zeolites and mineral analogues (2-4, 6,
10-12, 14). However, there have been many fewer reports of

17

O NMR from organic materials as

they present even more of a challenge due to the larger quadrupole interaction. Recent reports of
17

ONMR from organic materials have included hemeproteins (8), polypeptides (26), strongly

hydrogen-bonded carboxylic acids (9), amino acids (23) and nucleic acid bases (24).
L-glutamate plays a significant role in many biochemical processes acting as one of the most
important neurotransmitters and by activating several families of brain-receptors (18). Glutamate is
very widely used within the food industry with ~1.5 million tons of monosodium glutamate (MSG)
used each year (22). It is established that L-glutamate (but not D-) imparts a unique taste, termed
“umami” (25), and is added to a wide variety of foodstuffs to improve their flavour (7). The obvious
interest in this has led to several proposed molecular mechanisms to explain taste transduction but
as yet none is fully accepted. A key experimental challenge is to provide high quality, detailed and
unambiguous atomic scale information about the molecular bonding arrangement and changes that
occur upon ligand-receptor interactions. This demands the development of experimental probe
techniques to deliver this information. Solid state NMR is one non-perturbing approach, which can
be used for the study of ligand-receptor interactions where molecular size is not limiting and
crystallinity not a requirement (20, 21). Here it is shown that the 17O NMR spectra from D- and Lforms of glutamic acid are very similar but very different from the D,L- form, and that five sites in
MSG can be distinguished, opening up new possibilities for insight into molecular mechanisms
responsible for the biological activity of glutamate.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
L-glutamic acid·HCl (C5H9NO4·HCl) was prepared following a literature procedure (19) using 20
at% 17O H2O. The D-form was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Gillingham (UK) and 17O-enriched
by exchange 20 at% 17O H2O. L-MSG monohydrate (NaC5H8NO4·H2O) was prepared by dissolving
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L-glutamic acid in water and adding NaOH until neutral. The sample was recrystallised from water
and the excess water was evaporated under vacuum. All samples were single phase to better than
99%.
Most of the NMR was carried out on a Chemagnetics Infinity 600 spectrometer at a frequency of
81.345 MHz. MAS and 3Q MAS experiments used a 4 mm probe spinning at ~16 kHz. For the
MSG, where the direct MAS spectrum provided no distinctive spectral features from which to
obtain the interaction parameters, variable field double angle rotation (DOR) was carried out. These
experiments were undertaken using odd-order sideband suppression by triggering the acquisition
between consecutive scans at two positions of the outer rotor differing by 180° (15). The outer rotor
speed was varied between 1300 and 1700 Hz to determine the centrebands. 17O DOR spectra were
acquired at magnetic fields of 8.45 and 14.1 T at respective frequencies of 48.8 and 81.43 MHz.
Spectra were referenced to water at 0 ppm. Spectral simulations were carried out using dmfit
software (13).
Calculations of the NMR parameters were performed using GAUSSIAN 98 on different size
clusters. Whilst calculations on a large enough cluster agree quite well (<1 ppm for the shift) with
experiment for e.g., 29Si in inorganic systems, for 17O agreement is less good (3). Nevertheless with
the relatively large differences observed in the experimental determined shifts it was felt that
calculations would be a useful aid in site assignment. Calculations were performed using the GIAO
method with different basis sets (up to 6.311G**) on different size clusters up to three molecules in
extent. In the three molecule calculations the two neighbouring molecules of the specific oxygen
site being considered were used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The

17

O MAS NMR spectrum from L-glutamic acid shows a highly featured spectrum with two

main resonances centred at 260 and 125 ppm (Fig. 1a). Each of these resonances shows a number of
singularities, and is composed of two strongly overlapping lines that are nevertheless readily
separated in the spectral simulation. It should be noted that the features in the lower shift resonance
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only became clear when high (100 kHz) 1H-decoupling powers were used. The simulation
parameters for these 4 sites are summarised in Table 1. For comparison DOR NMR data was
obtained at 14.1 T (Fig. 1b) and 8.45 T.

Figure 1: (a) 14.1 T 17O MAS NMR spectrum of L-glutamic acid together with a simulation for the
centreband only and (b) 14.1 T DOR data collected with the outer rotor spinning at 1700 Hz (↓
indicate the centrebands).
There is a large increase in the resolution of the spectra by employing DOR, which shows a series
of narrow lines and associated spinning sidebands. By varying the spinning speed from 1300 to
1700 Hz the centrebands can be identified, with only two centrebands observed at both fields. The
peak position peak in DOR spectra is given by

δ peak = δ cs,iso –

CQ2
3
η2
F (I ) 2 1 +
40
3
ν0

(1)

where δ cs,iso is the isotropic chemical shift, CQ is the quadrupole interaction parameter, ν 0 is the
Larmor frequency, η is the quadrupole asymmetry parameter and F(I) is a spin-dependent factor
which for I = 5/2 is 2/25. Analysis at multiple applied magnetic fields (1, 3, 12) allows the NMR
interaction parameters to be deduced as a product termed the quadrupole product

PQ = CQ

1+

η2
3

which is dominated by CQ. For the two observed peaks from L-glutamic
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acid·HCl. PQ and

δcs,iso

are 8.22 ± 0.10 MHz and 320.7 ± 0.5 ppm, and 8.41 ± 0.10 MHz and

314.6 ± 0.5 ppm. There is very good agreement between these parameters and the sites labelled 1
and 2 observed in MAS (Table 1).
Table 1 17O NMR interaction parameters for L-glutamic acid·HCl
Site
CQ / [MHz] ± 0.03
η ± 0.02
δiso =(ppm) ± 0.5

Assignment

1

8.16

0.0

322.0

O3

2

8.31

0.17

315.0

O2

3

7.49

0.25

187.0

O1

4

7.45

0.25

172.5

O4

The likely assignment of this spectrum is that lines 1 and 2 can be identified with the two carbonyl
oxygens (O2 and O3). This assignment agrees with the shifts observed for carbonyls in other amino
acids as well as from carboxylic acids. The line with the largest shift has an asymmetry parameter of
near zero indicating axial local symmetry, which means it most probably comes from the O3 site
where the local geometry is more closely planar (Fig. 2) (17). This view is reinforced from the
calculations, which always produce a slightly larger chemical shift for O3. The other two lines then
come from OH oxygens (O1 and O4), as indicated by the distinctive shifts and the sensitivity of
their spectrum to proton decoupling.

Figure 2: Structure of L-glutamic acid.
This is also the reason why these two signals are lost from the DOR spectrum as this was acquired
on a single channel probe with no decoupling. Relatively strong dipolar coupling will not be
averaged by spinning, as the outer rotor frequency is only 1.7 kHz, thus the magnetisation from
these peaks will dephase comparatively rapidly and be lost from the spectrum. The electric field
gradient for lines 3 and 4 is very similar with a ~15 ppm shift difference. Calculations over a range
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of cluster sizes consistently show that O1 has a larger isotropic chemical shift by ~10–15 ppm than
O4, thus line 3 is assigned to O1 and line 4 to O4. The richness of the NMR spectrum from the solid
is lost in solution with only two Lorentzian-like lines are observed with shifts of 263 and 251 ppm.
The details of the quadrupole interaction are lost because of the motional averaging so that the two
carbonyls become indistinguishable as do the two hydroxyls. The very different shifts in solution
indicate that the carbonyls and hydroxyls are much more similar here due to the different hydrogen
bonding in the solid.
17

O MAS NMR from D-glutamic acid was also collected and, to within experimental error, the

NMR parameters obtained from simulation were the same as those given in Table 1 for the D-form.
This data from the L- and D-glutamic acids individually makes interesting comparison with that
reported recently for D, L-glutamic acid (23) where the spectrum showed two resonances in
approximately the same position as each of the pairs of lines that are observed here for both the Dand L-glutamic acids. Even under 3Q conditions there was no resolution into separate lines (23).
There was, in addition, an extra peak of twice the intensity centred around ~200 ppm intermediate
to the two peaks observed here in D- and L-glutamic acids. The assignment of the resonances in that
report (23), where hydroxyls are assigned to the outer two peaks and carbonyls to the inner
resonance, is at variance to that suggested here. The very unusual shift for the hydroxyl was
ascribed to the O–H…Cl bond. However, the equivalent HCl compounds are used here so that a
possible reinterpretation of the spectrum from the D,L-form can be made. Thus the outer two
resonances are from carbonyls and hydroxyls that are closely similar to those present in the L- and

D- structures since their parameters are in close agreement with the mean parameters observed for
the two pairs of sites observed here. Then the intermediate peak comes from oxygens (appearing to
have similar NMR parameters) that are very different to those in the chiral forms and result from the
differing bonding in the D,L-form. The D, L-form of the glutamate could be either be a racemic
conglomerate of chiral crystals or a racemic crystal. However, the presence of the additional
resonance in the spectrum with 50% of the total intensity strongly implies the latter. The D, Lglutamic acid·HCl investigated by Wu et al. (23) was enriched from the D, L-monohydrate. This
same material was used by Dunitz and Schweizer (5) to produce racemate anhydrous D,L-glutamic
acid whose conformation was found to differ from the two chiral modifications of the monohydrate
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(5). No detailed structure for racemic D,L-glutamic acid·HCl could be located in the literature.
However, inspection of the structure of the racemic monohydrate (5) shows that whilst two oxygen
sites have similar C–O bond lengths to the L-glutamate·HCl form the other two oxygens have bond
lengths intermediate in length consistent with the intermediate shift observed. It is clear that, even
from the limited numbers of oxygen observations that have already been made in the solid state,
oxygen parameters can vary strongly with the details of the bonding arrangement. Hence differences
in the packing conformation between the chiral forms and the D,L-racemate leads to changes in the
oxygen bonding of the network so that in the racemate half the hydroxyls and carbonyls must be in
very different (hydrogen) bonding environments. The ability to detect small non-covalent
interactions is indicative of the sensitivity of this approach in opening up a great wealth of new
detailed information.
The sensitivity of oxygen to changes in bonding is emphasised by comparison of the acid with the
sodium salt where there are two distinct but very similar glutamate anions (16) doubling, in
principle, the number of oxygen sites. The well-separated pairs of resonances with highly structured
quadrupolar lineshapes for the acid are replaced by a single, almost featureless line with some minor
structure in the MAS spectrum (Fig. 3a). This peak is at an intermediate shift to the signals from Lglutamic acid·HCl. To help resolve the different sites DOR and 3Q MAS were applied producing a
large increase in the resolution of the spectra. DOR (Fig. 3b) shows a series of narrow lines and
associated spinning sidebands. By varying the spinning speed from 1300 to 1700 Hz the
centrebands can be identified. It appears that at least 5 isotropic lines can be resolved which is
confirmed by the 3Q MAS NMR which also shows 5 lines in the centreband in Fig. 3c. The DOR
and isotropic MQ spectra are differently affected by the quadrupole interaction [23] introducing an
additional multiplicative factor of –19/12 in Eq. (1) for 3Q experiments for I = 5/2. Plotting the
DOR and 3Q data allows an estimate of the combined quadrupole parameter, PQ, and shift for each
line (Fig. 3d) (1). These NMR parameters were consistent with simulations of the anisotropic slices
of the 3Q data set where the asymmetry parameter, η, was found to be typically ~0.4–0.5 (Table 2)
and a composite of the 5 lines produced a good simulation of the almost featureless MAS lineshape
which could even reproduce some of the fine structure on the main peak (Fig. 3a).
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Figure 3: (a) 14.1 T 17O MAS NMR spectrum of L-MSG together with a simulation based on the 5
components deduced from the higher resolution data. (b) 14.1 T DOR (↓ indicate the centrebands),
(c) the centreband of the 14.1 T 3Q MQMAS NMR data and (d) the field dependence of the
isotropic position from the DOR and 3Q data.
The shifts for all these lines cover a 43 ppm range centred on 274 ppm very different from Lglutamic acid. The electric field gradients are also very different, CQ is within ~5% of 7.4 MHz,
much less than O2 and O3 in L-glutamic acid and the asymmetry parameters of all sites are much
larger. These changes must be due to the changed bonding in MSG. Although all 8 sites cannot be
resolved, even with a resolution of better than 1 ppm, inspection of the structure (16) shows that the
oxygens occupy 4 pairs of very similar sites. One of these pairs, possibly O5/O7, which show the
greatest difference in the bond distances (0.10 Å), splits to give the 5 lines observed.
Table 2 17O NMR interaction parameters for L-MSG. PQ and
and CQ from the MQ slice simulations
Site
PQ / (MHz) ± 0.05
δiso [ppm] ± 1.5
1
2
3
4
5

CONCLUSION

7.93
7.76
8.11
8.15
7.45

254
260
274
283
297

iso

are taken from the DOR results,

CQ / (MHz) ± 0.2

η ± 0.05

7.4
7.2
7.6
7.7
7.0

0.47
0.50
0.45
0.40
0.45
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The data presented here has further demonstrated the exquisite sensitivity of solid state 17O NMR to
changes in the bonding environment with specific application to biochemically significant
molecules. The differences between the D,L- and L- and D-forms of glutamic acid·HCl must reflect
changes in the (hydrogen) bonding within the compounds which determines the molecular packing.
The chemical shift and electric field gradient of L-MSG formed from the acid indicate significant
changes in the bonding at the oxygen sites occur. Higher resolution techniques than MAS are
necessary to reveal these differences. 3Q MAS at a single field would be sufficient but the quality
and accuracy of the data is greatly improved by the use of DOR. Neither 1H, where the spectra
begin to show signs of resolution for the hydroxyl protons only in glutamic acid at ultra high
spinning speeds (>40 kHz), nor 13C others anywhere near the degree of structural discrimination of
17

O. The ability to resolve the different sites and to detect changes from 17O NMR spectra suggest

that this will be a fruitful experimental approach to elucidate molecular pathways of biochemical
recognition and could find widespread application.
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ABSTRACT

We report the first example of

labelled transmembrane peptide,

17

17

O NMR spectra from a selectively

O-[Ala12]-WALP23, as a lyophilized powder and incorporated

in hydrated phospholipid vesicles. It is shown that at high magnetic field it is feasible to apply 17O
NMR to the study of membrane-incorporated peptides. Furthermore, we were able to estimate
distances within the selectively labelled WALP peptide, which represents a consensus
transmembrane protein sequence. This work opens up new applications of 17O solid state NMR on
biological systems.

INTRODUCTION
A key experimental challenge to understand conformational details of membrane proteins is to
provide unambiguous atomic scale information about the molecular bonding arrangement, and any
changes that occur upon receptor activation. This demands the development of experimental probe
techniques to deliver this information of biological and pharmaceutical importance. Solid state
NMR is a non-perturbing approach which can be used to study ligand-protein interactions where
molecular size is not limiting and crystallinity not a requirement.(16) As a first step in addressing
this challenge by exploiting 17O NMR in biomembrane applications, we report here

17

O solid state

75
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NMR at high field of a

17

76

O selectively labelled transmembrane peptide in a biomimetic

environment.
Oxygen plays a key role in the molecular conformation of biopolymers. Amongst the important
information that can be obtained from

17

O, the only NMR-active oxygen isotope, is the isotropic

chemical shift (δiso), the quadrupolar coupling constant (CQ) and asymmetry parameter (η). These
parameters are extremely sensitive to the electronic distribution around the nucleus, more
specifically to its protonation state (13) and its involvement in hydrogen bonds. Furthermore, they
contain structural information (1, 8, 13, 14), and several methods to determine internuclear
distances between oxygen and other nuclei have been developed (4, 6, 13). This suggests that
oxygen could play a central role in biological NMR studies. However,

17

O has a low natural

abundance (0.037%), and a spin I=5/2 with a corresponding quadrupole interaction that is
manifested as significantly broadened signals in NMR spectra. Consequently,

17

O solid state NMR

studies are still relatively uncommon and selective labeling is essential. Despite these difficulties, in
recent years with the advent of higher magnetic fields and techniques for improving resolution
beyond magic angle spinning experiments (MAS), there has been a significant increase in 17O NMR
reports from inorganic materials such as glasses and zeolites (2, 10). There has been much less 17O
NMR reported from organic materials since 17O presents even more of a challenge due to the larger
quadrupole interaction and hence larger linewidths (9). Recent reports of

17

O NMR from

biologically relevant materials have included inorganic molecules interacting with hemeproteins
(12), polypeptides (18, 19), amino acids (13) and nucleic acid bases (17).
Here we report the first example of

17

O NMR spectra from a selectively labelled transmembrane

peptide, 17O-[Ala12]-WALP23, both as a lyophilized powder and incorporated in hydrated vesicles,
opening up new possibilities for applications of

17

O solid state NMR on real biological systems.

WALP23 is a synthetic peptide which represents a consensus sequence for transmembrane protein
segments (5). This hydrophobic peptide forms well-defined and well-characterized transmembrane
α-helices (5) and has special relevance for packing of α-helices in polytopic proteins such as Gprotein coupled receptors.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
Fmoc-L-alanine was prepared starting from

17

O uniformly enriched L-alanine following a

previously described procedure (15) using H217O (70% at

17

O). WALP23 was synthesized and

transmembranously incorporated in multilamellar vesicles (MLV) of 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycerol-3phosphatidylcholine (DSPC) lipids (5).

17

O NMR experiments were carried out on Chemagnetics

Infinity 600 and Varian/Magnex 800 wide-bore 89 mm spectrometers at frequencies of 81.345 and
108.419 MHz for

17

O, respectively. MAS was performed at a spin rate of 11-22 kHz. Spectral

simulations were carried out using dmfit software (11).

Figure 1. 17O NMR spectra of lyophilized 17O-[Ala12]-WALP23 at room temperature (a) at 14.1 T,
4 mm rotor spinning at ~15 kHz, with simulation, and (b) at 18.8 T, 2.5 mm rotor spinning at ~22
kHz, with simulation. Spinning sidebands are marked with an asterisk (*).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The

17

O MAS NMR spectra of lyophilized

17

O-[Ala12]-WALP23 acquired at magnetic field

strengths of 14.1 and 18.8 T show a single resonance, centered17 at ~280 - 300 ppm, from the single
label at alanine-12 (Fig. 1). Spinning side-bands of the central transition are also visible. The
decrease of the second-order quadrupole broadening and associated increase in spectral resolution
with increasing applied magnetic field is clearly evident. The simulation parameters for 17O in this
alanine environment are summarized in Table 1.
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Since WALP23 is lyophilized from a solution of 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol, the α-helical conformation
should be retained. The isotropic chemical shift for the label (317.5 ppm) is very close to that of
another polymer, poly-L-alanine, which also forms ideal α-helices (319 ppm(19)). The difference
between these two samples is only ~1.5 ppm. This suggests only small differences in local
environment for the two peptides, although poly-L-Alanine is crystalline and 17O-[Ala12]-WALP23
is not.
Table 1 17O NMR interaction parameters for L-alanine in two protonation states, [Ala12]-WALP23
lyophilized and in dry and hydrated MLVs (1:10, peptide:lipid molar ratio), and poly-L-alanine.
Site
CQ [MHz]
Assignme
δiso [ppm]
η
nt
L-Alanine (2)
1
7.86±0.05 0.28±0.03 284.0±0.5
O1
2
6.53±0.05 0.70±0.03 260.5±0.5
O2
L-Alanine⋅⋅HCl (2)
1
8.31±0.02 0.00±0.02 327.8±0.5
C=O
2
7.29±0.02 0.25±0.02 176.7±0.5
C-OH
Fmoc alanine (2)
1
7.89±0.05 0.16±0.02 303.3±0.5
C=O
2
6.95±0.05 0.12±0.02 175.7±0.5
C-OH
Lyophilized [Ala12]-WALP23
1
8.45±0.10 0.21±0.03 317.5±0.5
C=O
[Ala12]-WALP23 in DSPC Vesicles
1
8.42±0.10 0.21±0.03
311±1
C=O
[Ala12]-WALP23 in Hydrated DSPC Vesicles
1
8.55±0.15 0.24±0.03
315±1
C=O
Poly-L-alanine (11)
1
8.59
0.28
319
C=O
The

17

O MAS NMR spectrum of

17

O-[Ala12]-WALP23 in hydrated DSPC vesicles (Fig. 2) also

shows a single resonance from the label inserted in alanine-12 centered around ~280 ppm. There is
a partial overlap between the spinning side-bands and the central transition because of the lower
spinning speed which was necessary for this sample to maintain vesicle integrity. The hydration
water is also visible (0 ppm), but does not interfere with the main signal from the

17

O label. The

lower spinning speed does not prevent determination of the 17O NMR parameters which are given in
Table 1. This experiment, which was designed as a test to evaluate the sensitivity of the method,
shows that it is possible to study 17O selectively labelled peptides in hydrated biomembranes.
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Figure 2: 17O NMR spectra of 17O-[Ala12]-WALP23 in hydrated DSPC vesicles (1:10 peptide/lipid
molar ratio) at 14.1 T, 4 mm rotor spinning a ~11 kHz, with simulation. The lyophilized MLV
sample was hydrated with one weight equivalent of water, and the spectrum was acquired at room
temperature, with the lipids in the liquid-crystalline phase.
We recently obtained a correlation between the isotropic chemical shift and the C=O bond lengths
determined by diffraction.(13) In addition, ab initio calculations on glutamic acids polymorphs also
showed a correlation between these parameters.

18

These two correlations were very similar. Based

on these data, the C=O bond length at the labelled site for lyophilized WALP is 1.217 Å, very close
to the 1.220 Å for an ideal α-helix. For the WALP peptide incorporated in hydrated vesicles, the
corresponding value is 1.223 Å, an increase in C=O bond length of ~0.006 Å. In order to further test
this correlation, it was applied on other polymers studied previously by

17

O solid state NMR

(polyglycine II and poly-L-alanine I & II, data not shown) and was shown to give bond lengths
consistent with the known structures.

CONCLUSIONS
The data presented here are the first application of 17O solid state NMR to characterize and estimate
distances within a selectively labelled peptide of biological interest. The availability of high field
NMR spectrometers (here up to 18.8 T with 89 mm bore magnet) allows useable S/N ratios to be
readily achieved. It should be emphasized that this included a sample with <5% of the amino acid
residues labelled, and which was further diluted by a factor of 10-20 because of the presence of
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lipids and water. The ability to detect and characterize a signal from a selectively labelled peptide
suggests that

17

O NMR will be a fruitful experimental approach to study hydrogen bonding in

macromolecules. It could find widespread application in the study of selectively labelled peptides
reconstituted in biological membranes, or selectively labelled organic molecules interacting with
crystallized proteins or with membrane proteins in biological membranes. The high sensitivity of
solid state

17

O NMR to the local bonding environment also allows very accurate determination of

small changes in C=O bond length.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Sample preparation
The enrichment of L-alanine was performed following an established protocol (15), and its
characterization by solid state NMR reported in (13). The protection of the amino group of Lalanine was achieved through a standard Fmoc-protection procedure (3) without any significant loss
of label, as reported in (13). For the synthesis and purification of

17

O-[Ala12]-WALP23 and the

preparation of the multi-lamellar vesicles we followed the protocols described in (7) and (5)
respectively.
Dry vesicles (60 mg), made of

17

O-[Ala12]-WALP23 and DSPC mixed in a 1:10 molar

ratio were mixed with 60 µl of water (~1:1 solid-liquid mass ratio), leading to the formation of a
dispersion. Most of the sample (> 85%) was loaded into a 4 mm Varian MAS rotor. The formation
of the vesicles was monitored by 31P static NMR before and after hydration, and before and after the
17

O-MAS.

(DSPC stands for 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine)
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NMR experiments
The

17

O NMR was carried out on Varian Infinity 600 or 800 spectrometers operating at

frequencies of 81.345 MHz and 108.44 MHz respectively. MAS experiments used either a 4 mm
probe spinning at ~15 kHz or a 2.5 mm probe (on the 800 MHZ spectrometer) spinning at ~ 22 kHz.
A spin-echo using extended phase cycling (2) was used with the echo spacing set to the rotation
period. Typical pulse lengths were ~ 1 µs and 2µs and spectral width was 400 kHz. Typical pulse
delays were 25 ms with 200,000 - 400.000 acquisitions. All spectra were referenced to water at 0
ppm.
The hydrated sample was spun at 10kHz only to avoid damage to the sample. From our
temperature tests on the 800 MHz spectrometer with a 4 mm probe, spinning at 10 kHz induces a
temperature increase of about 10° in the probe, while the temperature for the phase transition for
DSPC is 54.8 °C and is broadened by up to 10° by the presence of peptides. Thus the sample is a
liquid-crystalline phase, as confirmed in other MAS NMR studies (20). The sample was checked by
static 31P NMR before and after MAS to confirm that it had not deteriorated whilst spinning.
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Introduction Part II – Molecular Dynamics
Simulations on Membrane Peptides or
Proteins
MOLECULAR DYNAMIC SIMULATION
Overview
Molecular dynamics simulation (MD) has become an important tool for understanding the physical
basis of the structure, dynamics and function of biological molecules (26, 27). With continuously
increasing computing power and the introduction of faster and more accurate algorithms, the study
of systems with increasing size and complexity has been made possible. This method has a
relatively broad field of application. One of the major contributions of MD has been the
replacement of a protein viewed as relatively rigid structure, by a dynamic model where the
function of the protein results from the conformational changes and the internal motions.
The next sections will be focused on the application of MD on biologically relevant protein/peptides
in lipid bilayers, starting with a brief description of the MD technique, its potential for such systems
and its main limitations. The systems studied in the next chapters include (1) bovine rhodopsin, (2)
WALPC, a model for a transmembrane peptide, in order to complement biophysical studies
conducted by AFM, where the bilayer surface was imaged and peptides extracted out of the bilayer
using the AFM cantilever, and (3) Vpu from HIV-1, focusing on ligand-protein interactions. All the
MD simulations were conducted in explicit hydrated lipid bilayers.

Molecular dynamics methodology
Like most theoretical methods applied on biomolecules (e.g. protein structure prediction, fold
recognition, homology modeling), the MD relies mainly on statistical effective energy functions.
Although the theoretical foundation of such functions is not clear, their usefulness has been
demonstrated in many applications (31).

84
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Interactions between atoms are divided in non-bonded interactions, using either a given cut-off
radius between any pair of atoms or more complex methods (like the Particle Mesh Ewald used to
compute long-range electrostatic interactions), and bonded interactions between atoms connected by
chemical bonds. For the non-bonded interactions (electrostatic and van der Waals), a partial charge
and parameters for van der Waals repulsion and attraction are assigned to each atom. The bonded
interactions consist of bond, angle and dihedral terms. Bonds and angles are usually described as
harmonic oscillators and dihedral angles are usually described by a suitable cosine expansion. A
typical potential function has the form:

Figure 1: Typical potential energy function used for MD simulation (including simulated
annealing). Red, electrostatic interactions; blue: van der Waals interactions; orange: bond
interactions; purple: angle interactions; green: dihedral interaction. rij is the distance between atoms
(or pseudo-atoms when CHn groups are treated as one atom) i and j, qi is the partial charge on atom
i, Aij and Bij are Lennard–Jones parameters, kb, kθijk and k ϕ are force constants for bonds, angles
0 ,
and dihedrals, n is the dihedral multiplicity and b0, θ ijk
lengths, angles and dihedral angles, respectively.

ϕ0 are equilibrium values for the bond

This equation for the potential energy and the force field required for a proper parametrization of
the system under study, imply several assumptions. The most obvious is the use of Newtonian
mechanic, which results in a classical treatment of the system (the charge distribution on each atoms
is fixed for the electrons in their ground state). Another important assumption lies in the pairadditivity of the interactions: non-bonded interactions involving three or more atoms are neglected.
Other important assumptions are the point charge representation for atoms (electronic polarizability
is neglected) and the use of simple quadratic forms for computational efficiency. For the same
purpose, the bond-lengths are often constrained (SHAKE or LINCS algorithms).
These simplifications mean that MD has a number of important limitations. The force field required
a large number of parameters, some of them are difficult to determine, and therefore does not
guarantee the accuracy of the simulations. This uncertainty in the parameters makes necessary
extensive testing of parameter sets on simple systems, which can be compared to experimental data.
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In fact, often parameters are treated as empirical values that are obtained by fitting models to
experimental data, e.g. a water model to experimental data on water. The other limitation is the
calculation time-step has to be very short for the integration of the equations of motion to converge.
A typical value in practice is 2 femtoseconds (10-15 s). This means that 500’000 computationally
expensive integration steps are necessary to calculate the dynamics of a system during one
nanosecond. The small time step combined with the practical limit on computer power limit both
the lengths and the system size of current simulations. In practice, systems made of tens of
thousands of particles, corresponding to a simulation box of about 5–10 nanometers, can be
simulated to the nanosecond time scale (10-100 ns) (48).
Using the potential energy function described in Fig.1, the equations of motion can be solved for all
atoms in the system by calculating the forces on all atoms and integrating in time. In principle, it is
possible to calculate the complete dynamics of any system that can be described in terms of a
simple interaction potential. The main result of such a calculation is a trajectory of all atoms in time:
the coordinates and velocities of all atoms at any of the integration steps, potentially making MD
simulation a powerful method to study the motions of atoms in a detailed manner.

AFM-pulling and Steered Molecular Dynamics
AFM-pulling is a subcategory of steered molecular dynamics (SMD) (22, 37), where external forces
are voluntarily applied on arbitrary groups of atoms. AFM-pulling involves a virtual spring, where
one side of the spring is connected to an atom or a group of atoms, while the other side is moved at
constant speed in a chosen arbitrary direction The constant motion of the virtual spring has the
effect of pulling the atoms away from their location following the spring to which they are bound. A
time-dependent force is superimposed on the molecule bound to the virtual spring. In the case of
AFM-pulling simulations of the extraction of a membrane peptide out of its bilayer, a force
perpendicular-directed relative to the membrane plan is applied to a residue (supposed to interact
with the cantilever of the AFM in the experiment), to initiate the move out of the bilayer. The
applied force has the form:

F = Kd (ZCantilever – ZCys)
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Where ZCantilever is the Z-coordinate of the side of the virtual cantilever moving at a constant speed
along an arbitrary predefined vector; ZCys is the Z-coordinate the side of the virtual cantilever linked
with the peptide. The two extremities of the virtual cantilever are related together with the equation
of a harmonic spring with a spring constant Kd. The technique has been applied to unfold soluble
protein, in complement of AFM experiments (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Example of the unfolding of a soluble protein – titin Ig – both measured (blue and green)
and calculated (red). The loading rate is inversely proportional to the amount of time required for
the unfolding (from (37)).

Molecular dynamics of lipid systems and membrane proteins
In the past few years, growing availability of structural information related to membrane proteins
and technical improvements have enabled MD simulations of lipid bilayers and membrane proteins
or peptides, which has become a very active subject of research as reported in two recent reviews
(15, 20).
Among the methodological improvement for the simulation of lipids, one finds the optimization of
force fields (31), the development of particle mesh Ewald summation to provide a better treatment
of electrostatics than cut-off methods. It has also been shown that the simulation box should have
flexible dimensions (NpγT ensemble) (46).
Whereas the simulation of globular proteins in vacuum may have produce reasonable results for the
cases where the force fields parameters would implicitly include solvation effects, a similar
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approach seems to be inapplicable for membranes and membranes proteins (15). Various methods
have been developed for taking into account the membranes, including the use of an effective
membrane-mimic potentials, simplified bilayers models and simulations in explicit lipid bilayers
(15). The simulation of explicit lipid bilayers has proven to be the most realistic, with the
advantages that the protein and the membrane are represented in microscopic details without
assumption made regarding the dielectric properties of the whole system (15). Also, it allows
simulating more complex lipid bilayers, where more than one type of lipids are included (20). The
development of mixed lipids membrane models are in development, but will be soon available for
membrane protein simulations.
Simulations of membrane proteins were pioneered with single peptides forming TM α-helices
(reviewed in (20)), in order to refine sequence-based prediction of TM helix length (21) and to
study the conformational dynamics and the role of proline-induced helix kink (47). Another
example is the study of the voltage-dependent insertion of alamethicin at phospholipids/water
interfaces was also studied, leading to a two-steps mechanism for the insertion (45).
The simulation of membrane peptides has been extended to the simulation of peptide bundles,
including alamethicin (44), gramicidin (2, 10), various model for the TM segment of vpu from HIV1 (7, 34), various models for the TM segments of the influenza A virus M2 protein (19, 49) and the
M2δ of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (44). In the case where the exact three-dimensional
structure was not available, models for various oligomeric states and with different protonation
states were built and simulated. The criteria for the best models are the stability of the helical bundle
in the membrane and the overall agreement with available experimental data (e.g. tilt angle of the
helices, the spatial location and dynamical behaviour of functionally important residues).
The simulation of integral membrane proteins are yet among the most complex systems studied by
MD simulations and can include in some cases the simulations of membrane protein oligomers (e.g.
OmpF as a trimer in a hydrated lipid bilayer (43)), where the total number of atoms approaches 105.
Throughout the literature, there are several examples of integral membrane proteins simulated in
explicit lipid bilayers, including the bacterial potassium channel KcsA (41), mechanosensitive ion
channel (MscL) (6), OmpF porin (24, 25, 43), bacteriorhodopsin (23) and bovine rhodopsin (8).
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Due to the complexity of the conformational space for such molecule and the relatively short
timescale available (10-100 ns), the choice of the initial conditions are important and requires an a
priori knowledge of the protein conformation (usually derived from experiments). For the same
reason, the range of questions that can be addressed is also limited to the stability/flexibility of the
protein structure, the protein-lipid interactions, protein-induced perturbations to the bilayer, ligandprotein interactions provided a binding-pocket is identified. Other questions like folding and
insertion in the membrane are beyond the available computational capabilities.
In summary, the main challenge for MD simulations remains the need of increasing the duration of
the simulations in order to be able to follow long timescale motions (20), which would lead to an
improved conformational space exploration and more accurate results.

SYSTEM STUDIED BY MD SIMULATIONS
The systems presented in this thesis reflect the diversity of membrane protein and peptides. They
include bovine rhodopsin an integral membrane protein, Vpu from HIV-I a single membranespanning membrane protein which has the ability to form ion-channels and WALPC23 a synthetic
peptide representing a consensus sequence for TM protein segments and which has special
relevance for the packing of helices in membrane proteins.

Bovine rhodopsin
Bovine rhodopsin is a widespread photoreceptor, responsible for vision in the vertebrates. The
protein contains 348 amino acids, has a molecular mass of ~40 kDa, and folds into seven TM
helices varying in length from 19 to 34 residues and one cytoplasmic helix. It is the most intensively
studied member of the GPCR family (18) and has been a model system for years (17) because it is
the only member that is naturally present in high abundance in biological tissues (1).
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Chapter 2.1 describe extensively the protein and its interactions with the chromophore, retinal,
which is responsible for triggering the protein through conformational changes resulting after the
absorption of a photon.

WALP peptides
WALP is an example of synthetic hydrophobic peptide which forms well-defined and wellcharacterized transmembrane α-helices(13). They are commonly used to study the interactions of αhelices with the surrounding lipid membrane (28, 29).
WALP peptides consist of an alternating alanine-leucine stretch of variable length and form a
hydrophobic α-helix and are flanked on both ends by two tryptophans. These residues are often
found in membrane-spanning proteins at the hydrophobic-hydrophilic interface of the bilayer (36).
WALP peptides are usually associated with a number indicating the total number of residue in the
peptidic chain. For example, WALP23 contains 23 residues in total.
WALP peptides have mainly been used to study the effect of mismatch between the hydrophobic
transmembrane regions of integral membrane proteins and the hydrophobic core of the lipid bilayer.
Such hydrophobic mismatch is thought to have an important effect on lateral segregation in
membranes (35), on membrane protein activity and stability, and on protein sorting (14, 28). WALP
can significant influence the organization of phosphatidylcholine model membranes, depending on
the relative length of the peptide with respect to bilayer hydrophobic thickness (either too short or
too long) (11, 13, 28, 29). It has been found that upon decreasing the relative hydrophobic length of
the peptides, WALP peptides can induce the formation of the nonlamellar phases (HII phase) in fluid
PC bilayers (29) and alter the thickness of fluid PC bilayers (12). These changes seem to adequately
relieve the hydrophobic mismatch, because the acyl chains of the lipids in these nonlamellar phases
are more disordered, and, hence, their effective hydrophobic length is smaller.
WALP peptides have also been used to investigate the anchorage of transmembrane segments in
bilayers, as a result, tryptophans residues have been shown to preferentially locate at the interface of
the lipid headgroups and acyl chains (13).
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Vpu from HIV–1
Vpu is an 81-residue phosphoprotein, of molecular mass 16 kDa, encoded human
immunodeficiency virus type-1 (HIV-1) (5, 42). Vpu associates with the Golgi and ER membranes
(16) and is composed of a hydrophobic N-terminal TM domain (residues 1-27) and a hydrophilic Cterminal cytoplasmic domain (54 residues) (33). Vpu has 2 major biological functions in the life
cycle of the virus: (a) The N-terminal TM domain is responsible for enhancement of viron release
from the cell surface, by formation of an ion channel altering the electrochemical gradient (9, 38).
(b) The C-terminal cytoplasmic domain mediates in the ER the selective degradation of the CD4
protein through ubiquitination (9, 40).
Vpu is capable of self homo-oligomerization in the presence of lipid membranes both in vitro and
vivo, with TM helices forming bundles (3, 33). Whilst the exact number of helices involved is
uncertain, a pentamer or hexamer formation is favoured. Gel electrophoresis showed complexes of
~ 80 Kda, which correspond to the pentamer form (33). Previous MD simulations studies tend to
favour the pentamer form as the most plausible oligomeric state. Lopez et al. (32) observe in a 3 ns
simulation the disruption an hexameric bundle in to a pentamer and a monomer.
Vpu forms cation-selective channels in planar lipid bilayers and also in the plasma membrane of E.
coli cells expressing Vpu. A synthetic peptide of residues 1-27 of Vpu has been shown to exhibit the
same ion channel activity, indicating that the C-terminal does not have a direct role in generating a
TM ion current (39). This peptide showed that Vpu does not discriminate Na+ over K+, shows
marginal permeability to divalent cations and that conductance appears to be pH independent. H+
permeability of membrane vesicles is unaffected by the presence of Vpu, suggesting that Vpu does
not conduct H+ (30).
The role of Vpu’s ion channel is unclear, but it could contribute to HIV pathogenesis by
destabilising host cell proteins. Expression of Vpu in Xenopus oocyte membranes decreases K+
conductance through K+ channels (4). The characterization of this inhibition suggests that Vpu has a
negative effect on the expression of endogenous membrane proteins in host cells. The K+ channel
inhibition appears to dependent on the cytoplasmic domain of the protein, and thus associated with
the CD4 degradative capacity of Vpu.
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Abstract

The rhodopsin-bound retinal is a device for converting light into molecular

conformational changes, leading first to the activation of rhodopsin itself and then the initiation of
the signal transduction pathways leading to vision. The conformation of retinal and the changes
resulting from light-absorption are crucial to an understanding of the mechanism of activation of
rhodopsin, and this has been the subject of intense research where various experimental and
theoretical techniques have been applied. This review summarizes the major results obtained by
optical and solid state NMR spectroscopies, x-ray diffraction and ab initio theoretical methods,
from the dark-adapted state through the various photo-activated intermediate states. An overview of
the rhodopsin features relevant for the conformation of its chromophore retinal is also included, in
particular the binding-pocket and the molecules of water present located near retinal.

INTRODUCTION
Vision is a complex process in which light is converted into a nervous impulse through a chain of
biochemical reactions taking place along various specialized cells and tissues, from the retina of the
eye to the brain. In the eye, specialized cells of the retina called rod cells contain a protein acting as
a photoreceptor, rhodopsin and possess the unique ability to convert and generate the neuronal
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signal. In order to become activated and induce the enzymatic cascade leading to vision (4, 117,
183, 197, 231, 282, 302), rhodopsin relies on its chromophore, retinal. Retinal is an organic
molecule (Figure 1) covalently-bound to rhodopsin in anticipation of its photo-activation.

Figure 1: Chemical structure of 11-cis-retinal and all-trans-retinal.
The 11-cis-retinal isomer is a key photosensitive component of rhodopsin. It is a molecular trigger
capable of converting the electromagnetic energy carried by a photon into mechanical energy to be
transferred to the protein in order to induce slower conformational changes, eventually leading to
the initialization of the chain of biochemical reactions leading and finally to neural signal. To
perform its function, 11-cis-retinal undergoes a fast photoisomerization leading to all-trans-retinal,
a process which triggers the conformational changes of the receptor to its active form
(metarhodopsin II) (117, 231, 282, 302).
Considerable effort has led to a picture of the events taking place in rhodopsin at the molecular level
over four decades. This review summarizes the important milestones in this process of elucidation
of vision with a special emphasis on the initial trigger, retinal, with special emphasis on
rationalization of the disparate bodies of data from all methods.

RHODOPSIN, A GPCR
Rhodopsin is a G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR), which, when activated, interacts with a
heterotrimeric G protein (transducin in retina cells) to convert an extracellular signal into an
intracellular signal. This superfamily is made of several families and rhodopsin has been classified
as belonging to family A, the largest subfamily of GPCRs, gathering most of those identified so far.
The family includes cone pigments, β -adrenergic and other ligand receptors (63, 74, 113, 148, 221,
231).
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Most GPCRs respond to the binding of a ligand and undergo multiple conformational changes upon
agonist binding (91). For rhodopsin, the signal is made up of two components: the covalently-bound
chromophore, which undergoes cis to trans photoisomerization, and a photon (123, 182, 233).
Rhodopsin is the most intensively studied member of the GPCR family (31, 81, 82, 123, 233, 240)
and has been a model system for years (80) because it is the only member that is naturally present in
high abundance in biological tissues (4). Historically, rhodopsin has played a prominent role in the
study of GPCRs, being the first GPCR to be sequenced (80), the first GPCR for which the role of
individual amino acid was connected with the protein function (160) (with several examples: the
role of the counter ion Glu113 (232) and other critical residues (85, 221)). Furthermore, rhodopsin
triggered the study of other class of protein like the study of G proteins and transducin in particular
(162, 194). Initial suggestions for spectral transduction have been formulated (159, 300, 304) with
rhodopsin.
Regarding the expression, purification and reconstitution in membranes for the purpose of structural
study, rhodopsin is an exception compared to other GPCRs. The protein is obtained from natural
tissues where it is present in large quantities. Methods have been developed to isolate ROS disk
membranes (246), and relatively large amounts of natural membrane containing predominantly one
membrane protein can be obtained for structural study. Subsequently the purification of rhodopsin is
achieved using an affinity column in presence of detergent (262). When extracted into detergent,
rhodopsin maintains its chromophore (158). The reconstitution of purified rhodopsin into
membranes of defined lipid is also achievable (131, 228). More recently, rhodopsin has been
successfully expressed in heterologous system, HEK cells (65, 66) and baculovirus/sf9 (50),
allowing the labelling of amino acids within the protein.
For the purpose of structural studies, rhodopsin has been studied either reconstituted into native
membrane, in lipid bilayers, in micelles, lyophilized or as crystals. These various preparations have
been shown to maintain the properties of retinal regarding the absorption of visible light and seem
to be suitable to study the protein in its dark-adapted state. However, it has also been shown that the
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ability of rhodopsin to become activated is very much dependent on the lipid composition of the
membrane where it resides (see below).
The binding site for retinal is viewed as representative of the binding mode of an inverse agonist in
other GPCRs (179), stabilizing the inactive conformation of rhodopsin (179), reducing the intrinsic
receptor activity and leading to low basal activity. The activity against transducin (Gt) for the 11cis-retinal-bound rhodopsin ground state is even lower that the one of the ligand-free opsin, which is
itself 10-6 of the activity of the all-trans-bound metarhodopsin II state, indicating the magnitude of
the inverse agonism imposed by the ligand (181). Such a large effect has to result in strong
structural features (197). The photo-induced isomerization of the chromophore to the all-trans
forms turns the chromophore into an agonist that triggers the transition of rhodopsin to the active
state (229).
Bovine rhodopsin contains 348 amino acids, has a molecular mass of ~40 kDa, and folds into seven
transmembrane helices varying in length from 19 to 34 residues and one cytoplasmic helix. In
addition, rhodopsin exhibits other features common with many other GPCRs, like sites of
asparagine-linked glycosylation in the amino-terminal region (110). There are two carbohydrate
moieties at Asn2 and Asn15 that are oriented towards the lumen (extra-cellular) face (87, 110, 112).
Two major species identified as Man3GlcNAc3 are attached to Ans2 and Asn15 in bovine rhodopsin
(114) and later confirmed using mass spectrometry (7). Two palmitate-linked cysteines are close to
the carboxyl-terminal region (145) at Cys322 and Cys323 in the cytoplasmic region (63, 145, 188,
195, 203, 211, 216, 272, 275). A disulfide bridge linking two extra-cellular loops is present between
Cys110 and Cys187 (54, 127, 144, 146). Finally, the protein shows serine (Ser 334, 338 and 343)
and threonine phosphorylation sites in the carboxyl-terminal region (112). The phosphorylation of
these residues is a mechanism to desensitize signalling to G proteins (196).
Although the importance of dimerization or even the oligomerization has been emphasized
important the function for many GPCRs (1, 5, 9, 37, 40, 99, 100, 151, 164, 184, 204, 256, 273), it is
still controversial for rhodopsin. Recent Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) studies have provided a
direct observation of mice rhodopsin in native membrane, showing the proteins are organized as
dimmers forming paracrystalline arrays (83, 84, 169). This finding contradicts many studies
conducted over the last thirty years, where such behaviour had been set aside based on indirect
methods of observation (21-23, 41, 43, 62, 170-172, 219, 230, 293). Based on the AFM data, a
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molecular model as been proposed (169) and it has been postulated that the organization of
rhodopsin could have strong implications for its mechanism of activation and regulation (83, 84,
169). The lipid-protein ratio in the membranes of rod cells outer segments is 60:1, where 95% of the
proteins present in the membrane is rhodopsin (157, 212, 254). It is therefore expected to observe
rhodopsin in close vicinity from each other and it cannot be precluded that these patterns are simply
some packing arrangement allowing such a high-protein content to take place in the membrane, not
necessarily directly related with the activation or regulation of the protein, like observed in previous
AFM studies for synthetic peptide in bilayers (WALP) (224, 225). A functional study showing the
implication of this supramolecular organization either on the activation or regulation of the protein
is needed and would emphasize further the importance of this discovery.

STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTION OF BOVINE RHODOPSIN
Crystal structures
The crystal structure of bovine rhodopsin is the first and only detailed three-dimensional structural
model for a full GPCR where its tertiary structure is resolved. The crystal structure of bovine
rhodopsin was published in 2000 (205), resolving more than 93% of the amino acid side chains
(Figure 2). It was subsequently refined (269), and further improvement in the resolution were
achieved, leading to structures in which the position of water molecules within the protein were
defined (168, 198). In one of the latest crystal structure, a resolution of 2.2 Å was obtained, finally
resolving the accurately conformation of the chromophore (200).
Single-crystal micro-spectrophotometry has confirmed the relevance of three-dimensional models
derived from x-ray crystallography (198), showing it is possible to follow the formation of the
spectroscopic intermediary states of the chromophore upon the photo activation. From this point of
view, the technique applied to crystal samples of rhodopsin showed the crystal to behave in a
similar way as rhodopsin in suspension or membrane preparation regarding the absorption of light
(198). It is possible to observe transition from bathorhodopsin to lumirhodopsin, as well as
detecting intermediate metarhodopsin I and II. The spectra observed are consistent with previous
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experiments on rhodopsin observed in either membrane or solution environment (198). The fact that
rhodopsin constitutes 95% of the protein content of a membrane (157, 212) where protein-lipid ratio
is 1:60 (254), i.e. an environment extremely concentrated, might account for the relevance of the xray structure, which also contains a few lipids.

Figure 2: Molecular model of rhodopsin in its dark-state determined by X-ray crystallography with
a resolution of 2.8 Å (205).
In an alternative approach, solution NMR applied on fragment peptides synthesized from rhodopsin
amino-acid sequence allowed the determination of the secondary structure of the protein as well as
short-range distance restraints (3, 147, 294, 296-299). These NMR data were combined with longrange distance constraints obtained by other experimental techniques (spin-label, solid state NMR,
etc.) and using simulated annealing a three-dimensional model for rhodopsin in the dark-state was
built (295). This approach is complementary to the crystal structure, bringing similar results to the
crystal structure (295).

Organization of the transmembrane core
The x-ray crystal structure showed the expected seven transmembrane domains that had been
predicted both computationally and from the low resolution data (198, 199, 205, 258, 269). The
secondary structures, more specifically the definition of the transmembrane helices have shown to
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be slightly affected (up to one helical turn for helices V and VI) by the space group of the crystal
(168).
The helices differ in their length and are irregular. They tilt at various angles with respect to the
expected membrane surface. Helices contain a mix of α- and 310-helices, possess a large number of
kinks, twists (222). Furthermore, it has revealed that all transmembrane helices are bent to different
extents, except for helix III, located in the middle of the helical bundle (205). Many of the bends
and twists were spotted in the two-dimensional cryo-electron microscopy study of frog rhodopsin
(236), preceding the three-dimensional x-ray crystal structure. The helical axes from that study can
be readily superposed with the helices in the 1HZX, the refined model of 1F88 (269) (1HZX and
1F88 refers to the ID number of the structure in the Protein DataBank (12)). Further refinements of
the x-ray crystal structure have not reduced the number of these conformational anomalies and
therefore they are not seen as artefacts coming from the data set resolution or the method used for
crystallographic refinement (269).
The kinks are all located near the retinal binding-pocket at proline and glycine sites. They are
thought to serve as molecular hinges involved in the conformational changes associated with the
chromophore isomerization (229) and to facilitate inter-helical polar interactions (168).
Helix II is kinked due to the presence of a GlyGly motif in the middle of the helix. Helix III is the
most severely tilted helix of the bundle in the dark-adapted state. At the other extreme helices IV,
VI and VII were suggested to be the closest to perpendicular to the membrane surface (236, 237).
These features have survived into the most recent three-dimensional structure determinations for
rhodopsin (4). Helix IV is the shortest helix and is significantly bent due to the presence of Pro170
and Pro171 (48). Helix V contains several residues that are part of the binding-pocket (Met207 and
Phe212), it has been recently proposed to initiate the activation of the protein upon the
isomerization of retinal (213). Helix VI seems to interact with other helices of the bundle only
through van der Waals interactions. It shows considerable distortion due to the presence of Pro267,
Pro291 and Pro303, a part of the highly conserved NPXXXY motif. Trp265 is a highly conserved
residues among GPCRs (201). Helix VII contains the chromophore and interacts with all helix
except helices IV and V. Helix VII is kinked near the chromophore, the helix showing some
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distortion from ideality, where a few residues are folded in a 310-helix rather than an α-helix (168).
The cytoplasmic helix, termed helix VIII, is located at the extension of helix VII. This helix in
addition to the cytoplasmic loops II and III (reviewed in (116)) of rhodopsin, is part of the binding
sites for transducin α-subunit (Gtα) and plays a role in the regulation of the transducin γ-subunit
(Gtγ) binding (69). Helix VIII is straight and amphipathic. The helix starts at Lys311 and contains
Arg314, whose side-chains form hydrogen-bonds with the surrounding residues. Cys323 is the Cterminal residue of the helix, and is palmitoylated.
More recently extensive sequence search resulting in the introduction of a new concept, the helix
packing moments (174), have highlighted residues of rhodopsin, which are conserved along the
class A GPCR family, and involved in helix-helix interactions. Using the x-ray crystal structure, a
possible role in the structure and function of the protein can be suggested for these small or weakly
polar amino acids. They are thought to keep the helices bound in a rigid structure through hydrogenbonding and small residue packing interaction. There is a large number of these residues conserved
between helix I to helix IV, helices that are not thought to be mobile upon activation (174). In the
case of helix VI, which plays an important role in the activation of the protein, does not have such
highly conserved residues (174). Rather, its hydrophobic moment (67) is mainly oriented towards
helix III and the interactions between these two helices are mainly conducted through highly
conserved aromatic residues (Phe261, Trp265, etc.). The different nature of the interactions between
helix III and VI might be directly related with their importance in the activation of rhodopsin.
Interestingly, there are almost none of these small and weakly polar residues at the interface
between helix V and VI. Furthermore helix V and VI are loosely packed in the x-ray structure
(much more loosely than helices VI and VII), suggesting a potential role for helix V in the
activation of the receptor (174), as shown in recent solid state NMR experiments (213).

Organization of the loops
The intracellular loops (cytoplasmic) are the less well defined by x-ray crystallography (some parts
of these loops areas were not defined until recently) and are the regions with the highest B-factors.
The last two crystal structures, where bovine rhodopsin was crystallized in two different space
groups and where all residues were defined, highlight the flexibility of these loops, which is the area
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of the protein where the most significant differences between the two crystal structures take place.
Only a few interactions between these loops are observed. The commonly accepted explanation is
that the loops probably mobile in solution. Almost certainly, the C-terminal residues of rhodopsin
are also flexible and mobile in the physiological milieu, lacking a definite single conformation (36,
163).
The extracellular loops are more structured. The residues 173 to 198 from the second extra-cellular
loop forms a twisted β-hairpin from residues 177 to 190 and contains Cys187, portion of a disulfide
bridge. The extracellular loop 2 is part of the binding-pocket with residues Glu181 and Ser186
relatively close from the bound-retinal. Mutation of Cys187 gives rise to proteins that are
abnormally glycosylated and cannot bind retinal (146). It also contains Glu181, a part of the β-sheet
structure that comes in proximity of retinal, near atom C12. This residue is highly conserved in
rhodopsin and short- and middle-wavelength visual pigments (63).

Organization of the binding-pocket
The chromophore is bound to Lys296 in transmembrane helix VII by a protonated Schiff base (122,
220). The counter ion Glu113 is located in the vicinity of the Nε atom of Lys296 (distance between
N and the carboxylic oxygens are 3.3 Å and 3.5Å) (205).
Glu113 is highly conserved among all known vertebrate visual pigments (192, 232, 304). Upon
studying how the mutation of charged residues on helix III and pH changes affect the maximum of
absorption for the chromophore, Sakmar et al. concluded that Glu113 is the counter ion (232). This
was later confirmed by x-ray crystallography (205). Glu113 has three important functions:
a.

It stabilizes the protonated Schiff base by increasing the Ka for this group by up to 109. The
pKa of the Schiff base in the binding-pocket is > 12-16, while 6-7 in solution (7.4 in
alcohol (257)) and preventing its spontaneous deprotonation (64, 112, 257).

b.

It is responsible for a major part of the bathochromic shift to 500 nm in the maximum
absorption for visual pigments and to make them more sensitive to longer wavelengths as
UV light is filtered by the front of the eye in most animals (304).
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It stabilizes the connection between helix III and VII and is essential for locking the
receptor in its inactive state (42). The disruption of this salt bridge, due to a mutation for
example (e.g. E113N (226, 232)), results in a constitutive activation of rhodopsin in the
absence of the chromophore (226). The addition of 11-cis-retinal, even not covalentlybound to rhodopsin is enough to suppress the constitutive activity (226). Indeed a mutant
lacking Lys296 can bind 11-cis-retinal analogue (27, 111) and remain inactivated just
through non-covalent interactions with the ligand (305). On the other hand, the proton
carried by the Schiff base is not critical for the formation of metarhodopsin II, as it was
shown that non-prototnated Schiff base can form the activated state and activate transducin
(72, 73, 307). This neutralization process corresponds to binding of a cationic part in a
diffusible ligand to other rhodopsin-like receptors (259).

As the disruption of this salt bridge (226, 306) upon proton transfer is thought to trigger
conformational changes in rhodopsin which are necessary for G protein activation (76), the nature
of the Schiff base – counter ion interaction in the ground state of rhodopsin has been a focus of
many previous studies (64, 65, 118, 277).
The crystal structures of rhodopsin allow identifying the residues of the protein that are part of the
binding-pocket, as well as their relative orientations (Figure 3) (205). Improvement in the resolution
and the availability of crystal structures sharing different space groups have confirmed the
organization of the binding-pocket, where twenty-seven amino acids are located within 4.5 Å of the
retinal moiety (Tyr43, Met44, Leu47, Thr94, Glu113, Ala117, Thr118, Gly120, Gly121, Glu122,
Tyr178, Glu181, Ser186, Cys187, Gly188, Ile189, Tyr191, Met207, His211, Phe212, Phe261,
Trp265, Tyr268, Ala269, Phe293, Ala295 and Lys296) (Figure 3) (168, 198, 200, 205).

Details of importance for the mechanism of activation
Gly121 is a highly conserved residue near the middle of helix III, known to be involved in
chromophore-protein interactions and containing the chromophore Schiff base counter ion at
position Glu113. The replacement of Gly121 resulted in a relative reversal in the selectivity of the
opsin apoprotein for reconstitution with 11-cis-retinal over all-trans-retinal in cone cell membranes.
These results suggest that Gly121 is an important and specific component of the binding-pocket for
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11-cis-retinal in rhodopsin (103). Mutation of Gly121 in rhodopsin causes 11-cis-retinal to act as a
partial agonist rather than an inverse agonist, allowing the mutant to activate transducin in the dark
(104). Glu122 has been reported to be protonated in the ground-state (71).

Figure 3: Binding-pocket of rhodopsin in its dark-state determined by X-ray crystallography with a
resolution of 2.6 Å (198) (A. view from top, B. view from side). The conformation for the retinal is
the 6-s-cis conformer proposed by (263), which fulfills most of the experimental restraints
determined by NMR and circular dichroism. Different residues types are highlighted with different
colors: lysine-bound retinal (dark blue), aromatic (white), polar (green), potentially charged (red)
and hydrophobic (cyan). Hydrogen atoms where omitted for sake of clarity.
Glu181 is probably protonated in the ground-state of rhodopsin and therefore not serve as the
primary counter ion (291). According results of two-photon spectroscopy, the binding-pocket for
the dark-adapted state is electrically neutral (20). Furthermore, the maximum of absorption λmax for
the Raman vibrational spectrum for the E181Q mutant is nearly identical to the wild-type rhodopsin
(292). On the other hand, there is a significant shift in the UV/Vis maximum of absorption (10 nm
red-shift) (270), the vibrational spectra fail to show an appropriate band of a protonated carboxylic
acid (141, 190) and repeated NMR measurements (49, 105, 187, 251, 277) suggest the presence of a
negative charge close to the isomerising double bond. The question has also been addressed by
applying static Poisson-Boltzmann calculation and MD simulations in explicit solvent, strongly
suggesting the presence of a charge on Glu181 (227). It has also been reported that a corresponding
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Glutamic acid residue at the same position serves as a counter ion in retinochrome, a member of the
rhodopsin family (270). In long-wavelength visual pigments, such as red visual pigments, a
histidine residue occupies this position. The histidine residue and a lysine residue present three
residues toward the C-terminus form a chloride ion-binding site (284). Chloride ion, when bound,
further causes a bathochromic shift by ~40 nm for these cone visual pigments (51). Since Glu181 is
part of a hydrogen-bond network (198), it cannot be excluded that the proton is partly delocalized,
which would be an explanation the discrepancies between these various theoretical and
experimental methods.

WATER MOLECULES NEAR THE BINDING POCKET
There are molecules of water present in rhodopsin and they have been shown to be essential for a
proper photo-cascade. Various level of dehydration can block the photo-cascade at various stage
from bathorhodopsin to metarhodopsin I (179).
The calculation of the accessible surface reveals several cavities within bovine rhodopsin. The
resolution of the first x-ray crystallographic structures was not high enough to assign any molecules
in those holes, especially that these features are not expected for proteins containing helices, since
the divergence of the helices will provide space between them that might not be fully occupied by
amino acid side-chains (269). Two cavities are present near Glu113, and on the other side of the
Schiff base nitrogen atom away from Glu113. Both cavities are buried in the protein with no access
to the surface of the protein, but it has been postulated that dynamical motions of the structure
should be sufficient to allow water to diffuse into these sites (269).
Various crystallographic structures of rhodopsin with a resolution of 2.65 Å or higher (168, 198,
200) have reported the presence seven water molecules consistently found in the two rhodopsin
molecules A and B of the rhodopsin crystal (198). The number of water molecules defined in the
crystal varies with the resolution of the crystal structure and the space group of the crystal. More
water molecules are present, mainly located near the loop regions, for the better-resolved structures
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(168, 200) and are therefore unlikely to influence the binding-pocket and the conformation of
chromophore (200).

Figure 4: Molecular model of rhodopsin in its dark-state determined by X-ray crystallography with
a resolution of 2.6 Å, showing the presence of water molecules present in the protein (198).
From a functional point of view, it has been demonstrated that the activation of rhodopsin is
sensitive to the content of bound-water in the protein (186) and that upon transition from
metarhodopsin I to metarhodopsin II, the release of bound-water is expected (186).
Interestingly, many of the highly conserved residues among rhodopsin-like GPCRs are found to
form binding sites for these molecules of water. For example, Asn73 (2.40), Asp83 (2.50), Cys264
(6.47), Asn302 (7.49) and Tyr306 (7.53) (between bracket, the residue ID according Ballesteros
notation (8)) were found to be involved in non-bonded interactions with molecules of water trapped
inside the protein (198). Other residues participating in the water binding-sites are particularly
conserved in a variety of visual pigments, regardless of the distance from the binding-pocket (198).
Table 1 gathers the protein residues – water interactions found in bovine rhodopsin in the darkadapted state. These water molecules are displayed with rhodopsin (198) in Figure 4. More water
molecules have been identified (168, 200), as suggested by a MD simulation study (124), however
none of these newly and consistently found molecules seems to play an important functional role
(200).
Table 1: Molecules of water present in rhodopsin according to x-ray crystal structure (1L9H) and Hbond network (198). See Figure 7 for the water ID number.
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1a
Asp83
Gly120

1b
Asp83
Ser298
Asn302

1c
Met257
Tyr301
Asn302

2a
Glu181
Ser186
Cys187

2b
Phe91
Glu113

3
Cys264
Tyr268
Pro291
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4
Thr62
Asn73
Tyr306

Some of the molecules of water present in rhodopsin appear to be of primordial importance for a
proper understanding of the mechanism of action for the protein (198). Indeed, the existence of a
hydrogen-bond network involving the side-chains from amino-acid belonging to different helices,
can account for two important features of the activation of the protein: (1) the concerted motions
during the activation; the water acting as some pieces of glue, maintaining some residues together,
while the isomerization of retinal results in the destruction of this network of interactions, leading
rhodopsin to its activated conformation(s) and (2) transfer of proton between residues – the presence
of water make it possible to transfer proton between residues remotely located, through
reorientation of the O-H bond of the water molecules.
The molecules of water present in rhodopsin are shared in a few clusters of water molecules. Some
of them are localized around strategic residues of the protein (198).

Water located near Asp83, Gly120 and Asn302 (Cluster 1)
A cluster of three water molecules (referred to as cluster 1) is found near residues Asp83, Gly120
and Asn302. The water cluster mediates interactions with residues in helices II, III, VI and VII by
the mean of a hydrogen-bond network, resulting in inter-helical constraints (198) (with the
participation of residues Met257 helix VI) and Asp83 (helix II)). Disruption of these constraints is
likely to be involved in the activation process (90, 239).
Furthermore, Asp83 is directly hydrogen-bonded to Asn55 (helix I). Thus three highly conserved
residues, Ans55, Asp83 and Asn302, constitute a hydrogen-bond chain in the ground state structure
of bovine rhodopsin (198). A structural link between Asp83 and Tyr301 (helix VII) by a water
molecule is also consistent with IR spectroscopy study on a Y301F mutant (198).

Cluster of water located near the Schiff base (cluster 2)
The second site (referred as cluster 2) contains two molecules of water and the Schiff base. One is
in the vicinity of Glu113, the counter ion of the protonated Schiff base and the second is located
between the side-chains of Glu181 and Ser 186 (198).
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Water molecules are expected to be present close to the protonated Schiff base (50, 65). Upon very
thorough dehydration, the absorbance spectrum of rhodopsin is shifted to about 390 nm, suggesting
the deprotonation of the Schiff base proton (55). Furthermore, the H-D exchange occurs rapidly at
the Schiff base proton upon addition of D2O, indicating the Schiff base is accessible from the bulk.
The exchange takes place even in the dark-state as another evidence of a water molecule close to the
Schiff base (88, 178, 202).
Glu181 is located near three other polar residues (Tyr191, Tyr192 and Tyr268 whose hydroxyl
groups cover part of the retinal binding-pocket near C9 (198)) therefore there is a continuous
hydrogen-bond network lying in the extra-cellular side of the chromophore binding-site from
Glu113 to Glu181 (198).
The second molecule of the cluster does not dwell between Glu113 and the Schiff base, but rather is
stabilizing the salt bridge by lowering the pKa of Glu113. It also fills a small but prominent spatial
gap between helices II and III at the retinal binding-pocket. There is a discrepancy between the
interpretation of IR and NMR data at the Schiff base (65, 277) suggesting a “complex counter ion”
with a molecule of water between the Schiff base and the counter ion and other experimental
techniques. It is not consistent with x-ray (198), other IR spectroscopy studies (189, 190) and with
the activity of a E113D mutant (D can still work as a counter ion, resulting in a red-shifted
absorption) (132, 137).

Other water molecules
The water molecule located near Glu181 and Ser186 is significant in terms of mechanism of colour
regulation in the related retinal proteins. Mutation of Glu181 to His or Gln has been reported to
induce shift in the maximum of absorption of the chromophore in the UV-VIS (270), but not for the
vibrational spectra (292). This supports the idea that a rearrangement of the residues and water
molecules near this cluster of water molecules is most likely to play a crucial role in the spectral
tuning of the different type of Rhodopsin (198). For rhodopsin crystallized in the trigonal form, a
water molecule between Trp265 and the NpxxY motif was identified (168).
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The chromophore is bound in the hydrophobic core of the molecule, causing its absorption
maximum at approximately 380 nm to be shifted bathochromically to its characteristic 500 nm
absorption maximum if intact in rhodopsin (155).
The retinal is photosensitive and confers this property to the whole receptor. The irradiation of
rhodopsin isomerizes the 11-cis-retinal to all-trans, which triggers a chain of conformational
changes in the opsin that induces an enzymatic cascade leading to vision (117, 183, 197, 231, 282,
302). After photo-activation of rhodopsin, the all-trans-retinal is expelled from the receptor and is
cycled, through the adjacent pigmented epithelium, to 11-cis-retinal, ready to recombine with a
bleached opsin (rhodopsin without retinal) to regenerate rhodopsin (4).
It takes about a few milliseconds to form the active species of rhodopsin, the so-called
metarhodopsin II. The transition to metarhodopsin II stimulates the binding of the G protein
transducin (Gt) (75, 101, 182, 218). Transducin becomes activated (116, 197) and the α subunit of
transducin initiates the strongly amplifying cGMP cascade (11) by binding to the
phosphodiesterase, and culminating in the hydrolysis of cGMP. The reduction in cGMP levels leads
to closure of millions of the plasma membrane Na+ channels (cGMP cation channels) (93, 171,
260), which results in a hyperpolarization of the plasma membrane that is transmitted to the synapse
at the base of the rod cell, followed by synaptic signalling (10, 75, 112, 156, 218, 261).

Energetics
Rhodopsin provides an environment in which its 11-cis-retinal chromophore can undergo a cis to
trans conformational switch in response to absorption of a photon with a very high quantum yield
of 0.65 (25)–0.67 (17).
The retinal in its binding-pocket is a molecule for which thermal isomerization is very difficult to
obtain (i.e. slow: k ~10-11 s-1), while the photo-isomerization is extremely fast (k ~1012 s-1). The ratio
between the two is 1023, compare to 107 for the Schiff base in solution. Therefore, rhodopsin
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provides an environment where thermal isomerization of retinal is very unlikely compare to the
photo-isomerization.
This process is completed in less than 200 fs (217, 238, 283), which is the fastest photochemical
reaction known (238). The initial movements of the chromophore are thought to be tightly
constrained by the surrounding protein, due to the very short time scale of the photoisomerization
(244).
In 1972, it was estimated that the cis-to-trans transition had was shorter than 6 ps (32). More
recently, the availability of lasers able to generated 6 fs long pulses allows to follow the formation
of the photoproduct in its very early stage (283). The cis-to-trans conversion starts within 50-60 fs
after the absorption of a photon and is achieved within a few hundreds femtoseconds (~200 fs) (238,
283).
Due to this fast photochemical process, it is believed that a large fraction of the energy of a photon,
32 kcal/mol, is first stored in the chromophore–rhodopsin complex (45, 118). The energy
conversion is remarkably efficient since ~60% of the energy of the absorbed photon is stored in the
primary product.
Several mechanism for the energy storage in bathorhodopsin have been proposed: (1) charge
separation between the positively charged Schiff base and its counter ion (Glu113) (118, 232, 304),
(2) distortion of the conjugated backbone of retinal (286) or (3) a combination of the two (17).
One argument in favour of the charge separation mechanism was gained from a simple electrostatic
calculation showing that the translation of the protonated Schiff-base by 2.5 Å relative to the
counter ion result in a change in free energy of ~33 kcal/mol (in a low dielectric environment, ε = 2)
(118).
Experimental data gained by 13C solid state NMR has shown that there was no substantial difference
between the electronic charge distribution in the chromophores of rhodopsin, isorhodopsin and
bathorhodopsin, excluding charge separation between the chromophore and the counter ion as a
significant mechanism for energy storage (248), and argues in favour of the energy being stored in
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the structural distortions of the chromophore. These conclusions are also supported by Raman and
FTIR experiments (6, 60, 206, 208).
The finding was rationalized in a quantum simulation approach showing that the isomerization leads
to a highly strained all-trans form in bathorhodopsin where the energy is stored in torsional
distortion of the conjugated backbone that are compatible with the very short time of formation of
the primary photoproduct. Furthermore, the role of the counter ion is important for the energy
storage mechanism, by locking the positive charge borne by the protonated Schiff base in the
terminal region of the molecule and accounting for the stiffness of the backbone (13).

Photo-cycle and spectroscopic intermediates
Several of these intermediates in the visual transduction process can be characterized by
spectroscopic methods including flash photolysis and various low-temperature spectroscopic
measurements (15, 61, 70, 77, 125, 134, 135, 137, 149, 150, 154, 167, 176, 177, 207, 209, 242, 243,
271, 278-280, 301) (Figure 5A). This relates back to early work on the relation between the
energetic of the activating light and the coupling to protein and retinal conformations (44, 118)
(reviewed in (197, 241)) (Figure 5B). The intermediate states that have been isolated are
summarized in Figure 5. Low-temperature and time-resolved UV/VIS spectroscopic measurements
have shown that photo-bleaching of rhodopsin involves several intermediates and most likely has
more than one pathway (142, 153, 210).
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Figure 5: (A) Schematic illustration of the photobleaching process of rhodopsin (adapted from
(242)). (B) Reaction coordinate of rhodopsin activation after absorption of a photon and electronic
excitation (figure adapted from (241), data from (44-46, 128)).

CONFORMATIONAL STUDY OF RETINAL IN THE DARKADAPTED STATE
The study of the conformation of retinal in the binding-pocket of rhodopsin has been an intense
subject of study in the past twenty-five years. Several analytical techniques have been applied,
including x-ray crystallography, IR, Raman, UV-VIS (see previous sections) and solid state NMR
spectroscopy.
In this section we review the contributions that have lead to the determination of molecular
parameters – e.g. torsion angles, inter-atomic distances and orientation restraints for retinal in its
binding sites, with a special emphasis on the contribution of solid state NMR. Table 2 summarizes
the list of all the NMR reports where retinal was studied bound to rhodopsin. Information brought
by circular dichroism (CD) is also summarized.
The x-ray structure of rhodopsin and its further refinements (198, 205, 269) have led to a rather
accurate picture of the retinal in its dark-adapted state. Concerning the β-ionone ring, the diffraction
data at 2.8 Å resolution is sufficient to identify and orient the ring, although there is a possibility of
partial occupancy of rings rotated by 180° about C6-C7 bond (205, 269). However, until recently,
uncertainties regarding the ground-state structure of the chromophore remain, due to the rather low
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atomic resolution available (2.6–2.8 Å). Furthermore, retinal explores various short-lived photoactivated states, which will be even more difficult to be resolved by x-ray crystallography.
Various contributions have tried to constrain the conformation and retinal in its binding-pocket with
a special attention on the following features:
a.

The conformation of the chromophore chain;

b.

The absolute twist of various bonds within the bound-chromophore, with a special
emphasis on the C6–C7, C10–C11, C12–C13 bonds;

c.

The conformation of the β-ionone ring relative to the chromophore;

d.

The absolute configuration of the Schiff-base and its protonation state;

e.

The orientation of the retinal in the binding-pocket and its electronic environment.

These details are very important for a proper understanding of the protein. To illustrate the point,
previous NMR studies on bacteriorhodopsin have demonstrated that several factors contribute to
red-shifting the visible absorption band to 568 nm. These include (1) a 6-s-trans-retinal
conformation (109, 274), (2) a weak interaction between the Schiff base nitrogen and its associated
counter ion (56, 107), and (3) protein perturbations near the β-ionone ring (119).
Rhodopsin is stable in its dark-adapted state. Consequently, it is the photo-state for which the more
information has been gathered.
From the x-ray diffraction, the chromophore is represented by a well-defined density profile, and its
conformation appear to be 6-s-cis, 11-cis, 12-s-trans, 15-16-anti (7, 200), as proposed in early solid
state NMR work (187, 250). The protonation of the Schiff base is not discernible on the x-ray data.
Another features not visible on the x-ray are the conformational out-of-plane distortions of a 12-strans-retinal chromophore due to non-bonded steric intra-ligand and ligand-protein interactions (79,
276).

Circular dichroism
The conformational of retinal by circular dichroism has focused mainly on the study of the polyene
chain and the twisting of the double bonds in the dark-adapted state.
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There are indications that the chromophore chain is strongly twisted in the central region, around
C10 to C13 (79, 173, 180, 276). These twists may be responsible for the initial ultra-fast
isomerization reaction since it induces a significant slope with respect to C11–C12 torsion in the
Frank-Condon region of the excited-state potential energy surface (89, 283, 286). The resolution of
the diffraction data is not sufficient for determining out-of-plane torsional angles and is not accurate
enough to base high-quality excited-state calculations. An important aspect for the structure of
retinal in the dark-adapted state, related with very rapid photoisomerization, is whether the
chromophore is initially deformed to a state of higher energy state, thus potentially adding to the
rate of the isomerization process.
The absolute configuration of the conformer in the dark-state around the C12–C13 bond is relevant
because it is expected to influence the sense of rotation during the isomerization. According circular
dichroism, there is even a preferred sense of twist for the chromophore (86, 130). Different
experimental and theoretical studies provide controversial evidence about the absolute conformation
of the C12–C13 bond, reporting either positive (33, 34, 140, 227) or a negative helicity (106, 175,
268). The most recent CD report favours a positive helicity (33) as confirmed in a recent 2.2 Å
crystallographic structure (200) and in theoretical studies (263).

Solid state NMR 13C & 15N chemical-shifts studies
The first conformational studies of rhodopsin-bound retinal by MAS solid state NMR were
published in 1987 (187, 250), either for the protein studied as a lyophilized powder (187), in
detergent (250) or reconstituted in phospholipids (187). These studies, like many others to follow,
used a selectively labelled chromophore, in order to avoid spectral overlap and to easy the
assignment of the observed signals.
It was concluded from the comparison of the

13

C5 chemical shift of the bound-retinal with several

retinal model compounds, that the C6-C7 bond in retinal bound to rhodopsin adopts a cis
conformation (so-called 6-s-cis conformation). Based on the retinal model compounds, it was
shown that the chemical shift of C5 depends strongly on the torsion angle between the β-ionone ring
and the conjugated chain (108).
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This was found in agreement with a model explaining the light-absorption properties of retinal (139)
and later confirmed in several other studies, amongst them some of the more recent (49, 198, 205,
251, 255, 269).
The chemical shift of 13C5 was investigated more in details, looking at the different components of
the chemical shift tensor (251), concluding that the elements of the tensor were closer to a 6-s-cis
than a 6-s-trans conformation of the C6-C7 bond.
The conformation of the C6-C7 bond is extremely important, as it influences the visible absorption
band of retinal. Previous calculations indicate that the absorbance of the bound-retinal is sensitive to
C6-C7 twist (16, 119). Indeed, the torsion angle around C6-C7 can either extend the π-electron
conjugation to the C5=C6 double bond in planar conformations or by breaking the conjugated πsystem in twisted conformations (251). From the crystal structure of retinal model compounds, it
has been shown that a strictly planar 6-s-cis in retinal is prevented by steric interaction between the
C18-methyl group and the hydrogen atom on C8 (120).
The chemical shift of 13C14 was in agreement with a protonated Schiff base model in with the C=N
bond in an anti-configuration (250). The chemical shift of
negative charge in its proximity (187). In a third

13

13

C12 presented the evidence of a

C-MAS NMR study where

13

C-singly-labelled

retinal molecules were investigated, this particular shift was confirmed. Even further, it was shown
that the chemical shifts observed for carbon atoms 8 to 13 were shifted with the largest deshielding
(6.2 ppm) localized at carbon 13 (251), consistent with a protein perturbation in the vicinity of C13
Isorhodopsin (9-cis-retinal), a by-product resulting a retinal that failed to activate the receptor, was
also inspected using the same methodology (the primary photo-product can follow several paths:
back to 11-cis, to lumirhodopsin, or to 9-cis rhodopsin). Isorhodopsin exhibit large perturbations of
the

13

C chemical shift for C7 and C13, consistent with a protein perturbation near C13 (in

comparison with polycrystalline 9-cis-retinal). Furthermore, the study shows similar

13

C chemical

shift with 11-cis-retinal rhodopsin, with the exception of carbon C7 to C12 that are not analogous.
This suggests that the interactions between isorhodopsin and the binding-pocket are different for
this part of the molecule (251).
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The 13C shifts of 11-cis-[8–20-13C10]-retinal prepared by total synthesis and incorporated into opsin
to form rhodopsin in the natural lipid membrane environment (277), were assigned by MAS-NMR
dipolar correlation spectroscopy in a single experiment. The comparison with data of singly labelled
retinylidene ligands in detergent-solubilized rhodopsin shows an agreement within an error margin
of 1 ppm. A deviation of 1.5 ppm on C13 and the systematic deviation of the other carbons indicate
a slightly less positive charge polarization in the natural lipid environment compared to rhodopsin in
detergent (277).
The use of multispin labelling in combination with 2D correlation spectroscopy improves the
relative accuracy of the shift measurements. It further allows looking at the electronic structure of
the ligand. The protonation of the Schiff base involves the delocalization of the positive charge into
the polyene, it results in the increase of the charge density alternating between the odd- and evennumbered atoms at the Schiff base end of the chromophore: positive charge at odd-numbered lattice
positions induce correlated negative charge polarization on the even-numbered positions via
Coulomb interaction (277).
The chemical shift were used to analyze the electronic structure of the retinylidene ligand at three
different levels: (i) by specifying interactions between the

13

C-labeled ligand and the G-protein-

coupled receptor target, (ii) by making a charge assessment of the protonation of the Schiff base in
rhodopsin, and (iii) by evaluating the total charge on the carbons of the retinylidene chromophore
(277).
A conjugation defect is the predominant ground state. This property governs the molecular
electronics of retinal in rhodopsin. The cumulative chemical shifts at the odd-numbered carbons
(∆σodd) of 11-cis-protonated Schiff base models relative to the unprotonated Schiff base can be used
to measure the extent of delocalization of positive charge into the polyene (277). The total amount
of positive charge delocalized in the polyene can be divided into three contributions: (1)
polarization by the electronegative Schiff base nitrogen, (2) protonation of the Schiff base nitrogen
and (3) mutual polarization effects between the counter ion and the protonated Schiff base nitrogen
(277).
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The complete 1H and 13C assignments of the 11-cis-retinylidene chromophore in its ligand-binding
site determined with MAS-NMR (49) was obtained in 2002 and indicate the presence of nonbonded interactions between the protons of the methyl groups of the retinylidene β-ionone ring and
the protein. These non-bonded interactions are attributed to nearby aromatic acid residues Phe208,
Phe212, and Trp265 that are in close contact with, respectively, H16/H17 and H18. Furthermore,
this study confirmed that C16 and C17, although chemically equivalent, are not spectrocopically
equivalent (255). This can be accounted for solely on the basis of intra-molecular steric effects, as
the same in equivalence is observed in the crystalline analogue of retinal. The shift difference
between the two methyl groups is compatible with an axial and equatorial methyl (255).
Furthermore, the binding of the chromophore involves a chiral selection of the ring conformation,
resulting in equatorial and axial positions for methyl C16 and C17. Altogether, these data also
suggest a 6-s-cis orientation for the ring (49, 255). While it was suggested that C19 interact strongly
with the protein, NMR shows the absence of conformational shift for C19 (255).
The linewidth for C10 and C11 is ~70 Hz, close to 45 Hz for pure polycrystalline retinal, showing
that for this part of the retinal the heterogeneity in the protein is comparable to the one in the crystal
and considered as ordered on the time-scale of NMR (55, 276). The single rotation resonance
patterns also provide strong evidence that there is a unique conformation for the retinal polyenechain in the protein (55, 276). The hypothesis of the protein with two possible conformations for
retinal, where only one is active is excluded (55, 276). This was further confirmed in 2002 (49), as
the average linewidth observed for the signals from the uniformly-labelled

13

C-retinal bound to

rhodopsin, suggests that the chromophore is trapped in the tightly packed binding-pocket in a single
conformation. More specifically, the interpretation of the chemical shift leads to conclusion that the
conformation of the β-ionone ring is unique and not a mix of the two conformations 6-s-cis and 6-strans (49). The first clue for a tightly packed retinal came in 1963, when it was showed that alltrans-retinal could not be accommodated in the binding pocked of opsin (302).
As mentioned earlier, it is possible to express rhodopsin in heterologous system at the level of mg /
litre, opening up the possibility to introduce isotopic labels for specific amino acid types. This was
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achieved for two different expression systems, opening up the possibility to carry 15N NMR on the
Schiff base itself (50, 65) (reviewed in (66)). This might offer the possibility to study the
interactions between retinal and its binding-pocket and starts to be applied (213) (see below).
The introduction of double quantum filtering techniques has been mentioned as a possibility to
select only the most closely packed residues (165, 223), where the strong dipolar couplings between
the labels on the ligand and the protein are used to “filter out” signals from amino acid that are not
in van der Waals contact with the ligand (66).
The first examples of heterologous expression of rhodopsin contain 15N-labelled L-lysine residues,
allowing studying the Schiff base using

15

N NMR. There are 11 L-lysine residues in rhodopsin.

However, Lys296, which is involved in the Schiff base, has a different characteristic chemical shift
(50, 65).
The 15N resonance corresponding to the protonated retinylidene Schiff base nitrogen was observed
at 156.8 ppm in the MAS spectrum of in [ε-15N2]-L-lysine-rhodopsin (65) and 155.9 ppm for 15N in
[α, ε-15N2]-L-lysine-rhodopsin (50). This suggests that the Schiff base in rhodopsin is protonated, in
agreement with numerous previous reports.
The comparison of the

15

N chemical shift of the lysine-bound retinal in rhodopsin with protonated

Schiff base model compounds (for which the distance between the protonated Schiff base and the
counter ion differs) allows the estimation of the distance between the Schiff base and its counter ion
(65). The chemical shift corresponds to an effective Schiff base-counter ion distance of greater than
4 Å (65).
This has suggested the presence of a “complex counter ion”, consistent with structural water in the
binding-site hydrogen-bonded with the Schiff base nitrogen and the Glu113 counter ion (50, 65).
The complex counter ion was proposed by (57, 193) and would explain IR spectroscopy results,
where the C=N frequency is shifted, also suggesting a molecule of water to be tightly associated
with the counter ion (59, 105, 189, 257). X-ray crystallography confirmed the presence of a
molecule of water tightly associated with the counter ion and close to the Schiff base, but not
located between the Schiff base and Glu113 (198).
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Table 2 : Summary of NMR-derived studies focused on the conformation of retinal in bovine
rhodopsin (SR = Spinning Rate [kHz]).
Ref.
(250)
(187)
(187)
(251)

(248)

Method
Chromophore
C-CP-MAS-NMR
11-cis-[5, 14-13C2] retinal
SR: 2.1–2.5 kHz
dark-adapted state
ν(13C) = 75.0 MHz
13
C-CP-MAS-NMR
11-cis-[5, 12-13C2] retinal
SR: 2.5 kHz
dark-adapted state
ν(13C) = 79.9 MHz
13
C-CP-MAS-NMR
11-cis-[5, 12-13C2] retinal
SR: 4.5 kHz
dark-adapted state
ν(13C) = 79.9 MHz
13
C-CP-MAS-NMR 11-cis-[5,6,7,8,910,11,12,13,14,15,19,20
13
SR: 3.0–4.0 kHz
C1] retinal
dark-adapted state, isorhodopsin
ν(13C) = 79.0 MHz
13
C-CP-MAS-ss11-cis-[5,6,7,8,910,11,12,13,14,15,19,20
NMR
13
C1] retinal
SR: 2.5 kHz
bathorhodopsin
13
ν( C) = 50.3 MHz
13

13

C-CP-MAS-ssNMR
(249)
SR: ???
ν(13C) = 90.4 MHz

11-cis-[13, 15-13C2] retinal
metarhodopsin II

MAS-ss-NMR: 2QHLF
SR: 4.4 kHz
ν(1H) = 200 MHz

11-cis-[10, 11-13C2] retinal
dark-adapted state

(79)

2

H-static-ss-NMR
Oriented sample
ν(2H) = 61 MHz

(96)

2

(94)

H-static-ss-NMR
Oriented sample
ν(2H) = 61.4 MHz

11-cis-[19, 19, 19-2H3] retinal
11-cis-[20, 20, 20-2H3] retinal
dark-adapted state

11-cis-[20, 20, 20-2H3] retinal
dark-adapted state, metarhodopsin I

13

C-CP-MAS-ssNMR
SR: ~3Hz from RR
(276)
resonance
conditions
ν(13C) = 100.6 MHz
13

(65)

C,15N-CP-MASss-NMR
SR: 4-5.8 kHz
ν(15N) = 36.4 MHz

11-cis-[10, 20-13C2] retinal
11-cis-[11, 20-13C2] retinal
other retinal analogues
dark-adapted state, metarhodopsin I

11-cis-retinal

15

(50)

N-CP-MAS-NMR
SR: ???
15
ν = 40.561 MHz

11-cis-retinal

(78)

MAS-ss-NMR: 2QHLF
SR: 4.4 kHz
ν(1H) = 200 MHz

11-cis-[10, 11-13C2] retinal
dark-adapted state

Sample
Rhodopsin in detergent
(Ammonyx-LO) (T =
238.15–258.15 K)
Rhodopsin
as
lyophilized powder

a

Rhodopsin reconstituted
in
diphytanoyl
glycerophosphocholine
Rhodopsin in detergent
(Ammonyx-LO) (T =
238.15–258.15 K)
Rhodopsin in detergent
(Ammonyx-LO) (T <
130 K)
Rhodopsin reconstituted
into DPPC bilayers,
1:100 molar ratio (T =
223.15 K).
Illumination at –5 – 15°C for ~30s
Rhodopsin reconstituted
into
retina
native
membrane and then
washed β-cyclodextrine
to remove excess retinal.
Rhodopsin reconstituted
into DMPC bilayers,
1:50 molar ratio (T =
277.15 K, hr = 52%), 2H
depleted H2O. Oriented
sample on glass plates.
Rhodopsin reconstituted
into DMPC bilayers,
1:50 molar ratio (T ???),
2
H
depleted
H2O.
Oriented sample on glass
plates.
Rhodopsin reconstituted
into
retina
native
membrane and then
washed β-cyclodextrine
to remove excess retinal.
Isotopically
labelled
rhodopsin (6-15N-lysine
and
2-13C-glycine)
reconstituted in DOPC
(T = 213.15 K).
Isotopically
labelled
rhodopsin ([α, ε-15N2]-Llysine) reconstituted into
native bovine retina
lipids (T = 210 K)
Rhodopsin reconstituted
into
retina
native
membrane and then
washed β-cyclodextrine
to remove excess retinal.
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(95)

H-MAOSS-NMR
SR : 2.860±0.003
kHz ν(2H) = 61.4
MHz
13

(277)

C-CP-MAS-ssNMR
SR: 12 kHz
ν(13C) = 188 MHz

11-cis-[8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,19,2013
C10] retinal
dark-adapted state

1

(49)

H, 13C-CP-MASNMR
SR : 12 kHz
13
C = 188 MHz
Radio frequencydriven dipolar
recoupling corr.
2D heteronuclear
corr.

11-cis-[18, 18, 18-2H3] retinal
11-cis-[19, 19, 19-2H3] retinal
11-cis-[20, 20, 20-2H3] retinal
dark-adapted state, metarhodopsin I

13

(255)

C-CP-MAS-ssNMR
ν(13C) = 125.8 MHz

u-13C-retinal
dark-adapted state

11-cis-[8, 18-13C2] retinal
11-cis-[8, 16/17-13C2] retinal

13

(254)

C-CP-MAS-ssNMR
SR: 10.0 kHz
ν(13C) = 125.8 MHz

11-cis-[8, 18-13C2] retinal
11-cis-[8, 16/17-13C2] retinal

13

(213)

C-CP-MAS-ssNMR
DARR
SR: 10.0 kHz
ν(1H) = 600 MHz
13

(39)

C-CP-MAS-ssNMR
DQ filtered
SR: 5.5 kHz
ν(1H) = 400 MHz
2

H-static-ss-NMR
(234) Oriented sample
ν(2H) = 76.75 MHz

11-cis-[12,14,15,19,20-13C5] retinal
metarhodopsin II
11-cis-[10, 11-13C2] retinal
11-cis-[11, 12-13C2] retinal
11-cis-[12, 13-13C2] retinal
11-cis-[13, 14-13C2] retinal
11-cis-[14, 15-13C2] retinal
dark-adapted state
11-cis-[18, 18, 18-2H3] retinal
11-cis-[19, 19, 19-2H3] retinal
11-cis-[20, 20, 20-2H3] retinal
dark-adapted state

Rhodopsin reconstituted
into DMPC bilayers,
1:50 molar ratio (T 213
K), 2H depleted H2O.
Oriented sample on glass
plates.
Rhodopsin reconstituted
into
retina
native
membrane and then
washed β-cyclodextrine
to remove excess retinal.

Rhodopsin reconstituted
into
retina
native
membrane.

Rhodopsin regenerated
in native bovine retina,
βwashed
with
cyclodextrin
and
reconstituted in native
bovine retina membrane
(T= 213.15 K).
Rhodopsin regenerated
in native bovine retina,
washed
with
βcyclodextrin
and
reconstituted in native
bovine retina membrane
(T= 213.15 K).
Isotopically
labelled
rhodopsin
(13Cselectively-labelled Tyr,
Gly, Ser, Thr) in
detergent (T = 193.15
K).
Rhodopsin reconstituted
into
retina
native
membrane and then
washed β-cyclodextrine
to remove excess retinal
(T = 173 K).
Regenerated
rhodopsin
reconstituted into POPC
bilayer (1:50). Purified by
hydroxyapatite
chromatography
before
reconstitution.
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Structural restraints by solid state NMR
These studies are characterized by the use of more complex NMR experiments, either allowing the
estimation of molecular parameters using spectral information from the labels, like inter-nuclear
distances, angles and even bond-lengths of the chromophore.
It has been shown that the selective reintroduction of dipole interactions in MAS experiments
allows the measurements of internuclear distances with resolution in the order of 0.2 Å (215),
reviewed in (247, 252). The accuracy of rotational resonance can be improved by the inclusion of
double-quantum filter in the experiment (143). Rotational resonance has been applied on various
13

C selectively labelled retinal to determine distances between labels (254, 255, 276). These

distances can provide rather long-distance restraints allowing constraining accurately the
conformation of the retinal or at least significant segments of it.
Verdegem et al. (1999), in the first distance determinations in a ligand at the active site of a
membrane protein, measured the C10–C20 and C11–C20 distances (276) (Table 4). From these
distances and under the assumption of a similar geometry as that determined for the 11-cis-retinal in
its crystal structure (92), it was confirmed that the retinylidene is 11-cis-12-s-trans (121, 282) and
the experiment also validates the induced-fit theory for ligand-protein interaction. It was also shown
that the C10–C13 unit is conformationally twisted (276).
Table 4: Distance restraints within retinal for rhodopsin in the dark-adapted state determined by
C–13C rotational resonance (sample temperature ~ 210 K).

13

Atom Pair
Distance
[Å]
Ref.

C10–C20

C11–C20

C8–C16

C8–C17

C8–C18

3.04 ± 0.15

2.93 ± 0.15

4.05 ± 0.25

4.05 ± 0.25

2.95 ± 0.25

(276)

(276)

(255)

(255)

(255)

The spatial structure of the C10-C11=C12-C13-C20 motif for a 10-methyl retinal analogue were
also examined by rotational resonance (276). This retinal analogue was shown to display an
increased non-planarity in the chromophore (r10, 20 = 3.47 ± 0.15 Å and r (10-CH3), 13 = 3.14 ± 0.15 Å),
while being shown to be less efficient than retinal to isomerizes in rhodopsin, invalidating the
theory where the more efficient isomerization rate of retinal in its binding-pocket compare to retinal
in solution is due only to the conformational twist of retinal induced by the rhodopsin bindingpocket (58). Therefore, the effect of methyl substituents in the polyene region is more complex than
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the simple mechanism of increasing the slope of the excited-state surface in the Franck-Condon
region (276).
Rotational resonance solid state NMR was also used to provide distance restraints (Table 4)
regarding the relative orientation between the β-ionone ring and the polyene chain of the
chromophore in rhodopsin (255) (a key parameters for the visible absorption band of retinal, see
before). In this paper, two components corresponding to two different conformations were
observed. A minor component of the spectrum (approximately 26% of the chromophore), which
was later shown to be due to an impurity (49), and a major spectral component (approximately
74%) has the chemical shift resolution required for measuring inter-nuclear distances to 13C in the
retinal chain (C8) separately from each of these methyl groups. The distances measured between
C8–C16, C8–C17 and C8–C18, show that the major portion of retinylidene in rhodopsin has a
twisted 6-s-cis conformation (255).
From the measured distance, molecular modelling based on the crystal structure of polycrystalline
retinal, suggests that the distance between C8 and C18 (2.95 Å, also considered by the authors as
the more precise distance measured) that the chain is twisted out-of-plane with respect to the ring by
a modest amount (C5-C6-C7-C8 torsion angle = –28 ± 7°) and C8 is equidistant between the ring
methyl groups at C1 with C17 turned into axial orientation, in agreement chemical shift data.
Solid state NMR experiment called double-quantum heteronuclear local field spectroscopy (2QHLF), allowing a direct determination of molecular torsional angles without estimating inter-nuclear
distances, were also applied to retinal in rhodopsin. The experiment needs to be calibrated on a
sample where the torsion angle is known, a polycrystalline sample of retinal (79). Using 2Q-HLF,
the determination of the H–C10–C11–H torsional angle of retinal bound to rhodopsin was possible
and an angle of 160 ± 10° was determined (79). Another angle was reported for the H–C14–C15–H
angle using the same method (55), whose value is 165 ± 5°. These two angles indicate a significant
deviation from the planar s-trans conformation.
In very recent and novel approach, the carbon-carbon bond-lengths of an important section of the
retinal polyene chain have been determined for non-crystalline sample of rhodopsin in its dark-state
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(39). Using Double quantum solid state NMR (with a recoupling sequence R14 62 ) (38), the
measurement give an accuracy of less than 3 picometer, highlighting localized perturbation on the
length of the retinal C-C bonds (Table 5). The bond-lengths were corrected to take into
consideration vibrational effect to facilitate the comparison the x-ray crystal structure. These
experiments confirms a significant drift from the x-ray crystal structure (~1-5% of the bond-length
on average), which with a resolution of 2.6–2.8 Å (198, 205, 269) is not able to resolve single C–C
bond (Table 9). Interestingly, it also confirms a previous theoretical study in which DFT was used
to simulate Retinal in the binding-pocket (see below) (263). As shown in Table 5, all the bondlengths of the DFT model published in 2002 are within the error margin of the DQ bond-length
measurements, although there are some discrepancies on the bond-length alternation.
Table 5: Bond Distance within retinal for rhodopsin in the dark-adapted state determined by 13C-13C
DQ filtered (sample temperature ~ 173 K) (39) compared with x-ray crystal structure (198) and
quantum DFT simulations of retinal for rhodopsin in the dark-adapted (263).
Atom Pair

Distance
[Å]

C10–C11

C11–C12

C12–C13

C13–C14

C14–C15

1.469±0.021

1.393±0.020

1.440±0.023

1.398±0.019

1.458±0.022

1.439±0.025

1.363±0.024

1.410±0.027

1.368±0.024

1.428±0.026

1.486

1.371

1.480

1.355

1.501

1.426

1.378

1.436

1.391

1.420

Ref.
NMR,
(39), *
NMR,
(39), **
X-ray,
(198), #
DFT,
(263)

(*) before vibrational correction, (**) after vibrational correction, (#) average on chain A and B of the x-ray
crystal structure.

The perturbation in the bond-length alternation in retinal is consistent with a model where the
positive charges from the protonated Schiff base is partially delocalized on the polyene chain, with a
partial concentration at the C13 position. The effect is rather strong, since the bond-length
alternation is almost suppressed in the polyene chain around C11-C12. This coincides with the
proximity of a molecule of water located between Glu181 and Ser186. It is therefore suggested that
these polar residues associated with the water molecule assist the rapid isomerization by
perturbating the conjugation in the C11-13 region and stabilizing a positive partial charge near the
C11-C12 bond (39).
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This also brings some more information regarding the chemical shift of C13 attributed to the
simultaneous presence of Glu181, Ser186 and a molecule of water (39). Another residue might also
influence the particular shift observed at C13, since Tyr268 is located within 4.5 Å and might also
stabilize the delocalization of charged induce by the conjugaison (277).
2

H solid state NMR has also been applied to oriented rhodopsin samples containing retinal with a

CD3 group on one the C18, C19 or C20 methyl groups. From these samples, the orientations of the
C8–C18, C9–C19 and C13–C20 bond vectors relative to the membrane normal have been
determined (94, 95, 98). Two variants of 2H NMR have been tested: static samples (94, 98, 234) and
MAOSS (95).
The analysis of the 2H NMR spectra provided angles for the individual labelled chemical bond
vectors providing orientation constraints relevant for the three-dimensional structure of the polyene
chain of the chromophore in the binding-pocket. The structural interpretation of the 2H spectra relies
on the computation of the mosaic spread with the simulation of the labels at various orientations in
order to restrict the orientation of the vector bond in the rim of a double cone, that has a
symmetrical distribution of the membrane normal. The measurement consists of an average
orientation of the retinal in its binding-pocket combined with the average orientation of the protein,
with the spread of the angles measured to be 10°.
Rhodopsin was studied by static 2H NMR reconstituted in both DMPC and POPC (Table 3) (95, 98,
234). The samples in DMPC were studied by 2H-MAOSS-NMR, providing an improved definition
of the deuterium signals compare to static NMR on the same sample (95) (Table 3). The lipid
composition of the two sample differ from the native membrane, especially for the sample
reconstituted in DMPC, known to Rhodopsin was to prevent the full activation of the protein,
blocking it in metarhodopsin I state (185). A consequence is that the hydrophobic thickness of the
bilayer might differ from native membrane and may influence the anchoring of the protein in the
bilayer.
The orientation provided by the three labelled methyl groups, do not provide by itself enough
restraints retinal, unless assumptions of an ideal geometry for subparts of retinal are made. Gröbner
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et al. (2000) (95) also suggested a model for the retinal in the binding-pocket, using from
combination of MAOSS and static 2H NMR, plus previously determined restraints determine by
(78, 276). The modelling strategy appears to be flawed due to a lack of information. The most
striking example is the 6-s-trans orientation of the ring against most of the experimental data
available at that time (13C chemical shifts (49, 187, 250) and circular dichroism (136)). The
orientation of the methyl group C18 is restrained and orientated along a double-cone symmetrical
with respect to the bilayer plane, where the angle with the normal to the bilayer could be either 21 ±
5° (6-s-trans) or 159 ± 5° (6-s-cis). Retrospectively, the main two arguments for the 6-s-trans
orientation, was the similarity with bacteriorhodopsin and the way it was combined with a model
derived from the low-resolution (5Å) electron-microscopy structure oriented so that helix VII is
parallel to the membrane plane. Consequently, the model had to be revised when further
experimental evidence that the ring was in fact 6-s-cis came out (33, 49, 198, 205, 255, 269).
Table 3: Orientation restraint relative to the membrane normal for retinal methyl group in the darkadapted state by static 2H solid state NMR (sample temperature ~ 277 K) and 2H MAOSS (sample
temperature ~ 140 K).
Bond

C5–C18

C9–C19

C13–C20

Ref.

42 ± 5 or

30 ± 5 or

static 2H solid state

138 ± 5

150 ± 5

NMR (94, 95, 98)

70 ± 3

52 ± 3 or

68 ± 2 or

static 2H solid state

or 110 ± 3

128 ± 3

112 ± 5

NMR (234)

21 ± 5 or

44 ± 5 or

30 ± 5 or

159 ± 5

136 ± 5

150 ± 5

N.A.
Orientation relative to
Z
[°]

2

H MAOSS (95)
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ACTIVATED STATES
Retinal in the bathorhodopsin state
The

13

C MAS-NMR study of retinal in the bathorhodopsin photo-intermediate trapped at low

temperature has shown very little difference in the chemical shift for the retinal (carbons at
positions 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15) compare to the retinal in the dark-adapted state (248). Relative to
the all-trans-retinal protonated Schiff base chloride, a large perturbation is observed for C13. It was
already observed in the dark-adapted state and does not change position upon activation. Smaller
shift for C10, C11 and C12, similar to the one observed for the dark-adapted state (248).
The interpretation of these data is that the energy stored in the primary photoproduct does not raise
any substantial changes in the average electron density at the labelled positions, and is similar to
dark-adapted state and isorhodopsin (248). The implications for the mechanism of energy storage in
retinal have been discussed in a previous section.
In bathorhodopsin, the chemical shift for 13C14 remains in agreement with a protonated Schiff base
model with an anti C=N bond (248). The average linewidth for the 13C signals was 75-80 Hz in this
photo-state (248).
Another conclusion of the study is that the protein-chromophore interactions that affect the charge
polarization in the conjugated system in bathorhodopsin are similar to those in rhodopsin and
isorhodopsin (248).
Raman spectroscopy showed that retinal in the bathorhodopsin state is s-trans about the C10-C11
single bond (206)

Retinal in the metarhodopsin I state
The first conformational study on metarhodopsin I state was focused on the polyene tail in the
region where the isomerization takes place (276). Similarly to the dark-state distances C10–C20 and
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C11–C20 were measured by

13

C-13C rotational resonance (Table 7), showing an increase of the

C10–C20 distance by more than 1.3 Å upon activation, whereas the C11–C20 remains almost
unchanged.
Table 7: Distance restraints within retinal in the metarhodopsin I state determined by
rotational-resonance (sample temperature ~ 210 K).
Atom Pair
Distance
[Å]
Ref.

C10–C20
4.35 ± 0.15
(276)

C11–C20
2.83 ± 0.15
(276)

13

C8–C17

C8–C18

4.05 ± 0.25

2.95 ± 0.25

(254)

(254)

C-13C

A second rotational resonance study of retinal in the metarhodopsin I state (254), focused on the
observation of

13

C nuclei introduced into the β-ionone ring (at the C16, C17, and C18 methyl

groups) and into the adjoining segment of the polyene chain (at C8) and allowed distances to be
measured between several of the labels using 13C rotational resonance (Table 7).
For the rotational resonance study, an indirect photo-conversion via the primary intermediate,
bathorhodopin, was adopted as the preferred method since 44% conversion to the metarhodopsin I
component could be achieved, with only low levels (18%) of ground-state rhodopsin remaining.
The additional photoproduct, isorhodopsin, was resolved in

13

C spectra from C8 in the chain, at

levels of 38%, and was shown using rotational resonance NMR to adopt a 6-s-cis conformation
between the ring and the polyene chain. The C8 resonance was not shifted in the metarhodopsin I
spectral component but was strongly broadened, revealing that the local conformation had become
less well defined in this segment of the chain. This line broadening slowed rotational resonance
exchange with the C17 and C18 ring methyl groups but was accounted to show that, despite the
chain being more relaxed in metarhodopsin I, its average conformation with respect to the ring was
similar to that in the ground state protein. Conformational restraints are also retained for the C16
and C17 methyl groups on photo-activation, which, together with the largely preserved
conformation in the chain, suggest that the ring remains with strong contacts in its binding-pocket
prior to activation of the receptor.
The only significant chemical shift change that could be detected for the ring methyl groups on
photo-activation was in the C18 resonance, which increased from 22.1 to 22.5 ppm (254). The large
splitting between C16 and C17 (-4.3 ppm) describes the unique orientation of these geminal methyl
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groups in rhodopsin (255), and its retention on photo-activation is important for the determination
of the mechanism of activation (254).
It has been predicted (166) that on relaxation from bathorhodopsin, C8 must move past the C18
methyl group thereby reversing the sense of rotation between the ring and the chain. Despite it was
not possible to measure exchange to both methyl groups at C1. The information gained from
rotational resonance concludes from the data for C17 alone that the chain of the chromophore in
metarhodopsin I also retains the same sense of rotation around the C6-C7 bond as in the ground
state protein. This is based on the observation that the asymmetric orientation of C16 and C17 about
the ring plane remains unchanged in metarhodopsin I. A reversal in the sense of twist in the chain
(positive torsion) would significantly lengthen the distance between C8 and C17 since all positive
torsion angles place C8 at least 4.5 Å from C17.
The first 2H NMR study on metarhodopsin I using solid state NMR was reported in 1998 (94),
where static 2H NMR was applied on 11-cis-[20, 20, 20-2H3]-retinal in sample oriented on glass
plate.

Rhodopsin reconstituted

in

DMPC bilayers

by ISDU (Isopotential

Spin Dry

Ultracentrifugation) (97). The choice of the lipid relies the propention of DMPC to prevent the
formation of metarhodopsin II, as it has been shown that in DMPC bilayers, the equilibrium
between metarhodopsin I and II depends on the temperature (185). Below Tm, the amount of
metarhodopsin II formed is almost negligible amount and strongly shifted toward metarhodopsin I
relative to the native rod outer segment disk membrane (185).
In a second 2H NMR study, the orientations relative to the membrane normal for two other methyl
groups, C18 and C19, were determined using 2H-MAOSS-NMR (95). The 2H NMR spectrum of
methyle C20 (CD3) suggests an orientation relative to the membrane normal to be 60 ± 10° or 120 ±
10° (Table 6), compared to 30 ± 5° or 150 ± 5° for the dark-state (Table 3), this suggest a
reorientation of the C20 methyle by either 30 ± 15° or 90 ± 15° upon activation. Recent work on
metarhodopsin II (213) favours the first possibility as the most plausible with a large reorientation
of the C20 upon activation ( 90°).
Table 6: Orientation restraint relative to the membrane normal for retinal methyl group in the
metarhodopsin I state by 2H MAOSS (95) (sample temperature ~ 140 K).
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Bond
Orientation relative to Z
[°]

C5-C18
62±7 or
118±7

C9-C19
65±10 or
115±10
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C13-C20
60±10 or
120±10

The H-C10-C11-H torsional angle of the chromophore in the metarhodopsin I state has been
estimated using 2Q-HLF. The torsional angles was estimated to be 180 ± 25° for metarhodopsin-I.
The result is consistent with current models of the photo-induced conformational transitions in the
chromophore, in which the 11-cis-retinal ground state is twisted, while the later photo-intermediates
have a planar all-trans conformation (78).

Retinal in the metarhodopsin II state
Two solid state NMR studies have covered metarhodopsin II, the so-called signalling state of
rhodopsin (214, 249). The earliest study aimed to study the protonation state of the retinal Schiff
base linkage (249) and the second aimed defining the position of the chromophore relative to some
residues belonging to the binding-pocket (214).
In the early 1990, there was a controversy concerning retinal in the metarhodopsin II state. On one
side it was argued that metarhodopsin II contains an unprotonated Schiff base on the basis of the
photo-reversibility of metarhodopsin II to rhodopsin (302). While on the other side, it proposed that
the retinal was not bound anymore to the binding site or least similar to a carbinolamine (46, 47).
Neither Raman nor FTIR could solve the problem, since it was not possible to assign corresponding
vibration bands.
As the

13

C chemical shift of both the

13

C15 and

13

C13 of retinal in the metarhodopsin II state are

characteristic of an unprotonated Schiff base, at the same time as the

13

C15 shift is significantly

different from that of retinal or a tetrahedral carbinolamine group (a group that was previously
proposed as an intermediate in the hydrolysis of the Schiff base at the metarhodopsin II state), it was
concluded that the retinal remained covalently-bound to metarhodopsin II forming a deprotonated
Schiff base, and that carbinolamine is not a good model for retinal in the activated state (249).
Therefore the 13C chemical shift provide convincing evidence that Schiff base deprotonation occurs
in the metarhodopsin I – metarhodopsin II transition (249).
A comparison with the

13

C chemical shift of retinal in ground-state and bathorhodopsin shows a

shift for C13 in agreement with a negative charge in its surrounding, while at the metarhodopsin II
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state the chemical shift for this particular carbon is not significantly perturbed anymore from
unprotonated Schiff base model compounds (249). This suggests a change of the conformation of
the protein around C13.
Patel et al. (2004) (214) provide more information on how the retinal isomerization would disrupt
helix interactions locking the receptor off in the dark state and suggest a mechanism of activation
for rhodopsin. In this study, a variant of rotational resonance called 2D dipolar-assisted rotational
resonance NMR (DARR) (52, 266) was applied to obtain distance restraints between between 13Clabels on the retinal chromophore and specific 13C-labels on tyrosine, glycine, serine, and threonine
in the retinal binding-site of rhodopsin.
DARR is a 2D solid state NMR experiment that reintroduces the 1H-13C heteronuclear dipolar
coupling between labels that have van der Waals contact (52, 266). In the case of

13

C nuclei, this

corresponds to distances up to 5.5 Å between the nuclei, in which case a cross-peak appears in the
2D spectrum between the 13C two labels (214).
The strategy followed consisted in determining 13C–13C retinal-protein contact in the dark-adapted
state of rhodopsin, then confirming these contacts using the x-ray crystal structure, before looking
for 13C–13C retinal-protein contacts in the metarhodopsin II intermediate state. This strategy allows
to determine both the location of the retinal in the binding-pocket and the direction of the
isomerization (214).
From these restraints and with the help of the crystal structure of the protein in its dark-adapted state
(198), it was possible to establish a list of ligand-protein contact for the dark-adapted and (198)
metarhodopsin II states. The distance restraints gained with this method are listed in Table 8.
The collected data were interpreted under the assumption that the retinal is moving rather than the
protein transforming its structure during the activation. The essential aspects of the isomerization
trajectory suggested from the retinal-protein contacts observed in the active metarhodopsin II
intermediate (Table 8) imply a large rotation of the C20 methyl group ( 90°) toward extra-cellular
loop 2 and a 4 – 5 Å translation of the retinal chromophore toward transmembrane helix V.
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Furthermore, the photo-activation of rhodopsin involves a coupled motion of transmembrane helices
V, VI, and VII (214).
The rotation of C20 is reasonable, as the x-ray crystal structure shows that C20 is less densely
packed than C19. The fact that C19 is largely blocked is interpreted by the author as the fact C19
direct the translation of retinal toward helix V. C19 is also seen as an element preventing the
rotation of the β-ionone ring. Although these NMR experiments do not provide any information
regarding the orientation of the β-ionone ring, they are consistent with no motion of the ring as
suggested for the metarhodopsin I state (254).
The interactions of the β-ionone ring with the protein control the activation mechanism (133). This
statement is reinforced with the DARR experiments on retinal in the metarhodopsin II, where the
presence of the ring is required to allow the translation motion of the retinal resulting in the
increased contacts between the ring and helix V leading to the displacement of helix V, the
disruption of helix-helix interactions and the activation of the receptor (214).
In the same paper, Patel et al. optimized the full conversion of rhodopsin to metarhodopsin II and
trap it at low temperature as a stable and homogeneous specie. Various sample preparations were
tried, including rhodopsin reconstituted in rod outer segment membrane, saturated lipids or
solubilized in DM detergent micelles. DM micelles is the only environment where full
metarhodopsin II conversion occur for samples with the optical density required for NMR, probably
due to the more flexible environment provided by the micelles (214). However, a loss of activity of
~10% was observed upon illumination, probably due to the formation of isorhodopsin and other
side-reactions.
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Table 8: Summary of distance restraints gained by DARR (213) (for the dark-adapted state, the
distances are measured from the 1L9H crystal structure (198)). V = cross-peak observed, X = crosspreak not observed. Between bracket, distance as measured from the crystal-structure (dark-adapted
state) or distance estimation from DARR (MetaII).
C19
C20
DARR Contact
Amino Acid
(position)
4’-13C-Tyr178

Dark
(Dist. in crystal)
X

Meta II
(DARR)
X

Dark
(Dist. in crystal)
X

Meta II
(DARR)
V

(loop e2)

(6.1 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

(9.8 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

4’- C-Tyr191

V

X

X

X

(loop e2)

(5.1 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

(8.4 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

4’- C-Tyr268

V

X

V

X

(helix VI)

(4.8 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

(4.4 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

2-13C-Gly114

X

X

X

V

(helix III)

(6.8 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

(7.0 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

2- C-Gly121

X

X

X

X

(helix III)

(8.0 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

(8.0 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

2- C-Gly188

V

X

X

X

(loop e2)

(4.8 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

(6.3 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

1-13C-Thr118

N.A.

N.A.

X

X

(helix III)

(4.0 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

(7.4 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

13

13

13

13

()

C14

DARR Contact

C15

Amino Acid

Dark

(position)

(Dist. in crystal)

4’-13C-Tyr178

X

V

X

V

(loop e2)

(9.1 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

(10.5 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

4’- C-Tyr191

X

X

X

X

(loop e2)

(9.3 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

(10.3 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

4’- C-Tyr268

X

X

X

X

(helix VI)

(5.9 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

(6.2 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

3-13C-Ser186

V

X

V

X

(loop e2)

(4.0 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

(3.4 Å)

( 5.5 Å)

13

13

Meta II

Dark
(Dist. in crystal)

Meta II
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DERIVATIVES
The photolysis of retinal derivatives leading to cross-linking can be achieved for two classes of
derivatives. The photolysis of a non-isomerizable 11-cis-locked retinal analogue results in a crosslinking with Trp265 and Leu266, showing that C-3 of the β-ionone ring is close to helix VI in the
dark state (303), while the photolysis of a photo-reactive retinal analogue with an unlock 11-ene
results in a cross-linking with Trp265, Ala117, Glu122, Phe115, Ser127 and Trp128, showing that
C3 of the β-ionone ring is close to both helix III and VI (191).
In another photolysis experiment, an analogue very similar to retinal, the ring-modified 3-diazo-4keto-11-Z-retinal, was used to regenerate rhodopsin. The results obtained with previous photolysis
experiment with 11-cis-locked analogue were confirmed for the dark-adapted state, with the ring
only found to cross-link with Trp265 (a residue of the binding-pocket) in its dark-adapted and
primary photo-intermediate (bathorhodopsin) states. The cross-linking was also achieved with other
thermally trapped photo-intermediates, in an attempt to track the movement the C3 atom from the βionone ring within the protein. However, at lumirhodopsin and the later intermediates, the crosslinking was only observed with Ala169 in helix IV, remote from the chromophore binding-pocket,
suggesting different residues than suggested in a previous study (191), and leading to the conclusion
that the β-ionone ring of the chromophore is ejected from the binding-pocket prior to formation of
metarhodopsin I (24, 253).
A motion of the β-ionone ring towards Ala169 suggests a remarkable conformational change at the
early lumirhodopsin stage – a translation of almost 13 Å according the crystal structure (205) –
disrupting major contacts within the binding-pocket and then no major adjustment in the location of
the attached chromophore on progression to metarhodopsin I and II. It results in a model (26) where
it is difficult to implicate the chromophore in any concerted conformational or electronic
transformation leading to activation after the lumirhodopsin state, other than to assume that these
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events are initiated on releasing the β-ionone ring from the binding-pocket (68, 138). Another
surprising feature of this study is that the modified chromophore seemed to drive the early photoequilibrium toward bathorhodopsin, since at the lumirhodopsin and later stages no cross-linking
within any remaining ground-state rhodopsin was detected. Recent molecular dynamics calculations
(129) predicted that the ring modified for photo-affinity cross-linking can induce deformations in
the protein once flipped from its binding-pocket, but did not consider whether modifications
interfere with stabilizing interactions within the binding-pocket. Other studies show the implication
of helix III and VI upon activation of GPCRs (76, 103, 104, 239), but do not account for retinalhelix contact.
The β-ionone ring of the chromophore is in contact with residues from the binding-pocket
belonging to helix V as shown in Figure 6. The binding-pocket is derived from the latest
crystallographic structure for rhodopsin in the ground state (198) and the chromophore in A (shown
in yellow) was modelled with the NMR restraints available for the ring segment (255) and aligned
with the ring location provided in the crystallographic structure. The binding-pocket is viewed
perpendicular to the membrane normal (and to the face of the chromophore ring) and with the extracellular side of the protein above. Phe212 appears within a flexible region of helix V above Pro215
and contacts the C2-C3 edge of the ring. Ala169, the site of photo-labelling in the early photointermediate, lumirhodopsin, is shown behind the chromophore (and the extracellular loop 2), is
situated at the top of the short helix IV and is around 15 Å from C3 on the ring. The primary
restraints to the ring rotating out of the binding-pocket toward Ala196 are from Met207 and Phe208.
In B, the chromophore ring is shown in the same location within the binding-pocket but has been
modified with a diazo group (N2) attached to C3 as in the photo cross-linking analogue. The diazo
group cannot be accommodated in this position since it penetrates through the van de Waals space
at the bottom of Phe212. This structural modification of the ring required that the C2-C3-C4
segment be made approximately coplanar with the C3-N2 bond to reflect the changes in
hybridization at C3 and also C4 (keto group not shown) in the photo-affinity analogue.
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Figure 6: In A, Binding-pocket contacts for the chromophore ring with residues on helix V of
rhodopsin. In B, the chromophore ring is shown in the same location within the binding-pocket but
has been modified with a diazo group (N2) attached to C3 as in the photo cross-linking analogue.
The diazo group cannot be accommodated in this position since it penetrates through the van de
Waals space at the bottom of Phe212 (from (254)).

MODELLING OF RETINAL IN THE BOVINE RHODOPSIN
BINDING-POCKET
Interestingly, ab initio simulations of the retinal-Schiff base in vacuum have shown that the
deprotonated state is the most stable, suggesting the binding-pocket of the protein has to stabilize
the protonated specie (235, 265). General theoretical considerations suggest that a highly polar
environment stabilized the ionized site in a protein matrix (288), highlighting the importance of the
binding-pocket, its amino acids composition and geometry.
In situ modelling of retinal isomerization in rhodopsin and other retinal proteins has been the object
of several theoretical studies (reviewed in (287)). Several modelling approaches have been used to
study ab initio the conformation of the lysine-bound retinal in the dark-state. Many early studies
used position constraints on different atoms of retinal to represents the restraining effect of the
binding-pocket (14, 18, 19, 285). In some studies, the binding-pocket was modelled using a
deformable environment (286), which can react in some extend to conformational relaxation of
retinal after isomerization. The electrostatic effect of the binding-pocket has been taken in account
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by dielectric models (285) or by including an explicit negative charge into the calculations (18, 19,
267).
Other studies have included ab initio molecular dynamics simulations (also known as CarrParrinello molecular dynamics) (13, 28, 30), MNDO method (245), MO (289, 290) and more
recently DFT including the geometry of the binding-pocket (263). The more recent investigations of
retinal in rhodopsin have included a full representation of the protein (263), but so far
bacteriorhodopsin has been studied more extensively (115, 126). The photoisomerization of a
simplified model for the retinal Schiff base has also be simulated using semi-empirical method
showing a similar time-scale for the isomerization of the cis-bond as experimentally observed (281).
Some early semi-empirical molecular calculations (102, 105, 106), using the

13

C chemical shift

experimentally measured as restraints have been used to retrain the position of the counter ion
relative to the retinal. One of the main results of these calculations was that a single negative
charged in the vicinity of C12 is enough to account for the anomalous changes in the charge density
reflected by the

13

C chemical shift. Unfortunately, this has led to an erroneous conclusion that the

counterion was located within 3 Å of carbon C12 (another model including two charges was also
considered in this study, but led to poor fit of the chemical fit (102)). The main reason for this
failure resides in the lack of information to model the binding-pocket, which has been proven to be
more complex than considered in the model, where the binding-pocket only included a single or two
point charge and a molecule of water. As it seems now, there are two glutamic acids in the bindingpocket, Glu113 and 181, which have the ability to carry a negative charge and both close enough to
be located within 3 Å from the retinal polyene chain depending on the orientation of their side-chain
(198, 205, 269).
Ab initio molecular dynamics has been focusing on the delocalization of the positive charge along
the conjugated carbon chain of retinal and the storage of energy in the chromophore upon
activation. A hybrid approach is used to induce the isomerization in a model of the chromophore of
rhodopsin, by applying an external classical force field to the C10-C11-C12-C13 dihedral angle, in
addition to the ab initio forces. One of the main conclusion is that the energy is mainly stored in
torsional strain in the primary photoproduct (13), in agreement with other simulation studies (13,
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286). It is found that the transition state is characterized by a well-defined bond pattern along the
chromophore and by a positive charge displacement. Furthermore, the relaxation of the
chromophore is associated with a coherent propagation of a conjugation defect that transports the
excess positive charge along the chromophore-conjugated backbone (161). This soliton-like charge
propagation is strongly coupled to the vibrational degrees of freedom due to the non-planarity of the
molecule and its dampin is attributed to coupling with out-of-plane vibrational degrees due to nonplanarity of the chromophore (28).
Ab initio molecular dynamics simulation of the chromophore starting in a conformation where
distances between C10–C20 and C11–C20 were fixed accordingly solid state NMR (276), brings
3.08 Å and 3.05 Å for these distances after optimization of the structure (30). It also predicts
significant deviations from planarity in the region C9–C14. The deformation is distributed along the
backbone along the whole C9–C14 region rather than concentrated in a single specific bond (30),
with a total out-of-plane deformation of approximately 30 degrees (30), in agreement with solid
state NMR measurement for some of these torsion angles (79).
From solid state NMR, the C10-C11–C12-C13 bond has an estimated torsion angle of about -44 ±
10° (under the assumption 11-cis-12-s-cis-retinal adopt a similar conformation to its crystal
structure but the torsion angle around C11-C12). The angle correlates well with the angle of 39°
found for the C12–C13 bond in crystalline 11-cis-retinal (92). Previous Carr-Parrinello molecular
dynamics simulations (13) suggest a distribution of the out-of-plane distortion over three bonds
including C12–C13. These angles are thought to result from steric hindrance between hydrogen
atoms on C10 and C14. The absolute sense of rotations agrees with chiroptical data obtained by (33,
34): C13 is on one side of the molecular plane and the C10 proton on the other. Previous
estimations based on Raman spectroscopy (208) and the interpretation of NMR 13C chemical shifts
restrains lead to the same value (105).
Ab initio molecular dynamics simulations on retinal have shown that the relative position with the
chromophore of a counterion or its omission has a strong influence the 13C chemical shifts (29). The
method has been used to compute

13

C chemical shift on retinal-protonated Schiff base models in a

rather good agreement, highlighting the need of a detailed description of the binding-pocket for
more accurate results (29). Nevertheless, the study shows qualitative features such as the reduction
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in the amplitude of the bond-length alternation between single and double carbon bonds in the
vicinity of the protonated Schiff base, due to the positive charge delocalization (29).
Indeed, the availability of the crystal structure and a more detailed description of the binding-pocket
allowed the refinement of the ab initio simulation of the bound-retinal.
The reaction path for the retinal in rhodopsin has been considered using MD simulations (129, 227,
229). So far the model used was the refined model 1HZX (2.8Å, where the molecules of water were
either missing or added using computational methods). Using this model, all studies suggest a hulatwist conformational change occurring during the photo-cycle, followed by the rotation of the ring.
The confirmation of the reaction mechanism has been aided by consideration of designed chemical
mimics of retinal that alter the photo-cycle in controlled ways.
Yamada et al. (2002) presented the application of ab initio MO calculations at the RHF/6-31g* level
on a model system consisting of Schiff base-retinal, Glu113 (counter ion) and up to eight residues,
for which the Schiff base-retinal was considered in its protonated and deprotonated states (289).
Unfortunately, no molecules of water were considered. The result of these computations shows that
the carboxyl group of Glu113 (counterion) has the most significant contributions to the stability of
the protonated Schiff base (289). The individual contribution of residue belonging to the bindingpocket, was studied showing the addition of any residue to the protonated Schiff base in vacuum
stabilizes the protonated state of the Schiff base (289). Furthermore, an additive rule roughly holds
for the contributions to the stabilization energy from individual amino acid residues (289). In terms
of stabilization, charged residues like Glu113 have the more important contribution, followed by
polar residues like Ser186 and Cys187, which have the most important contribution amongst neutral
amino acids. The MO calculations also show that the charge separation state is energetically stable
for the molecular model system consisting of retinal, Glu113 and some neutral amino acids, while
in the absence of any molecule of water (289).
In a recent study, Density Function Theory (DFT) and Molecular Dynamics Simulation (MD) were
used to investigate several simplified binding-pocket models, including Glu113 and a combination
of the following residues: a molecule of water bound to Glu113, Thr 94 and Cys187 (35, 264). It
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was concluded that Thr94 was the main factor for stabilizing the protonated Schiff-base. When
Glu113 was the only residue present, the chromophore deprotonates spontaneously and the proton is
transferred to Glu113. The addition of Thr94 in the calculation was enough to stabilize the
protonated Schiff-base and prevent the proton transfer. The further addition of more elements
(Cys187 and a water molecule) would stabilize further the interacting ions, but to a weaker extend.
Density functional theory (DFT) was also used to derived ab initio the conformation of retinal in the
dark-adapted state. The method allows the inclusion of a large fraction of the protein (the 27 nextnearest amino acids) and a molecule of water present near Glu113 (the water molecule near Glu181
is missing), Sugihara et al. (2002) could study the influence of the protein pocket on the threedimensional structure of the 11-cis-retinal Schiff base (SB) chromophore (263) and address the
following questions in their simulations: (i) The conformation of the β-ionone ring. The protein
pocket tolerates both conformations, 6-s-cis and 6-s-trans, with a total energy difference of 3.6
kcal/mol in favour of the former (263). Of the two possible 6-s-cis conformations, the one with a
negative twist angle (optimized value: -35°) is strongly favoured, by 3.6 kcal/mol, relative to the
one in which the dihedral is positive (263) (Figure 7). (ii) Out-of-plane twist of the chromophore.
The environment induces a non-planar helical deformation of the chromophore, with the distortions
concentrated in the central region of the chromophore, from C10 to C13. The dihedral angle
between the planes formed by the bonds from C7 to C10 and from C13 to C15 is 42° (263). (iii) The
absolute configuration of the chromophore. The dihedral angle about the C12-C13 bond is +170°
from planar s-cis, which imparts a positive felicity on the chromophore (263). The internuclear
distances are in close agreement with most of the information gained from circular dichroism and
NMR studies (the twist around the C11-C12 bond (33), inter-nuclear distances measured by
rotational resonance (255, 276) and bond-length measurements by DQ (39)), preceding the
publication of two major NMR studies of retinal bound to rhodopsin in the dark-adapted state (39).
The methyl groups on the β-ionone ring are pointing towards the side-chain of aromatic residues, in
agreement with the 13C chemical shift (255), making this model the most credible model generated
so far of the retinal in its binding-pocket.
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Figure 7: Deformation of the C11-C12 bond according the more recent circular dichroism study
(presented here 6-s-cis conformer proposed by (263), which fulfills most of the experimental
restraints determined by NMR and CD). A, view from side (orthographic projection). B, view from
top (perspective projection).
In a recent publication (39), the accuracy of DFT simulation was questioned on the basis that the
technique could not reproduce the bond-length alternation observed for crystallized protonated
Schiff base models. However, the conclusion relies on an unhomogeneous comparison between
experimental data for solid state crystallized retinal protonated Schiff base and DFT simulation of
an isolated retinal protonated Schiff base in vacuum (closer to a gas- than solid state). Therefore this
comparison is flawed.
The general conclusion from these ab initio studies is double. On one hand, quantum methods, like
DFT, are mature enough to provide high-resolution information, provided that a relatively welldefined geometry for the binding-pocket (2.8 Å resolution) and a reasonable starting point for the
orientation of the ligand are available. On the other hand, this restrains drastically the number of
other potential candidates due to the current shortage of structural information regarding membrane
proteins in general and GPCRs in particular. Overcoming this difficulty is undoubtedly a major
challenge to face for ab initio simulation methods.
Quantum methods, and DFT in particular have shown it was possible to predict the conformation of
retinal in rhodopsin provided the binding-pocket was accurately defined. Unfortunately, the method
might not be readily applicable to further photo-activated states (especially the late photo-
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intermediate where conformational changes have already taken place in rhodopsin), because of the
requirement of an accurately defined binding-pocket.

MD SIMULATIONS OF THE PHOTOACTIVATION OF RETINAL
IN BOVINE RHODOPSIN
The x-ray crystal structure of rhodopsin is a major step toward understanding the mechanistic
details of the visual process and the experimentally determined geometry of the protein constitutes a
starting point for the structures of further intermediates and pathways to be investigated and tested
using theoretical and computational methods.

One of the challenge introduced by rhodopsin for in silico study is the large separation in timescales between the steps in photo-cycle of the protein with respect to the current limits in computer
simulations of large proteins. While it takes a few ms for the protein to reach the activated-state and
much more before the retinal to be regenerated (152), the state-of-the-art computer simulation of
large protein with explicit solvent and membrane description are still limited to a 10-100 ns (53).
Therefore MD is not able to follow the activation of the receptor from the dark-adapted state to
metarhodopsin II yet.
So far, all the MD simulations reported used models built-up from the refined 2.8 Å x-ray crystal
structure 1HZX, for which no information regarding the position of water molecules inside
rhodopsin is available. In order to take this critical parameter for the protein structure and dynamics
into account, several molecules of water were added to some of the cavities inside the protein using
electrostatic-based predictions. With the availability of an x-ray crystal structure with an improved
resolution to 2.6 Å (1L9H) showing the exact location of water molecules, the current models used
by MD simulations might be outdated. As no report presenting MD simulations with a model for
rhodopsin built from 1L9H has been presented yet, the results yield by current MD simulations
should be interpreted carefully, until further simulations using 1L9H as a starting point for the
model building confirms that the slight differences in the positioning of the molecules of water do
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not affect the overall picture. Furthermore, an additional difficulty for MD simulation relies in the
requirement of a good parametrization for the retinal for which accurate data have not been made
available until 2002 (263), but their use has not been reported yet.
Two extensive molecular dynamics calculations accounting for the modelled POPC/water
environment (229) or octane/water (227) in an explicit description and starting from rhodopsin Xray structure 1HZX, have explored the first nanoseconds after the isomerization of the retinal, trying
to connect the cis-trans isomerization of the retinal with the protein changes (227, 229). The 11-cis
to all-trans isomerization, induced by transiently switching the potential energy function governing
the C11–C12 dihedral angle of retinal, leads to an internally strained retinal, which relaxes after a
few nanoseconds by a switching of the β-ionone ring to an essentially planar all-trans conformation
(227, 229). Transition of 6-s-cis- to 6-s-trans-retinal (227, 229) is observed, as well as changes in
the hydrogen-bond network with the counter ion Glu113. Furthermore, the energy initially stored
internally in the distorted retinal is transformed into non-bonded interactions of retinal with its
environment (229). The most significant conformational changes in the binding-pocket are the
straightening of retinal polyene chain and the separation of its β -ionone ring from Trp265 in a
motion of the β-ionone ring from Tyr268 to Ala169 (227, 229) in accordance with previous photocross-linking data (24) but against the more recent results gained by solid state NMR (213, 254).
Comparison of simulations with Glu181 in different protonation states strongly suggests that this
loop residue located close to the 11-cis bond bears a negative charge (227).
Molecular dynamics simulations also provide evidence that the protein tightly confines the absolute
conformation of the retinal around the C12-C13 bond to a positive helicity (227).
This structural transition of the retinal induces in turn significant conformational changes of the
protein backbone, especially in helix VI (227, 229), and the cytoplasmic loop 2 where transient
structural changes involving the conserved salt bridge between Glu-134 and Arg-135 are observed
(229). One of the MD studies suggests also a folding of the cytoplasmic loop 3 connecting helices V
and VI, inward toward the bundle core (229), while experimental data suggest the creation of the
binding site for transducin in the metarhodopsin II state by motion of the cytoplasmic loops 2 and 3
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outward (2, 5). These features prepare the protein for major structural transformations achieved later
in the photocycle and suggest a possible molecular mechanism for the early steps of intra-molecular
signal transduction in a prototypical G protein-coupled receptor (227, 229). The rotation of helix VI,
which was postulated by site-directed spin labelling (76) was not observed, but rather generated by
steered molecular dynamics (229).

CONCLUSIONS & PERSPECTIVES
Conformation of retinal in the ground state is accurately defined, where both experiment and theory
provide the same picture.
The main contributors for this picture are solid state NMR and rotational resonance for providing
the first accurate distance restraints on the chromophore and x-ray crystallography for defining the
binding pocket and later confirming the geometry of the chromophore. Quantum simulations and
DFT in particular has considerably matured, being able to provide an accurate picture of the
chromophore based solely on the geometry of the binding pocket, ahead of the publication of the
experiment on the chromophore.
It is expected that solid state NMR will become a major player for future structural studies of retinal
photo-intermediates, as it is the only experimental method which so far has been able to provide
accurate structural (distance restraints) for retinal photo-intermediates, using rotational resonance
based methods. Furthermore, crystallization of rhodopsin in one of active-states appears challenging
due to both the short lifetime of the activated-states and the complex kinetic of activation resulting
in the coexistence of several different intermediate states during illumination.
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Abstract

This study aims at linking the formation of photo-intermediates and the

conformational changes observed in the chromophore of rhodopsin during the early steps of the
protein activation. The lysine-bound retinal in rhodopsin has been studied by molecular dynamic
simulation, focusing on its conformation in the dark adapted-state (10ns) and in the early steps after
the isomerization of the 11-cis bond to trans (up to 10ns). The parametrization for the chromophore
is based on a previous quantum study [ Sugihara M, Buss V, Entel P, Elstner M, Frauenheim T.
2002. Biochemistry 41: 15259 ] and shows good conformational agreement with the most recent
experimental contributions. The isomerization, induced by switching the function governing the
dihedral angle for the C11=C12 bond, was repeated with slightly different starting conformations.
From the repeated simulations of the isomerization, it can be shown that the retinal-model
undergoes a conserved activation pattern. The conformational changes are sequential, spreading
away from the C11=C12 bond: isomerization of the C11=C12 bond, rotation of methyl group C20,
increased fluctuations at the β-ionone ring. The dynamic of these changes suggests they are linked
with photo-intermediates observed by spectroscopy. The exact moment when these events take
place after the isomerization, is modulated by the starting conformation, suggesting retinal
isomerizes through multiple activation paths that are slightly different. Interestingly, the amplitudes
of the structural fluctuations observed for the protein in the dark-adapted state and after the
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isomerization are similar, suggesting a subtle mechanism for the transmission of the information
from the chromophore to the protein.

INTRODUCTION
The rhodopsin-bound retinal is a molecular device for converting light into molecular
conformational changes. The irradiation of rhodopsin isomerizes the 11-cis-retinal to all-trans,
triggering a chain of conformational changes in the opsin that induces an enzymatic cascade leading
to vision (42, 56, 75). The conformation of retinal and its evolution resulting from light-absorption
are crucial to an understanding of the mechanism of activation of rhodopsin, and this has been the
subject of intense research (6, 26, 57). Rhodopsin is the most intensively studied member of the G
protein-coupled receptor (GPCR), mainly because it is the only GPCR that is naturally present in
high abundance in biological tissues (1).
Here, we present computational studies of bovine rhodopsin inserted in an explicit membrane
environment (Fig. 1). We address structural and dynamical properties of the chromophore in the
protein, for both the dark-adapted state and the early stage after the induction of the retinal
isomerization. Specifically, we endeavour to refine the mechanism for signal propagation within the
chromophore and its transmission to the protein.
The experimental data relevant for this study are either related to the dynamic or the conformation
of retinal bound to bovine rhodopsin in the dark-adapted state or occurring before the lumirhodopsin
state, photo-intermediate which MD simulation cannot be reached due to the time required and
current computational power limitations.
Rhodopsin provides an environment in which its 11-cis-retinal chromophore can undergo a cis to
trans conformational switch in response to absorption of a photon with a very high quantum yield
of 0.67 (5). When light strikes the retina and is absorbed by the photo-pigment, the resulting
structural changes induced by the retinal upon photo-activation lead to a series of defined
intermediates and are referred as the photo-cycle of the protein (reviewed in (42, 60)) Low-
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temperature and time-resolved UV/VIS spectroscopic measurements have shown that photobleaching of rhodopsin involves several intermediates and most likely has more than one pathway
(32, 34, 48).
The primary photoproduct, photorhodopsin, is formed within a very short time (200 fs). This state is
very transient and cannot be isolated (31, 59). A model for the potential energy surface of the
excited state, based on UV-VIS femto-spectroscopy data, shows that the torsion angle of the bound
C11=C12 is changed by 75° wihin 30 fs, while the full isomerization takes place in 200 fs (40). The
initial movements of the chromophore are thought to be tightly constrained by the surrounding
protein, due to the very short time scale of the photo-isomerization (61).

Figure 1: (A) Chemical structure of 11-cis-retinal and all-trans-retinal. (B) Illustration of the
simulation box (blue: lysine, green: POPC, red: lysine-bound retinal, white: tryptophan, yellow:
palmitoylated-cystein, red&white: water).
Subsequently, photorhodopsin thermally relaxes within a few picoseconds to a distorted all-trans
configuration, bathorhodopsin (47). In bathorhodopsin, the chromophore is expected to carry the
energy transmitted by the photon, not having had the time to relax. Models for the energy storage in
bathorhodopsin-retinal models suggest that absorbed energy can be stored via (i) structural changes
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in the retinal chromophore itself, (ii) alterations in the interactions between the retinal and its
protein environment, or (iii) a combination of both. Many studies, including calorimetric, NMR,
infrared, and Raman data for bathodopsin studied at low temperature, suggest that the distortion in
the conformation of the chromophore account for an important part in the energy storage (2, 11, 16,
17, 19, 25, 47, 62). An early NMR study on bathorhodopsin suggest the energy stored in the
primary photoproduct does not raise any substantial changes in the average electron density of the
polyene chain, and is similar to dark-adapted state and isorhodopsin (62), where the largest
perturbation is observed for C13. Vibrational spectroscopy studies at low and room temperature
confirm that the vibrational modes in the Schiff base region of the retinal chromophore in the darkadapted state of rhodopsin remain the same upon bathorhodopsin formation (17, 52). The charge
separation between the Schiff base and its counter-ion, therefore, does not make a major
contribution to this part of the energy storage/transduction mechanism. Furthermore, significant
changes between the dark-adapted state and bathorhodopsin occur in the polyene chain, indicating
substantial twisting of the retinal backbone (17, 19, 39, 47, 52). These conclusions were drawn for
bathorhodopsin at low temperature (T< 100K) or at room temperature (17, 52).
On a nanosecond time scale (~120 ns (30)), bathorhodopsin establishes an equilibrium with a blueshifted intermediate (BSI) before the mixture decays to form lumirhodopsin (in ~150 ns (30). The
Blue-Shifted Intermediate (BSI) is not observed under cryogenic conditions, but rather observed by
flash photolysis at ambient temperature (28) The equilibrium between bathorhodopsin and BSI is
independent of the protein environment, but can be influenced by chemical modification of the
retinal, suggesting that the bathorhodopsin to BSI only involves conformational changes of the
chromophore (34). The proposed barrier for the formation of BSI is the steric interaction between
H8 (hydrogen atom on carbon C8 of the retinal) and the C5-methyl group of retinal (36, 37).
The decay from BSI to reach lumirhodopsin in the nanosecond timescale can be significantly
affected by the amino composition of the binding-pocket, but not by the chromophore (34, 53).
Therefore it seems this step involves the adjustment of the protein matrix to the isomerised
chromophore (34). In the lumirhodopsin state, the salt bridge between the protonated Schiff base
and Glu113 is broken and retinal is believed to be fully relaxed (48). Breaking the salt bridge
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decreases the pKa of the protonated Schiff base, facilitating the transfer of the proton to Glu113 at a
later stage (10, 35).
Lumirhodopsin is then transformed into metarhodopsin I and subsequently metarhodopsin II, where
important conformational changes are taking place in the protein and the active conformation for Gprotein coupling reached (34). The

13

C NMR chemical shifts provide convincing evidence that

Schiff base deprotonation occurs in the transition between metarhodopsin I and metarhodopsin II
(63), as suggested by the pH dependence of UV/VIS spectrum observed for the metarhodopsin I
state (77).
Rhodopsin is also the only GPCRs for which accurate structural information is available. Several
crystal structures are available (44, 46), even indicating the position of hydration water within the
protein for the most recent ones (38, 43, 45). The availability of this structural information has
allowed the various theoretical studies to take place, including Molecular Dynamic simulation (MD)
(14, 27, 54, 55) and Quantum simulations on fragment of the protein (using Density Function
Theory for example) (8, 45, 68, 69, 76).
Whereas the crystallographic data reveal a detailed description of the receptor in the inactive dark
state and until recently low-resolution information on the chromophore, solid state NMR was able
to provide accurate structural and electronic information on the chromophore, either in the darkadapted state or in one of its photo-intermediate states. Rotational resonance has been used
successfully for providing internuclear distances or restraints in the dark-adapted state,
metarhodopsin I and II (49, 66, 67, 73). The validity of the method was confirmed for the darkadapted state with the improvement in the x-ray crystal structure (45). Furthermore, the analysis of
the chemical shift at various photo-activated states and their comparison with simplify Schiff-base
model or rhodopsin-bound retinal in the dark state can be used to probe the electronic environment
around the isotopic labels selectively inserted in the chromophore (12, 41, 62-65, 74).
The information gathered by vibrational spectroscopy provide information on the chromophore
difficult to translate into an accurate molecular description, i.e. meaning interatomic distances,
while structural approaches like x-ray and NMR provide a few accurate snapshots on the molecular
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conformation of the chromophore in various states of the protein activation pattern. Molecular
dynamic simulation is a tool with the potential of linking these two important experimental
contributions, at least on a short timescale (~10ns), with the ability to provide accurate models,
which can then be tested by designing adequate experiences.
The results presented in this contribution provide a continuation of the previous MD studies on
retinal in rhodopsin (54, 55) in the sense that the same method is applied, but also some refinement
in the chromophore model. The conformation and the molecular description for the chromophore
are based on a quantum study which describes most of the structural information available for the
dark-adapted state (68). The experimental data regarding the conformation of retinal also were only
made available recently. Furthermore, the protein was modelled from a crystal structure with a
resolution of 2.6 Å (1L9H) including functionally important water molecules and is simulated in an
explicit lipid bilayer where the minimum distance between the protein and its mirror images is at
least 25 Å.
Anticipating our results, we find that although several slightly different routes for possible structural
relaxations are available, all of them lead to similar conformational changes and that the order, in
which they take place define a fixed pattern. Immediately after isomerization the chromophore is
forced into a highly strained configuration where the deformation is localized to the isomerized
bond, the other part of retinal being unchanged. The deformation is then transmitted further away to
methyl group C20, which undergo a large amplitude rotation, finally pointing towards the
extracellular loops. Finally the perturbation reaches the ring, where increased vibrational
fluctuations are observed upon isomerization of the 11-cis bond. In the combined 30ns of MD
simulation, the ring flipping or moving away from its aromatic binding-pocket, was not observed.
Within a multi-nanosecond simulation, the structurally distorted retinal relaxes towards a more
planar geometry. The geometric strain is mainly released through a swinging motion of a fraction of
the polyene tail, resulting in the rotation of methyl group C20. The protonated Schiff-base
interaction with Glu113 maintains this side of the chromophore rather fixed. Therefore, the
perturbation generated upon isomerization of the 11-cis bond seems to be transferred from the
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retinal to the protein by a subtle mechanism mediated the β-ionone ring, where its vibrational
activity rather than its location is being perturbed.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Molecular Dynamics Calculations
MD simulations are performed with the GROMACS v3.1.5 package, using gromos43A2, extended
to improve the simulation the lipid components for the force field (4). Simulations are run at a
temperature of 300 K and a pressure of 1 bar in an isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT) with
periodic boundaries present. Both a Berendsen temperature and pressure couplers are chosen to
keep these parameters constant. The time step for the simulations is 1 fs in the case of the short 5 ps
MD simulations and 2 fs for the others. A LINCS algorithm is used to maintain the geometry of the
molecules. Long-range electrostatic interactions are calculated with the particle-mesh Ewald (PME)
method. PME tends to slow down the computation but increase its quality since it removes any cutoff electrostatic interactions. Lennard-Jones interactions are cut off at 14 Å. The single point charge
(SPC) water model (3) is used to describe the water in the simulation box.

Lipids
The bilayer consists in a POPC patch including initially 288 lipids and 16337 water molecules. The
topology file for the POPC molecule has been previously described and is available from
http://moose.bio.ucalgary.ca/Downloads.

Protein
The crystal structure of the dark-adapted state rhodopsin (1L9H from PDB) was used as a starting
point for building the molecular model of the protein. Missing residues in the intracellular loops
have been added using Modeller (58). The simulation of rhodopsin involves two functionalized
amino acid residues, palmytoylated-cysteine and retinal-bound lysine, for which it was necessary to
write a molecular description. The topologies for these residues were optimized and tested in
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preliminary runs. The parameters used to simulate the palmytoyl chain are based on the parameters
used to simulate the lipids.

Retinal
Retinal is carefully parametrized in order to reproduce experimental data previously gathered for
retinal in the dark-state (7, 9, 67, 72) in the gromos43a2 force field. The parametrization is based on
a previous DFT theoretical study on 6-s-cis retinal (68), confirmed by a recent 2.2 Å resolution
crystal structure (45). The bond-lengths, bond angles and dihedral angles from this model have been
used as parameters for the retinal topology. The partial charge on the nuclei were approximated
based on the Mulliken charges of the DFT model. The 6-s-cis conformer proposed by Sugihara et al.
was used as the starting conformation for retinal in rhodopsin and used to replace the chromophore
present in the 1L9H crystal structure.

Insertion of protein into bilayer and equilibration
The protein is inserted in the bilayers using a method aiming to generate a suitable cavity in the
interior of the lipid-bilayer (21), using the solvent-accessible surface of the protein as a template,
during the course of a short steered molecular dynamics simulation (SMD) of a solvated lipid
membrane (500 ps SMD run). The protein-lipid equilibration is achieved through a three-stage
process. First, overlapping water molecules are removed, then lipid molecules whose headgroups
are located within 1.5Å from the protein surface are removed; the protein-lipid interface is
optimized by applying repulsive forces perpendicular to the protein surface, to the remaining lipid
atoms inside the volume occupied by the protein surface until it is emptied. The protein itself may
then be inserted into the bilayer. Counter-ions are added. The system is being energy-minimized at
each step involving the addition or the removal of any molecular species (steepest descent
algorithm). Finally, the system is being equilibrated in successive short MD simulations (5 runs of
200 ps each) were positions restraints are applied on the protein and progressively decreased.

MD runs
One 10 ns long MD simulation was run for the dark-adapted state. The isomerization of the
chromophore was studied in a series of six MD simulations: Three 5ps-simulations with a 1fs time
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step where frames were collected for every time step of the calculation, aiming at following the first
picoseconds of the isomerization and three 10ns-simulations with a 2fs time step, aiming at
following the interactions between retinal and its binding-pocket.

Figure 2: Strategy to study the isomerization of retinal. A 10ns-MD of bovine rhodopsin is run to
generate frames used as starting conformation for the isomerization (including starting velocities).
Frames after 500ps, 1000ps and 1500ps were used as seeds for SMD simulations where retinal is
isomerized from 11-cis to all-trans. The interpretation is based on the comparison between the
SMDs where retinal is isomerized with the MD of bovine rhodopsin in its dark-adapted state.

Photo-activation of retinal using steered MD techniques previously described (54, 55), where the
dihedral parameters for the 11-cis bond are switched to describe a trans double bond. The same
technique was used to induce the isomerization of the chromophore.

Computers
MD simulations were run on various computers including a PowerBook G4 running under Mac OS
X (1.25 GHz 512MB RAM) for the shortest MD and the data analysis, or an 8 processors Beowulfclass cluster made of 4 dual processor X-serve G4 rack (2 x 1.25 GHz, 1 GB RAM) units with GHz
switches and UPS, running under a Mac OS X (10.2.8). MD calculations were run using
simultaneously several processors (2 or 4) with the MPI middleware distributing the processes over
all units.
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Data Analysis
For the analysis (tilt, kink angle, etc.), only the core residues of the TM helices were included: (H1)
35-64, (H2) 72-98, (H3) 109-138, (H4) 151-172, (H5) 201-225, (H6) 245-277, (H7) 286-308. The
retinal binding pocket was defined as the amino acids present within 4.5 Å from the retinal as
described by Palczewski et al. (46). All molecular structures were drawn using VMD (29).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The MD simulations presented here have two goals. First present a MD model for retinal based on
quantum simulations in close agreement with the structural data available and in a second time
extrapolate this model to study the early stage of the isomerization of retinal. The 10ns-MD
simulation of bovine rhodopsin in the dark-state shows a distorted retinal in a relatively rigid
binding-pocket. Most of the motions taking place in the protein are located in the intra-cellular
loops. The isomerization takes place in a 100fs-scale and is followed by several conformational
changes within retinal at the picosecond and nanosecond time scale. At a 10ns-timescale, most of
the changes deriving from the isomerization take place in the retinal itself. The comparison of the
motion of the protein in general and the motion of the residues involved in the binding-pocket on a
10ns-timescale does not show large-amplitude conformational changes that can be directly linked
with the isomerization of retinal and interpreted as the protein response to the isomerization. Large
amplitude motions of the intracellular loops happen both in the dark-adapted state and after the
isomerization. Since this study focused on retinal and its binding pocket, the nature of these motions
was not investigated further.

Rhodopsin in the dark-adapted state
During the 10ns-MD in the dark adapted state, the RMSD of rhodopsin increases quickly to reach
an average value of about 2 Å, around which it oscillate during most of the simulation (see Fig. 3).
The RMSD computed for the residues from the binding pocket show a different behaviour, close to
1.5 Å. The comparison between the two RMSD curves indicates that most of the motion in the
protein takes place in the loops. This is confirmed by the RMSF computed for the protein (Fig.3),
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where the highest values are obtained for the intracellular loop and the C-terminal domain. This
behaviour has been confirmed experimentally by x-ray crystallography where it is well-known that
this part of the protein is the most mobile and was actually missing in the earliest crystal structures
(38, 46, 71).

Modelling 11-cis-retinal in the dark-adapted state
The retinal model is parametrized based on a theoretical contribution where the conformation of 11cis retinal in the binding pocket was determined using DFT for the value at equilibrium of all
parameters and using standard values from the force field (68). The dihedral interactions for all the
bonds in the polyene chain were set with the standard values used for double-bond in order to give
the model the rigidity required to reproduce accurately experimentally derived information (i.e.
interatomic distances measured by solid state NMR (67)). This parametrization leads to a model for
the chromophore that reproduces reasonably well the structural information available.

Figure 3: (A) Backbone RMSD of bovine rhodopsin in the dark adapted state (black) and after
isomerization of the retinal (red, starting point = dark-adapted state trajectory, after 500ps). RMSD
curves of the residues belonging to the binding-pocket are also displayed for the dark-adapted state
(blue) and after isomerization (orange). (B) Root-Mean Square Fluctuation of rhodopsin in the darkadapted state. The helices and several residues from the binding-pocket are highlighted (purple:
retinal-bound lysine, red: glutamic acid, green: serine or methionine, yellow: phenylalanine or
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tryptophan). The secondary structure is highlighted in blue at the bottom to highlight the position of
the transmembrane helices.
The RMSD computed for the lysine-bound retinal (Figure 4A, black) fluctuates around 0.8 Å, even
lower than the average RMSD for the binding pocket (Figure 3A). RMSD computed for various
fragment shows that most of the deviation from the structure of reference (retinal conformer derived
by DFT (68)) takes place in the polyene chain (Figure 4A, blue), the deformation of the ring
geometry less affected, although it is the part of the molecules which fluctuates the more with the
methyl groups (RMSF, Figure 5, black).
Rotational resonance solid-state NMR was used for distance determinations within the rhodopsinbound chromophore in membrane for the dark-adapted state and metarhodopsin I (67, 72) (Table 1
and 2). From these distances, it was shown that the C10–C13 unit is conformationally twisted (72).
Rotational resonance solid-state NMR was also used to provide distance restraints regarding the
relative orientation between the β-ionone ring and the polyene chain of the chromophore in
rhodopsin (67). The distances measured between C8–C16, C8–C17 and C8–C18, show that the
major portion of retinylidene in rhodopsin has a twisted 6-s-cis conformation (67).
Table 1: Distance restraints within retinal for rhodopsin in the dark-adapted state determined by MD
at 300K, DFT and 13C–13C rotational resonance NMR at 210 K.
Atom Pair
C10–C20
C11–C20
C8–C16
C8–C17
C8–C18
MDDistance
[Å]
DFTDistance
[Å]
Ref.

3.09 ± 0.14 *

3.06 ± 0.01 *

4.42 ± 0.10 *

3.88 ± 0.17 *

3.08 ± 0.13 *

3.07

3.09

4.35

3.98

3.00

(68)

(68)

(68)

(68)

(68)

NMR3.04 ± 0.15 # 2.93 ± 0.15 #
4.05 ± 0.25 #
4.05 ± 0.25 # 2.95 ± 0.25 #
Distance
[Å]
Ref.
(72)
(72)
(67)
(67)
(67)
* = Standard deviation of the fuctuations during the MD : # = Experimental error.
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Table 2: Distance restraints within retinal for rhodopsin determined by MD within 10ns after the
isomerization of retinal at 300K, and 13C–13C rotational resonance NMR for metarhodopsin I at 210
K.
Atom Pair
C10–C20
C11–C20
C8–C16
C8–C17
C8–C18
4.44 ± 0.14 * 3.05 ± 0.09 * 4.39 ± 0.11 * 3.96 ± 0.17 * 3.32 ± 0.17 *
MD-Distance 4.44 ± 0.11 * 3.04 ± 0.09 * 4.39 ± 0.10 * 3.98 ± 0.17 * 3.15 ± 0.15 *
[Å]
4.48 ± 0.11 * 3.08 ± 0.09 * 4.42 ± 0.12 * 3.90 ± 0.16 * 3.41 ± 0.13 *
(4.45 ± 0.13)
(3.06 ± 0.09)
(4.40 ± 0.11) (3.95 ± 0.17) (3.29 ± 0.15)
NMR4.35 ± 0.15 # 2.83 ± 0.15 #
N.A.
4.05 ± 0.25 # 2.95 ± 0.25 #
Distance
[Å]
Ref.
(72)
(72)
(66)
(66)
• = Standard deviation of the fuctuations during the 10ns-MD : # = Experimental error.
One of the goals of this study is to implement an accurate retinal model to be used for MD
simulations of bovine rhodopsin in the dark-adapted state. For this purpose, the distance-restraints
defined by solid state NMR constitute an important block of available experimentally-derived
structural information. Table 1 include the averages for the corresponding distances as computed
from our theoretical model, while Figure 10A displays the instantaneous distance as a function of
the simulation time. The comparison between shows a fairly good agreement between the model
and the experiments, with only one distance out by 0.12 Å from the error range of the NMR
estimation. Table 3 and Figure 6 aimed at the same comparison for selected dihedral angles,
showing a decent agreement between the model and NMR-derived distances (note that the
temperature between experiment and simulation differs by 70 K). The averaged-distances are also
fluctuating close to the values defined by the DFT-derived 6-s-cis conformer (68).
While setting-up a model for retinal aims at describing accurately as possible a crucial fragment of
rhodopsin by MD, it also allows investigating more accurately the dynamic of the chromophore in
its binding-pocket and can be apply for the further investigation of rhodopsin-mutants in the darkadapted state.
Table 3: Dihedral angles for selected bonds for retinal in the dark-adapted state, determined by MD,
DFT and NMR at 210K.
Dihedral Angle
MD Average
DFT
NMR
C5-C6–C7-C8
C10-C11–C12-C13
C8-C9–C10-C11
C13-C14–C15-NZ

-39 ± 9° *
-20 ± 11° *
166 ± 11° *
180 ± 15° *

-35°
-12°
175°
173°

-28 ± 7° #, • (67)
± 44 ± 10° #, • (72)
160 ± 10° # (22)
165 ± 5° # (15)
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* = Standard deviation of the fluctuations during the MD : # = Experimental error ; • = NMR-based
estimation are based on the 11-cis-retinal crystal structure for which the bond angle was rotated in
order to match 13C-13C rotational resonance distances.

Figure 4: RMSD for the lysine-bound retinal (black) and fragments of the retinal – β-ionone ring
(red), β-ionone ring + C7–C8 (green) and polyene tail (blue). (A) Dark-adapted state, (B) 10ns after
isomerization of retinal after 500ps MD in Dark adapted state, (C) First 5ps after isomerization of
retinal, after 500ps MD in Dark-adapted state.

Figure 5: Root-Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF) for retinal, illustrating the increased vibrations at
the level of selected parts of retinal after isomerization. Atoms 3 to 5 from the β-ionone ring (in
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contact with Helix V) and all methyl groups (atoms 16 to 20) show a visible increase of their
corresponding RMSF upon isomerization.
Various parameters are useful to characterize the dynamic of the retinal model in the dark-adapted
state. The RMSF is one of them (Figure 5), highlighting amongst other things that the methyl
groups are the most mobile parts of the chromophore, and that both C11 and C12 are the atoms
within the polyene chain fluctuating the more around their average location. The standard deviations
of various averaged interatomic distances and dihedral angles are also good indicators. In the darkstate, the standard deviation between non-directly bonded atoms was below 0.2 Å. At the same time
dihedral angles exhibit standard deviation around 10°, which can affect significantly the local
geometry of the molecules. This model sets the picture of retinal as a rather twisted and flexible
molecule, while maintaining some interatomic distances relatively constant (fluctuation are less than
5% of the average value).

Transition from 11-cis to all-trans-retinal
The isomerization of retinal has been studied in two groups of short 5ps-MDs and long 10ns-MDs,
each containing three simulations starting from a different starting point. The starting point for each
of the MDs is taken from the 10ns-MD of rhodopsin in the dark adapted-state, respectively at time
500ps, 1000ps and 1500ps (Figure 2 for an illustration).
The choice of two time-scales results from a technical compromise: in order to follow accurately the
isomerization of retinal at the femto- to picosecond level, the output of a large number of frame and
a very short stimestep is required (time-step 1 fs, frame saved every calculation step). This approach
is not practicable for larger simulations, the space for storing the data and the RAM memory
required for the analysis being too prohibitive. As a result, these MDs use a slightly different set-up
(time-step is 2 fs, frame saved every 500 calculation steps) to explore longer simulation-time at the
expense of a lower time-resolution.
The isomerization is obtained by switching the potential function describing the dihedral interaction
for the 11-cis bond. This approach has been described in details in previous reports (24, 55). The
force field used can be expected to properly include the essential steric and electrostatic effects.
However, it has some limitations. One of them is the use of united pseudo-atoms for aliphatic apolar
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hydrogen atoms, which are not explicitly described. A consequence of this approach is to squash the
distribution of partial charges on the atoms. As previous studies have shown that the changes in the
partial charges upon isomerization are rather small, to with a maximum of 0.1 e between the 11-cis
to the all-trans (55), the same partial charges were kept to describe retinal in the dark-adapted and
photo-activated states.
Concerning the presentation of the data, the averages presented are performed on the set of three
MDs of the same duration. Due to space limitations, the figures present only the MD simulations
starting from 500ps in the dark-adapted MD (the other traces are available in the supporting
information). When compared with the simulation for the dark-adapted state, the curves are
displayed so that they share the same timeframe, i.e. if the isomerization was initiated after 500 ps
MD in the dark-state, the curve for the “after isomerization” trajectory starts at 500ps.
The comparison of the RMSD curves for rhodopsin (Figure 3A) shows that the isomerization of
retinal leads the protein to follow a different path during the MD than the one followed in the darkadapted state (note that the conformation of reference for all RMSD curves is the same: the
conformation of the protein at time = 0 of the MD simulation in the dark-adapted state). From the
RMSF plot, most of the motions taking place in the protein are located near the loops (data not
shown), in particular the intracellular loops and the C-terminal part of the protein, in a scheme
similar to the dark-adapted state simulation.
The results presented here illustrate the path followed by the molecular model of retinal upon
isomerization. The results strongly suggest that the path has a Brownian diffusion and depends on
both starting coordinates and velocities of the retinal. Since only a few of the many available paths
have been followed for a relatively short time, this analysis cannot be exhaustive, but should rather
interpreted in semi-quantitative way.

Dynamics of the isomerization and pattern of activation
The time isomerization of the chromophore from 11-cis to all-trans starts within 50 fs after the
isomerization is initiated and takes up to 200 fs to be completed depending on the exact starting
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conformation of the retinal. The next important conformational change within retinal is the flip of
methyl C20, which takes place within 500 fs to 1.5 ps after the isomerization starts.
The isomerization of the model is followed by monitoring the dihedral angle of the C10-C11–C12C13 bond as a function of time (Figure 6C for a detailed description of the first 5ps). From the three
5ps-MDs, it takes about 150-200 fs for retinal to isomerize around the C11-C12 bond. In addition,
the different conformations generated by each of the MD simulations were clustered using a full
linkage algorithm (and a cut-off of 0.07 Å, Figure 8). This type of analysis allows to simplify the
visualization of the conformation changes within retinal and to identify in all three simulations
short-lived cluster with a lifetime of about 50-800fs (range derived from the three MDs), where the
C11-C12 bond has been isomerized without the rest of the polyene chain having the time to
rearrange itself. Due to the time-scale and the nature of the conformational disorders, it is tempting
to associate these clusters with the photorhodopsin intermediate. Further the very short lifetime of
these clusters is an explanation in itself of why it is not possible to isolate this photo-intermediate.
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Figure 6: Dihedral angle C5-C6–C7-C8 and C10-C11–C12-C13 for retinal bound to rhodopsin in
the dark-adapted state (A), 10ns-MD describing the isomerization of retinal after 500ps-MD in
dark-adapted state (B), 5ps-MD describing the isomerization of retinal after 500ps-MD in darkadapted state (C).
Another important conformational changes happening within the first picoseconds after the
isomerization is initiated, is the rotation of the methyl group C20 bound to the polyene chain at
carbon C13. As the rotation of the methyl group takes place along an axis, which is approximately
the normal to the membrane plane, the angle defined by the bond vector C13-C20 and the Z-axis of
the simulation box is adequate to follow the orientation of the bond inside the binding-pocket.
Figure 7B presents an example of the rotation undergone by the methyl group, where it takes about
1ps for the rotation to be complete. The average-time needed for the rotation to take place over the
three 5ps-MD, is 1.33 ps (1.5ps/1ps/1.5ps) and the average amplitude of the rotation is 95°
(100°/93°/93°). Further cluster-analysis allows identifying clusters (Figure 8) whose lifetime starts
shortly after the methyl group has flipped over and that have a lifetime of several picoseconds,
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strongly suggests it is related with bathorhodopsin because of the timescale at which this
conformational change takes place and its amplitude.
Table 4: Dihedral angles for selected bonds for retinal after the isomerization, determined by 10nsMD within 2ns after the isomerization of retinal at 300K, and NMR for retinal in metarhodopsin I at
210K.
Dihedral Angle
MD Average
NMR
-38 ± 9° *
-36 ± 9° *
C5-C6–C7-C8
-28 ± 7° #, •
-38 ± 9° *
(37 ± 9°)
-157 ± 12° *
-162 ± 12° *
C10-C11–C12-C13
N.A.
-159 ± 12 *
(159 ± 12°) *
176 ± 13° *
171 ± 16° *
C9-C10–C11-C12
180 ± 15° #
175 ± 11° *
(174 ± 14°)
* = Standard deviation of the fluctuations during the MD : # = Experimental error ; • = NMR-based
estimation are based on the 11-cis-retinal crystal structure for which the bond angle was rotated in
order to match 13C-13C rotational resonance distances.

Figure 7: Angle of bond C13-C20 with the Z-axis (normal to the membrane plane), showing a largescale rotation of methyl group C20 upon isomerization (70-90°, depending on the starting
conformation). (A) 10ns-MD of bovine rhodopsin in the dark-adapted state (black) and after
isomerization of retinal (red), after 500ps-MD in the dark. (B) 5ps-MD of bovine rhodopsin after
isomerization of retinal (isomerization initiated after 500ps in the dark). (1) Point corresponding to
the end of the isomerization of the C11-C12 double bond, interpreted as being “photorhodopsin”.
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(2) Point corresponding to the flip of methyl-C20, interpreted as being “bathorhodopsin”. The bond
orientation is given related to the normal to the membrane plane, 0° corresponding to a vector
pointing towards the extracellular-side and 180° correspond to a vector pointing towards the
cytoplasmic side of the membrane.
Altogether, the timescale and the amplitude of the various conformational changes observed within
the chromophore during the first 5ps after isomerization, suggest they may be related with
previously identified photo-intermediate photorhodopsin and bathorhodopsin. In addition, the
isomerization from slightly different conformation for the 11-cis retinal leads to a distribution of the
time required for transition from one photo-intermediate to another (i.e. and the conformational
changes they imply). This is interpreted as the existence of multiple pathways leading to the
activation of the protein and might explain the coexistence of several photo-intermediate states.
Nevertheless, the sequence of the observed conformational changes, remain the same in all the
simulations.

Figure 8: Cluster analysis on several 5ps-MD simulations where retinal is being isomerized from
different starting-points taken from the trajectory of bovine rhodopsin in the dark-adapted state.
Conformations are sampled every 1fs from the trajectory and a full-linkage algorithm with a 0.07 Å
cut-off is used.
In order to extend the three short 5ps-MD described in the previous paragraphs, three longer 10nsMD simulations, starting from the same points of the trajectory where rhodopsin is simulated during
10ns in the dark-adapted state have been run, allowing to study the conformational changes taking
place in retinal on a much longer timescale.
In parallel to these very localized conformational changes at the picosecond scale, other
conformational changes take place at the nanosecond-scale. These changes are not localized as the
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earliest changes within the chromophore, but rather involve the entire retinal molecules and are
therefore subtler to identify. A careful comparison with the 10ns-MD of rhodopsin in the darkadapted state is required to ensure it results from the isomerization and not from a thermal
fluctuation.
Among these changes, there is an extension of the retinal length by about 1.0-1.4 Å, and can be
tracked by following the interatomic distance between either C13 or C15 and C4 (Table 5). Another
conformational changes is the increase of the interatomic distance between C8 and C18, by a
modest 0.2 Å, as a result from a slight change in the orientation of the ring (Figure 10B). The
methyl groups undergo increased fluctuation (Figure 5), which can affect their average orientation
(Figure 7).

Figure 9: Cluster analysis on several all the 10ns-MD simulations. Conformations are sampled
every 20ps from the trajectory (a total of 2000 conformations analyzed) and a full-linkage algorithm
with a 0.21 Å cut-off is used. Two main clusters can be identified, cluster #2 gathering 78% of the
retinal conformers in the dark-adapted state and cluster #106 gathering also 78% of the retinal
conformers after isomerization.
Further cluster analysis performed simultaneously on all 10ns-MD (Figure 9) shows that both
retinal in the dark-adapted state and after isomerization spend most of their time in two distinct
clusters. For both states, 78% of conformation can be gathered in one cluster with a cut-off of 0.021
Å (no cluster visible with a cut-off lower than 0.018 Å). This means that within 10ns, retinal does
not fluctuate more than ~0.2 Å-RMSD away from its average conformation. Furthermore, the
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amplitude of the fluctuations seems to be the same for retinal in the dark and retinal after
isomerization, i.e. on the nanosecond time scale, conformational changes are driven mainly through
thermal fluctuations or perturbation that have a similar amplitude.

Figure 10: Illustration of intramolecular distances within retinal, experimentally-measured by solid
state NMR in the dark-adapted state and in metarhodopsin I. (A) 10ns-MD in the dark-adapted state,
(B) example of a 10ns-MD where the isomerization of retinal is initiated at time = 0ps (500ps-MD
in the dark-adapted state was run previously). (C) same as (B) with a simulation time of 5ps.
Table 5: Intramolecular distances illustrating the length extension of retinal upon isomerization. The
corresponding distances are longer in the crystallized all-trans retinal, suggesting the chromophore
can extend more.
Intramolecular
Crystallized
Dark-Adapted State After Isomerization
Distances
All-trans-retinal
C13-C4
[Å]

8.81 ± 0.31 *

C15-C4

10.44 ± 0.41 *

10.16 ± 0.33 #
10.16 ± 0.34 #
9.92 ± 0.42 #
(10.08 ± 0.36)
11.87 ± 0.48 #

11.48
13.55
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[Å]

11.92 ± 0.44 #
11.50 ± 0.55 #
(11.76 ± 0.51)
*: average on a single 10ns-MD of bovine rhodopsin in the dark-adapted state**: average on the
three 10ns-MD of bovine rhodopsin after isomerizaiton of retinal.

Relaxation of the Binding Pocket
A general feature of the retinal model after isomerization is an increase in the vibrational
fluctuations of some fragments of the molecule. These fluctuations are highlighted in Figure 4B,
where the amplitude of the RMSD fluctuations has increased compare to the dark-state (Figure 4A).
Furthermore the RMSF plot for retinal after isomerization (Figure 5) highlights the methyl groups
(C16-C20) and atoms C3-C4 from the β-ionone ring, as the positions in the chromophore where
increased vibrational activity takes place. This activity results from the process of reciprocal
adaptation between the chromophore and its binding-pocket after the isomerization. A transfer of
this vibrational activity certainly takes place between the retinal and its binding pocket. Figure 11B
illustrates this at the level of the β-ionone ring, where the time-fluctuations for distance between the
ring and the surrounding residues increase and can possibly act as a way to transfer the signal from
the retinal to the protein. The amplitude of these fluctuations – 0.1 to 0.3 Å – are small and may
explain why it takes milliseconds for the protein to reach its activated-state, the perturbation
induced by the chromophore on the protein being relatively small. Furthermore, the β-ionone ring
moves closer to helix V and away from helix VI by a distance of 0.1-0.2 Å. The amplitude of this
displacement is rather tiny and simply means that the contact between the β-ionone ring and helix V
is reinforced in the first nanoseconds of the MDs describing the isomerization of retinal. It might
result either from the extension of the retinal polyene tail or from the modest increase of the
vibrational level near the ring.
In this model, not all the parts of the retinal are affected by the isomerization. The most striking
example is the salt-bridge between the protonated Schiff-base and Glu113, an important part of the
molecule, does not seem to be affected at all in the early stage of the isomerization, since both the
average distance between the two groups and the fluctuation around the average are changed by less
than 0.1 Å upon activation (Figure 11A). This is in agreement with experimental data since the saltbridge is not expected to break before metarhodopsin I (~ms after isomerization).
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Protein conformational change
At this stage, it is difficult to identify alterations in the conformation of the protein, which would
undoubtedly results from the isomerization of retinal. The RMSD and RMSF plots point at various
small alterations in the conformation of the protein during the MD simulations after initiation of the
isomerization. Nevertheless, these changes, which can account for changes in the tilt angles of the
transmembrane helices by a few degrees (data not shown), are difficult to interpret, since they are
not consistently observed along the three simulations and not extremely different from the
fluctuations observed for MD simulations in the dark-adapted state. Longer simulation with a
timescale of a few 100ns would be required to investigate these conformational changes more
thoroughly.

Simulating all-trans retinal in the early stages of the activation of rhodopsin
In the metarhodopsin I state, the polyene tail in the region where the isomerization takes place,
distances conform with the cis-trans isomerization where measured, showing an increase of the
C10–C20 distance by more than 1.3 Å upon activation, whereas the C11–C20 remains almost
unchanged (72). In the same photo-intermediate, distance measured by rotational resonance and the
observation of 13C chemical shift introduced into the β-ionone ring (66) (at the C16, C17, and C18
methyl groups) and into the adjoining segment of the polyene chain (at C8) suggest the orientation
of the ring remains unchanged upon isomerization. The only significant chemical shift change that
could be detected for the ring methyl groups on photo-activation was in the C18 resonance, which
increased from 22.1 to 22.5 ppm (66). The large splitting between C16 and C17 (-4.3 ppm)
describes the unique orientation of these geminal methyl groups in rhodopsin (67), and its retention
on photo-activation is important for the determination of the mechanism of activation (66).
The comparison between computed and experimentally measured data is for the less
inhomogeneous since they are related to different states of the protein and at least 250 ns separate
them. Nonetheless, these values constitute a point of reference to compare to the distorted all-trans
retinal simulated with.
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The comparison highlights two points. First, the distances C11-C20 is very close to the value taken
in the metarhodopsin I, as a result of the rotation of the C20 methyl group following the
isomerization. Second, the agreement with the interatomic distances measure near the ring is less
striking, mainly due to the 0.2-0.3 Å deviation from the C8-C18 distance as measured by NMR. The
fluctuations result directly from the isomerization of the retinal and the stress it induces on the
chromophore, and are likely to persist until the binding-pocket has accommodated the all-trans
retinal (i.e. lumirhodopsin).
The slight increase of the C8-C18 distance is also accompanied by ring-fluctuations resulting
momentaneous reorientation of methyl C18 away from Trp265. While the ring oscillates between its
initial orientation and its new oritentation where methyl C18 is rotated away from Trp265, it cannot
be interpreted as the β-ionone ring moving away from the binding-pocket, as shown in Figure 11,
where the average distance between the ring and the aromatic binding pocket remain constant, only
their standard deviations increasing. The amplitude of the fluctuation seems too small to prevent the
ring to recover its initial orientation later once the retinal has relaxed.

Mechanism of Activation
This theoretical study suggests that the early stage of the activation of rhodopsin are localized
mainly on retinal, where a serie of conformational changes happen in a sequential manner,
spreading away from the isomerized bond. First the isomerization of the C11=C12 bond within a
few hundreds femtoseconds, then the rotation of methyl group C20 moving up from Trp265 within
1-2 ps. These highly localized changes are then followed by increased fluctuations at the level of the
whole molecule, mainly localized on the methyl groups and the β-ionone ring. These fluctuations
disturb the orientation of the ring and its relative position relative to helix V and VI (Table 6), as
well with the aromatic residues in the surrounding (Figure 11). The amplitude of these change are
tenuous and involves changes in the ring that are in terms of a few tenths of Ångtröms, and cannot
be interpreted as the ring moving away from the aromatic binding pocket.
It suggests the 11-cis bond relaxes quickly after isomerization (C11 and C12 are slightly less mobile
after isomerization according RMSF – Figure 5), transferring the mechanical stress to another part
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of the retinal in a sequential way, starting at the 11-cis bond and spreading away from the epicentre
of the isomerization.
Table 6: Distance between the β-ionone ring and neighbour helices. Within 10ns after
isomerization, the β-ionone ring only shows a slight move toward helix V, away from helix VI.
Dark-Adapted State
After Isomerization
Ring – Helix V
[Å]
Ring – Helix VI
[Å]

3.22 ± 0.26
2.93 ± 0.21

3.12 ± 0.28
3.11 ± 0.26
3.17 ± 0.29
3.08 ± 0.28
3.18 ± 0.32
3.08 ± 0.29

The simulations suggests the β-ionone ring is to play an important role in the isomerization, through
the increased fluctuations in its orientation compared to the dark-adapted state, and the slight
increase of the contact made with helix V (aligned with the polyene chain).
Recently, helix V has been suggested to play an important role in the activation of rhodopsin (50).
The simulations seem to show the premises of the increased interactions between retinal and helix V
as part of a mechanism through which the retinal transfers the signal to the protein.
The salt bridge on the other extremity of the chromophore anchors solidly the ring to helix III, at
least during the first 10ns of the activation (Figure 11). As a consequence, the only part of the
retinal allowed to move is its ring, which is also take advantage of a slightly less tight packing (it is
known that various retinal conformers can be docked in this part of the binding pocket).
The extrapolation of the 10ns-MDs suggests that the small fluctuation of the ring could play a part
in the process initiating the activation of the receptor. The view, far from describing retinal as a
bottle-opener forcing its way through the protein, suggest rather a small-oscillator whose tiny
action, repeated on several 100ns could trigger a conformation changes in the protein.
This concept follow the evolution in the description of weak noncovalent interactions, mainly
driven by atomic-force microscopy, where these interactions are described as having limited
lifetimes and so would fail under any level of force if pulled on for the right length of time (18).
With this view in mind, retinal would just apply a localized perturbation with the right amplitude
and timescale leading to the protein activation.
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In such a model, retinal does not need to move away from its binding pocket to achieve its task, and
can therefore be associated with recent findings that the orientation of the ring is unchanged in the
metarhodopsin I (66) and the mechanism suggested by a variant of rotational resonance (DARR)
(13, 70) was applied to obtain distance restraints between between
chromophore and specific

13

13

C-labels on the retinal

C-labels on tyrosine, glycine, serine, and threonine in the retinal

binding-site of rhodopsin (50).
This recent study provides more information on how the retinal isomerization would disrupt helix
interactions locking the receptor off in the dark state and suggest a mechanism of activation for
rhodopsin and highlights two essential aspects of the isomerization trajectory suggested from the
retinal-protein contacts observed in the active metarhodopsin II intermediate imply a large rotation
of the C20 methyl group ( 90°) toward extra-cellular loop 2 and a 4–5 Å translation of the retinal
chromophore toward transmembrane helix V.

Figure 11: (A) Illustration of the stability of the interaction between the protonated Schiff-base and
the counter-ion (Glu113), both in the dark-adapted state (1.72 ± 0.12 Å) and in the early stage of the
activation (1.72 ± 0.14 Å). (B) Distance between β-ionone ring and selected residues from the
binding pocket (carbon-carbon distance only). The increased fluctuation in these distances upon
isomerization (B2) illustrates the increased level of vibration of the ring after isomerization (left =
dark-adapted state, right = after isomerization).
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Ring flip
In this MD study, the β -ionone ring remained in the binding-pocket, in a conformation very similar
to the one observed in the dark-state, in agreement with recent NMR structural study on bovine
rhodopsin (dark-state (67) and metarhodopsin I (66)).
The flip of the ring upon activation proposed in a previous study was not observed with the model
used for retinal. The rigidity of the ring compare to previous studies, where the rotation of the ring
was observed results from two factors: the conformation of the retinal in the dark-adapted state
differs slightly and the treatment of the dihedrals is different. Clearly, the possibility for the ring to
flip is governed by the choice of one parameter for the potential energy function describing the
C5=C6-C7=C8 (Lemaître, Data not shown). In order for the chromophore model to fit experimental
information available for the orientation of the ring resulting from 13C-13C distance measurement by
solid state NMR, all the dihedral interactions within polyene chain of retinal were treated as doublebonds, thus increasing the rigidity of the molecule and preventing the ring to flip. This choice is also
justified by the bond order as determined by solid state NMR, which appears to be larger than 1 for
almost all the bonds in the polyene chain (Malcolm Levitt, 2004, personal communication). This
illustrates the difficulties to simulate a system in which the electronic delocalization plays an
important role.

Potential pitfalls
We recognize that there are limitations to this computational approach. There are intrinsic
limitations to MD simulations, which include the classical treatment of the system and a static
attribution of the electronic charges to the nuclei. The other challenge introduced by rhodopsin for
computational study is the large separation in time-scales between the steps in photo-cycle of the
protein with respect to the current limits in computer simulations of large proteins. While it takes a
few ms for the protein to reach the activated-state and much more before the retinal to be
regenerated (33), the state-of-the-art computer simulation of large protein with explicit solvent and
membrane description are still limited to a 10-100 ns (14). Therefore MD is not yet able to follow
the activation of the receptor from the dark-adapted state to the active species of rhodopsin, the socalled metarhodopsin II, where the binding and activation of the G protein transducin (Gt) occurs
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(20, 23, 51). Rather it is limited to the first photo-intermediates, where most conformational changes
take place on the chromophore or its binding-pocket.

CONCLUSION
This contribution presents molecular dynamic simulations of retinal in its binding-pocket, with
bovine rhodopsin inserted in a hydrated POPC bilayer. The retinal model based on previous DFT
calculations allows matches well the structural information available. The extrapolation of this
model to study the dynamics and conformation of the earliest photointermediates, provides a
reasonable model for the activation of retinal and suggest a possible path for the transfer of the
signal to the protein. Clear structural features are suggested for both photorhodopsin and
bathorhodopsin. The evolution of the chromophore in the multiple 10ns-MD suggests how the
motion of retinal can be coupled to the protein, i.e. through slightly increased vibrational activity of
the ring and a slight extension of retinal moving maintaining close contact with helix V. To the
opposite, the repetition of the isomerization from different starting retinal conformation does not
allow to identify a clear and defined pattern for the activation of the protein, in agreement with the
timescale required for the protein activation (ms).
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Abstract

WALP23 peptide represents a consensus sequence for transmembrane protein

segments, and has special relevance for the packing of helices in proteins such as GPCRs. MD
simulation was used to complement Atomic force microscopy (AFM) for the imaging of bilayers
containing the peptide and study single peptide unfolding and extraction from the membrane. MD
simulations, at equilibrium and where additional forces were applied on selected atoms, have been
used to simulate AFM force profile.

INTRODUCTION
Mechanism of protein folding and unfolding are fundamental questions of structural biology (12,
16). With the availability of atomic force microscope and laser tweezer, the question of unfolding
protein molecules by external force can be probed (6, 22, 31, 32, 40, 43). Atomic-force microscopy
(AFM) and force spectroscopy of single biomolecules allows the measurement of force-extension
profile resulting from the application of a stretching force to an individual molecule of biopolymer
(33, 40, 41) (reviewed in (42)).
This contribution presents Molecular Dynamic simulations (MD) of WALP membrane peptide in
order to mimic AFM experiments within a timescale computationally accessible, in an attempt to
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link AFM to molecular models. It aims at describing how stable are membrane-spanning proteins
and what are the factors contributing to their stable integration
WALP peptides are synthetic hydrophobic peptides which represent a consensus sequence for
transmembrane (TM) protein segments (11) (reviewed in (10)) and have special relevance for
packing of α-helices in polytopic proteins such as G-protein coupled receptors. The specific interest
of such peptides for AFM studies relies in their ability to form peptides-aggregates in lipid bilayers
(44, 45), which are relevant as simplified models for multiple-segments membrane-spanning
proteins, since the peptides experience both protein-protein interactions (interactions with other
peptides present in the aggregates) and lipid-protein interactions. They are commonly used to study
the interactions of α-helices with the surrounding lipid membrane (23, 24) and the anchorage of
transmembrane protein segments at the hydrophobic-hydrophilic interface of the bilayer (39),
showing the tryptophans residues to preferentially locate at the interface of the lipid headgroups and
acyl chains (11).
The surface bilayers containing WALP has been imaged by AFM (44, 45), showing the peptides
tend to form aggregates in the membrane, forming characteristic aggregation patterns interpreted as
the peptide forming linear assemblies. Force spectroscopy experiments, where the cantilever of the
AFM is used to apply force on the object studied, have been run on WALP23 derivatives. Compare
to other biological systems studied by AFM, like bacteriorhodopsin (21), WALP offers a simpler
topology, and thus easier to interpret. These experiments have shown it is possible to unfold /
extract the peptide out of the membrane, suggesting the peptide unfold upon being extracted (17).
In this study, the peptide considered is a 23-meres peptide having a hydrophobic length equivalent
to a WALP17 peptide and including at one extremity a cystein residue, located before the
tryptophans. The peptide is called WALPC23 and the sequence is:
+

H3N–ACAGAWWLALALALALALALWWA–COO-

The extremities are charged and not capped like in previous AFM studies on this type of peptides
(44, 45). WALP have already been studied by MD simulation, focusing on the determination of the
tilt angle for WALP peptides with various length in various lipid bilayers (38) (DMPC and DPPC).
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Molecular Dynamics simulation (MD) is a technique that can be applied complementarily to singlemolecule studies and AFM in particular. It has been applied in order to help the interpretation of
AFM data regarding the adsorption of proteins on a gold surface (4, 5), as well as to complement
protein unfolding studies through the use of a variant of MD, called Steered Molecular Dynamic
simulation (SMD), a computational method for studying force-induced reaction in biopolymers (18,
20, 28). This theoretical method mimics atomic force microscopy and optical tweezer experiments,
at a time scale accessible with the currently available computational power.
SMD allows identifying structural features of the forced unfolding pathways, which are not
provided by presently available measurements. Molecular dynamic simulation describing forceunfolding of protein has been described for protein and peptides in solution (25, 27, 28, 30, 34, 35)
and have produced a useful complement to experimental studies (42). Although SMD has been
applied to pulling lipids out of a lipid bilayer (29), it has not been applied yet to the study of
peptides or proteins embedded in lipid bilayer. Such systems are more complex to study, since not
only the contributions of the protein-protein interactions but also the contributions of the lipidprotein interactions have to be considered.
Summarizing our coming results, the MD and SMD simulations presented here were performed
with the purpose of providing an atomistic interpretation of AFM-pulling data. Three directions
were followed, including (1) providing a molecular model to based on AFM imaging data of a
bilayer containing WALP23 (44, 45), (2) using SMD to simulate as accurately as possible a single
pulling event of a membrane-spanning peptide from its bilayer environment and (3) providing a
systematic study of the AFM-pulling parameters and a qualitative interpretation of their effects on
the AFM spectra, based on molecular models.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
MD simulations
MD and SMD simulations are performed using GROMACS v3.1.4 (2, 26), which allows applying
forces along Z-axis of the simulation box. The force field used is gromos43A2 for the peptides,
extended to improve the simulation of the lipid components (3). Simulations are run at 300 K in an
isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT). Periodic boundaries are present and a Berendsen temperatureand pressure-coupling scheme is chosen to keep these parameters constant. The time step for the
simulation is 2 fs. A LINCS algorithm is used to maintain the geometry of the molecules. Longrange electrostatic interactions are calculated with the particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method
(electrostatic interaction up to 9 Å are treated in direct-space and beyond in the Fourier-space).
Lennard-Jones interactions are cut off at 14 Å. The simple point charge (SPC) water model (1) is
used to describe the water in the simulation box.

Peptides
The peptide coordinates were generated using Swisspdbviewer (47) under the hyptothesis it forms
an ideal α-helix. The side-chains of the tryptophan residues were oriented so that the N-H group
points away from the hydrophobic core of the membrane. The monomer was subjected to steepestdescent energy minimization. The model consists in a row of five peptides (cf AFM imaging (44,
45)) aligned in alternating orientation (anti-parallel orientation (10, 48)) was chosen as to model the
WALPC peptide in a bilayer. The peptide-row is then subjected to steepest-descent energy
minimization before the insertion into a bilayer takes place. The peptides were positioned manually
so that their initial orientation relative to the membrane is distributed beween 0° and 10° (10).

Lipid bilayer
We have started with a lipid bilayer based on previous published work (36, 37). The bilayer consists
in a DPPC patch in the gel-phase including initially 128 lipids and 3655 water molecules and
previously equilibrated in a 100 ns MD simulation (area per lipid = 0.645 ± 0.010 nm2) (available at
http://www.lce.hut.fi/research/polymer/downloads.shtml).
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Insertion of protein into bilayer
The peptides are being inserted in the bilayer using a method (15) aiming to generate a suitable
cavity in the interior of the lipid-bilayer, using the solvent-accessible surface of the protein as a
template during the course of a short steered molecular dynamics simulation (SMD) of a solvated
lipid membrane (1000 ps SMD run). This is achieved by a three-stages process: first, overlapping
water molecules are removed; then lipid molecules whose headgroups are located within 1.5 Å from
the peptide-row surface are removed; the peptide-lipid interface is optimized by applying repulsive
forces perpendicular to the peptide-row surface, to the remaining lipid atoms inside the volume
occupied by the protein surface until it is emptied, leaving 100 DPPC lipids and 3646 water
molecules in the box (17’053 atoms; Figure 1). After this, the peptide-row itself may then be
inserted, leading to a 1:20 peptide-lipid system. The system is being energy-minimized at each step
involving the addition or the removal of any molecular species (steepest descent algorithm).
Finally, the system is being equilibrated in successive short MD simulations (6 runs of 200 ps each)
were positions restraints are applied on the peptides and progressively decreased to zero.

The system was then either run for a 20ns-MD simulation in order to study the behaviour of the
protperties of the peptide-row model, or subjected to shorter steered MD simulations where forces
were applied on the cystein residues of one of the peptides.

Steered MD simulation
Forces are applied on the peptide through a virtual cantilever moving at a constant velocity along an
axis perpendicular to the membrane plane and passing through the peptide being pulled. One of the
extremities of the cantilever is bound to the peptide and the other is moved away from the peptide
along the pulling-axis. The virtual cantilever is a harmonic spring characterized by a spring constant
defining its stiffness. It does not have any shape nor undergoes any hydrodynamic drag in the
simulation. The set-up is described in Figure 2, which provides a schematic representation of the
set-up used for the AFM-pulling simulation leading to the computation of a force-extension profile
similar to the one experimentally measured.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the simulation box used for the equilibration of the peptide row and the
20ns-MD simulation. The peptide row is shown to highlight the presence of 5 WALPC peptides.
DPPC lipids: green; Peptide: Cyan; Tryptophan residues: Purple; Cystein residues: Yellow; Water:
Red & White.

Figure 2: Schematic representation of a single peptide molecule subjected to the force generated by
a virtual spring to which it is linked and where the other extremity of the spring is moving at a
constant speed. The molecule undergoes an increasing pulling force until it readjusts its position
relative to the virtual spring. This set-up is used to simulate AFM-experiments in which a single
peptide is being extracted from a lipid bilayer.
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Various cantilever stiffness – 16.67 N/m, 1.67 N/m, 0.17 N/m and 0.07 N/m – and pulling-rate –
1.25 Å/ps, 0.125 Å/ps, 0.0125 Å and 0.0063 Å/ps – were simulated, as well as up to three different
peptides were pulled in order to gain some insight for the intrinsic variability of the model. This
lead to steered MD simulations ranging from 70 ps to 17ns in which the AFM-pulling of one
peptide is simulated. For these particular simulations, a larger box was required to simulate the
extraction of the peptide out of the membrane. The lipid-peptide equilibrated bilayer was transferred
in a larger simulation box containing 12’070 molecules of water (42’325 atoms; Figure 3). This new
simulation box was subjected to steepest-descent energy minimization before the AFM-pulling
simulation takes place.

Figure 3: Illustration of the simulation box used for AFM-pulling simulation, before and after the
pulling. The peptide row is shown from profile. DPPC lipids: green, Peptide: Cyan, Tryptophan
residues: Purple, Cystein residues: Yellow, Water: Red & White.
The figures were generated either with VMD (19) for the molecular views or xmgrace for the
graphics.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Simulation of WALPC in a gel-phase DPPC bilayer
Assessment of the molecular model
The molecular model for the aggregation of the peptides was based on all the experimental data
available, including the composition of the samples used for AFM study (one peptide for 20 DPPC
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lipids), as well as spectroscopic data regarding the relative orientation of interacting peptides, where
it was shown that WALP peptide dimmers aggregate forming anti-parallel dimmers (10, 48). It also
includes information from AFM imaging studies (44, 45) of WALP peptides, which have shown the
presence of line patterns suggesting the formation of peptide-lines separated by a few lipids.
Therefore, a row of five peptides aligned in alternating orientation was chosen as to model the
WALPC peptide in a bilayer.
In order to test the model was properly equilibrated, a 20 ns MD simulation was set-up. A visual
inspection of the simulation box (Figure 4) indicates that the peptide row remains intact during the
simulation and no distortion in its shape. The bilayer remains intact, neither being distorted. The
temperature, the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the system and the secondary structure of
the peptides were monitored during the simulation as an indication of convergence of the hydrated
lipid-protein system. The temperature average was constant at 299.85 ± 1.64 K and the RMSD
(Figure 5) shows an increase from 0 to 0.3 nm before oscillating between 0.25 and 0.35 nm. This
range of value, which could be considered high for the crystal structure of a globular protein, is
reasonable for a system made of five peptides free to move and change their relative orientation
within the bilayer. Another features indicating the system is stable is that the secondary structure of
all the peptides remained unchanged on the 20 ns time-scale of the calculation (Figure 6).

Figure 4: Snapshots of the 20ns-MD simulation of WALPC, illustrating the stability of the peptiderow model on a 20 ns time-scale.
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Figure 5: RMSD of the WALPC peptide-row. The relatively high values are due to the intrinsic
flexibility of the peptide aggregates, where the peptides are free to move relatively to each other,
resulting in the frequent reorientation of the peptides relative to the membrane plane.

Figure 6: Secondary structure of the five WALPC peptides simulated over 20ns, showing five stable
α-helical structures, one for each peptide, which is 23 residues long. The extremities of the helices
tend to be more mobile and not showing any secondary structure.
Orientation of the transmembrane peptide in the bilayer
In order to illustrate the mobility of the peptides in the aggregate, the tilt angle of the peptide
located in the middle of the row (peptide on which most the AFM-pulling are simulated from) is
displayed as a function of time in Figure 7, showing the α-helix can change its orientation up to 20°
relative to an axis perpendicular to the bilayer plane within 20 ns. It also that the average tilt angle is
10.7 ± 3.8°, which is a reasonable value compare to previous NMR studies on similar peptide in
fluid bilayers (8, 9, 46).
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Figure 7: Tilt angle of the peptide located in the middle of the peptide row, illustrating of the
flexibility of the peptide-row model (Average: 10.7 ± 3.8°). Other peptides show similar
behaviours.
Surface analysis of the bilayer
From previous AFM imaging study of WALP peptide in gel-phase DPPC bilayer (45), a deep
comprised between 1 to 3 Å compare to the average membrane surface was observed for WALP23
(slightly deeper for WALP16), suggesting the peptides aggregate or induce changes in the packing
of the lipids in the vicinity of the peptides. Similar behaviour is observed for WALPC peptide in
DPPC bilayer (Contera et al., personal communication).
Although both the time-scale and size of the system used in this MD would not allow spotting
changes in the lipid-phase, it is possible to compare the distances between the average surface of the
membrane and the extremities of the peptides. Two different approaches for estimating the
averaged-distance were used. The first method is based on a comparison between the coordinates of
the lipid phosphate group and the coordinates of the peptides extremities (centre of mass of the last
residues). The average distance between the two groups on each side of the membrane is 1.67 ±
0.71 Å. Another way to estimate the distance between the membrane surface and the peptide is to
compute the membrane density profile. The density profile shows the distance between the
maximum of density for the phosphate groups from the lipids and the maximum of density for the
peptide to be ~8 Å, which probably is over-estimating the distance, considered that the maxima of
the peptide density profile correspond the average position of the tryptophan residues (the heaviest
side-chain in the peptide). On the other hand, the distance between the points where the density
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curves for both the phopsphate group and the peptide increase and where it become possible to
encounter a member of these group is ~3 Å. Therefore based on the density profile, the distance
between the membrane surface and the peptides extremities is less than 8 Å but more than 2 Å, and
subjected to the local condition of the sample. Altogether, this leads to a picture compatible with
AFM imaging data.

Figure 8: Density profile of the membrane. From this profile, it is expected that the peptides form
ridge comprised between 3–8 Å (from the distances between the maximums of the phosphate
groups (PO4) and the peptide distribution curves).

Simulation of a single AFM-pulling curve
Choice of the pulling parameters
The loading rate (in pN/s) is the speed by which the cantilever moves away from the sample
multiplied by the spring constant of the cantilever and is commonly used as the parameter use to
compare pulling event conducted with different pulling-rate or cantilever stiffness.

In the example presented here, the simulation the unfolding/extraction of a single WALP peptide
was achieved using a spring constant of 0.167 N/m for the virtual cantilever stiffness and a pulling
rate of 0.0125 Å/ps (or 1.25 m/s or 105-106 times faster than experimentally), resulting in a loading
rate of loading rate = 2.1·1011 pN/s. The cantilever stiffness chosen is similar to the stiffness
available experimentally. Furthermore, the pulling-rate ensures the simulation can be completed in a
reasonable computation-time. The temperature during the SMD was constant at 299.94 ± 1.06 K.
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Experimentally AFM-pulling of WALP23 out of a DPPC bilayer has been studied. The
experimental conditions the closest to the simulation, in term of loading rate, are 2.5·105 pN/s
(cantilever spring constant = ~0.025 N/m and pulling rate = 10 µm/s (17)), giving a force
distribution range of 75-1000 pN, with the most likely value at 100 pN. The 7.9ns-MD simulation
presented here (2.1·1011 pN/s) exhibits a maximum force at ~700 pN (Figure 11). The comparison
between the maximum forces obtained in the simulations and the experiments shows that, although
the timescale between simulation and experiment are very different, they share a similar order of
magnitude. This suggests that the 5 to 6 orders of magnitude difference in pulling-rate does not
affect the unfolding/extraction pathway of the peptide as much as it could have been anticipated.
Structural analysis
The unfolding and pulling of the peptide out of the membrane was followed using various type of
analysis in order to identify the structural events taking place during the AFM-pulling and which
influence the force-extension profile and the order in which they take place. A force is applied on
the cystein residue of the third peptide of the model (Cys48), leading to the extraction of the
peptide.
A visual inspection of the MD trajectory of the pulled-peptide allows identifying various structural
events, 15 of them were gathered in Table 1 with a short description and highlighted in the figures
illustrating the simulated AFM-pulling.
The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) (Figure 9) indicates four stages in the pulling of the
peptide. From 0 to ~800 ps (RMSD is ~0.1 nm), the force is building and nothing happen to the
peptide. Then, from ~800 ps until ~5000 ps, the peptide unfold rather slowly, with its residues on
the side which is not directly pulled out of the membrane, remaining immobile (RMSD increases
from ~0.1 nm to ~0.6 nm). The slow unfolding is followed by a rapid collapse of the helix, followed
by the extension of the peptiditic-chain. The unfolding kinetic is highlighted by the secondarystructure plot (Figure 10). Simultaneously the peptide starts moving slowly through the bilayer from
~5000 ps to ~6000 ps and is characterized by a rise in the RMSD, moving from ~0.6 to ~1.3 nm.
The last stage consists in the extended peptidic-chain moving an increasing velocity through the
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bilayer. This stage is characterized by a constant RMSD at ~1.3 nm indicating the peptide only
undergoes translational or rotational motions leaving its overall conformation rather unaffected
(From 6 ns to the end of the simulation).

Figure 9: RMSD of the peptide extracted from the peptide bilayer during the simulation of an AFMpulling with a 0.167 N/m cantilever moving at 0.0125 Å/ps resulting in a 7870ps MD simulations.
Some of the structural events are highlighted and described in Table 1.

Figure 10: Secondary structure of the peptides during the AFM-pulling simulations, showing four
stable α-helical peptides and the progressive unfolding of the pulled-peptide (the peptide in the
middle of the peptide-row, residue 47 to 69 on this plot), while its neighbours remain unaffected.
The figure shows the acceleration of the unfolding of the helix with time, suggesting that the shorter
α-helix is destabilized compare to a larger one.
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Table 1: Summary of collision, unfolding and stretching events taking place during the AFMPulling. The residue ID are indicated both in reference to the simulation box (5 peptides and 115
residues) and between bracket in reference to the peptide sequence (1 peptide, 23 residues).
Time
#
Description
[ ps ]
1

720

Start of unfolding the helix: hydrogen-bond of residue Ala 49
breaks. From 720 to 800 the unwound residues extend (Ala3).

2

1200

Unfolding a second residue: Gly50 (Gly4).

3

1450

Unfolding a third residue: Ala51 (Ala5).

4

1700

From 1600 ps to 1700 ps, the unwound residues are being extended.

5

1950

Unfolding a fourth residue: Trp52 (Trp6).

6

2950

From 2000 ps to 2940 ps, Trp52 (Trp6) collides with Trp residue of
a neighboured helix, preventing unfolding of the helix. At 2950 ps,
the helix unfolds at the level of Trp53 (Trp7), whose side-chain still
interact with the lipids.

7

4050

Leu54 (Leu8) residue unfolds and the side-chain of Trp52 (Trp6)
residue moves out of bilayer.

8

4800

From 4070 ps to 4800 ps, four more residues unfold from Ala55
(Ala9) to Leu58 (Leu12).

9

5050

The side-chain of Trp53 (Trp7) residue moves out of bilayer and
the unfolding rate increases, several residues simultaneously
unfolding at the same time.

10

5200

From 5200 ps to 5350 ps, the remaining helix collapses, and the
peptide extends quickly.

11

5600

The peptidic chain moves slowly through the membrane, with the
Trp67 (Trp21) and Trp68 (Trp22) residues colliding with the sidechains of the leucine residues of the neighbour helices, at the same
time the peptide chain is further extended.

12

7000

The side-chains of Trp67 (Trp21) reaches the middle of bilayer and
the peptidic chain is fully extended - almost straight.

13

7500

Collision between the side-chains of Trp68 (Trp22) from the
peptide being pulled and a Trp residue from one of the
neighbourhood peptides.

14

7700

After Trp68 (Trp22) overtakes the Trp residues of the other peptide,
the pulled-peptide starts to move quickly out of the membrane.

15

7870

Peptide moves out of the lipid bilayer.
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Figure 11 shows the force-extension profile obtained from the SMD simulations. The x-axis is
either the position of the virtual cantilever along the pulling axis (black) or the position of Cys48
(second residue - Cys2 - in the third peptide in the model) on which the pulling-force is applied
(red). The y-axis is the pulling-force itself. The force-extension profile shows the presence of two
successive maxima. From the trajectory, they can easily be interpreted as the peptide unfolding (zcoordinate 0 to 4 nm for Cys48, or 0 to 7.2 nm for the cantilever, until marker no.11) followed by
the extension and the extraction of the peptidic-chain out of the bilayer (z-coordinate 4 to 6.3 nm for
Cys48, or 7.2 to 10.3 nm for the cantilever, marker no.14). Smaller peaks can be interpreted as
either unfolding event or side-chain collision between the pulled-peptide and its neighbours (Table
1).
The position of the peptide can also be followed as a function of time. Figure 12 illustrates the
trajectory followed by both the virtual cantilever (black) and Cys48 (red) along the pulling-axis.
The distance between the two curves is directly proportional to the measured force and related by
the equation F = k·∆x, where ∆x is the distance between Cys48 and the cantilever along the pullingaxis.
Experimentally, the pulling-length measured for the cantilever is close to 8 nm (7.5 ± 1.5 nm) (17),
closer to the force-profile as determined for Cys48 than for the virtual cantilever. The longer path
for the cantilever comes from the distortions in its length induced by the fast pulling-rate a
systematic study of the influence of the cantilever stiffness shows that the pulling length indicated
by the cantilever depends on both its stiffness and the pulling-rate applied (see next section).
However, it cannot be shorter than the distance covered by Cys48 during its extraction from the
bilayer.
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Figure 11: AFM Force-extension profile simulated with a 0.167 N/m cantilever moving at 0.0125
Å/ps resulting in a 7870 ps MD simulations. Some of the structural events are highlighted and
describe in Table 1. To eliminate the fast fluctuations, the pulling force was smoothed through
averaging (3’9350’000 points were computed during the SMD, finally averaged to 7870 points).

Figure 12: Positions along the pulling axis for Cys48, and the cantilever, during the peptideextraction. Some of the structural events are highlighted and described in Table 1. The plot shows
that a distortion between the position of the cantilever and the cystein-residue. The difference in the
position of these two results in the applied force, since the two position are linked through the
equation of a harmonic spring.
The trajectory can also be described from the point of view of the peptide extension, which first
increase at the rate the peptide is unfolded (up to marker no.9), then extended (from marker no.9 to
no.11), before the peptidic chain moves through the bilayer and the stress on the peptide partially
relaxed (from marker no.11 to no.15). Interestingly, the maximum extension of the peptide is not
reached when the maximum force is applied on Cys48, but a little bit later (between marker no.10
and no.11), indicating a short reaction-delay for the peptide.
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Figure 13: Peptide end-to-end distance during the simulated AFM-pulling. Molecular events are
highlighted and described in Table 1. While the coordinate of Cys48 continuously increase during
the pulling (see Figure 9), the peptide length stays constant during several time intervals and can
even retract (between event 5 and 6). The length of the peptide is ~33 Å long when folded in an ahelix and up to ~67 Å when unfolded and dragged through the bilayer.
Importance of tryptophan residues
In the process of pulling the peptide out, some residues play a more outstanding role than others.
This is the case of the tryptophan residues at two stages of the process. First Trp52 (Trp6) and
Trp53 (Trp7) are able to prevent or slow down the unfolding, as described for the observed
structural events no.6, no.7 and no.9. The effect is mainly carried out through interaction with the
side-chains of other Tryptophan residues from neighbouring peptides and by interacting with polar
group of the lipids. In a second stage, Trp67 (Trp21) and Trp68 (Trp22) play an important role
anchoring the unfolded peptidic-chain in the bilayer, slowing it down from moving across the
bilayer (see marker no.12, no.13 and no.14). This role is carried again through the interactions with
other bulky tryptophan side-chains from the neighbouring peptides and through collision with the
leucine side-chains from the neighbouring peptides. This results into either in the need of increasing
the time necessary to extract the peptide and thus allowing time for the bulky side-chains to
rearrange and find another pathway (as observed in event no.6), or in the need of increasing the
applied pulling-force to apply, and thus forcing its way through (as observed in shorted simulations
where stronger forces are applied).
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Limitation of the technique
As shown in the previous sections, SMD has the ability to simulate a single force-extension profile
curve, provided a reasonable molecular model can be provided. The limitation of the technique lays
for one part in the fast pulling rate applied and the sample variability, leading to the necessity of
repeating the extraction 1000 times or more in order to gain a correct estimation of the most-likely
pulling-force – the relevant thermodynamic quantity. At the moment, such a task would require
more computational power than it can reasonably be provided in a research laboratory.

Systematic study of AFM-pulling parameters
This section is about the systematic study of the pulling parameters and how they do affect the
pulling of the WALPC peptide out of the bilayer. A series of 12 SMDs ranging from 70 ps up to
16.5 ns and covering more than three orders of magnitude for the pulling-rate and the spring
constant of the virtual cantilever. The various SMD conditions are summarized in Table 2.
From Table 2, it can be seen that, at constant spring constant, the time needed to simulate the AFMpulling of the peptide does not increase linearly with the pulling-rate, but slower. This behaviour is
observed for the four spring constant (Kd) use in this study.

Table 2: Pulling-time as a function of the spring constant Kd and pulling-rate.
Kd
Pulling Time
[N/m]
[ ps ]
0.06
0.167
1.667

Pulling Rate
[ Å / ps ]

16.67

1.25

310

182

80

70

0.125

1960

1135

680

670

0.0125

N.A.

7870

6000

5630

0.00625

N.A.

N.A.

16465

N.A.
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Figure 14: Effect of the loading-rate on the maximum force observed during the peptide unfolding
and extraction out of its bilayer. Green: measured on WALP23 in gel-phase DPPC as published in
(17) ; Red: calculated on WALPC23 in gel-phase DPPC. The same asymptotic behaviour with a
rapid increase of the unfolding force with the loading rate is observed, as previously described for
the unfolding of soluble protein (42). The standard deviation for the different points are omitted in
the figure, but can range up to ~200 pN for simulations and up to ~12 pN for the experiments.
Interestingly the Standard deviation seems to increase together with the loading rate and the
unfolding force.
From various combinations of parameters used in the twelve simulations, seven different loading
rate can be extracted. Figure 14 (red) displays the maximum force observed in the different
simulations (or averaged maximum force when several simulations were conducted for a same
loading rate) as a function of the loading rate. For a comparison, the values obtained experimentally
for WALP23 with the same gel-phase DPPC (17) are displayed in green on the same figure. The
figure suggests two different regimes, with a sharp increase in the maximum force when a certain
loading rate level is obtained. The figure shows lot of similarity with a similar figure representing
the unfolding of a soluble protein titin-Ig (42). The main difference with the soluble protein is the
slope of the asymptote, which seems to results from the properties of the systems themselves.

The results from the systematic study of the effect of the spring constant and the pulling-rate on the
calculated force profile are displayed on Figure 15, showing the maximum force observed during
the unfolding of the peptide increases with the loading rate applied as reported previously, both
experimentally (13, 14, 42) and calculated for soluble proteins (7).
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Important distortions between the position of the pulled residue (Cys48) and the virtual cantilever
arise are when the amplitude of the applied force increase. For obvious reason related with its kd, a
stiffer cantilever induces less distortion in the force-extension profile than a soft cantilever. This has
some importance relative to the information carried through the cantilever, which at high pullingrate and low spring constant appear to be an almost featureless straight line. Transposed to slower
pulling-rates used experimentally, such distortions should be weaker and most probably negligible.
Nevertheless, a stiffer cantilever might still provide force-profiles where with more features than a
very soft cantilever.

Figure 15: Effect of the pulling-rate on the force-extension profile for two Kd (1.667 N/m and 0.167
N/m).
The intrinsic variability within the molecular model used for the various SMD has been probed for
three different peptides out of five (helix II, III and IV) of the peptide-row at three different pulling
rate (1.25, 0.125 and 0.0125 Å/ps) with a spring constant of 1.667 N/m, showing a variability of
about 10 to 15% for the maximum observed force. Shifts in the position and the force-intensity
maxima are observed and due to small differences between the conformation and relative
disposition of the peptides, leading to different protein–protein interactions, more specifically, the
way the side-chains collide with each other. The positions where the maximum force is observed is
also shifted by up to ~1nm. Altogether, the variability obtained by pulling three neighbour-peptides,
sharing a similar environment suggests the randomness observed in the force profile comes directly
from the randomness of the distribution for the side-chains orientation within the peptides.
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Figure 16: Estimation of the intrinsic sample variability for three different pulling-rates (1.25, 0.125
and 0.0125 Å/ps from left to right) for three out of five peptides present in the peptide-row. Kd is
1.667 N/m.

CONCLUSION
MD and SMD provide a useful insight into the interpretation of atomic force microscopy, both for
imaging and pulling. In the case of AFM-pulling experiments, SMD can provide both a qualitative
insight in the effect of the pulling-parameters on the force-extension profile measured with the
AFM. The limitation of the technique resides in the statistical nature of the non-bonded interactions,
which requires the pulling experiments to be repeated by a large number (more than 100), in order
to provide a correct estimation of the most probable force necessary to break the interaction. The
simulation of such a property would require more computational power than reasonably available at
this time. Nevertheless, it provides a useful interpretation of the force-extension profile gathered by
atomic force microscopy, suggesting which part of the peptides or process molecular process lead to
the force-extension profile as observed.
This contribution supports the conclusion from Ganchev that the bilayer interface region plays an
important role in stable integration of transmembrane α-helices in membranes. In addition we
suggest that Trp – Trp interactions (side-chain collision and electrostatic interactions) as well as Trp
lipid interaction (electrostatic interactions) play a critical role in the anchoring of the peptide in the
membrane.
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Abstract

Vpu is an 81-residue membrane-protein with a single transmembrane segment

that is encoded by HIV-1 and is involved in the enhancement of virion release via formation of an
ion channel. Cyclohexamethylene amiloride (Hma) has been shown to inhibit ion channel activity.
In the present 12 ns simulation study a putative binding site of Hma blockers in a pentameric model
bundle built of parallel aligned helices of the first 32 residues of Vpu was found near Ser-23. Hma
orientates along the channel axis with its alkyl ring pointing inside the pore, which leads to a
blockage of the pore.

INTRODUCTION
Vpu is an 81 amino acid protein encoded by HIV-1 with a high degree of sequence conservation
(47). Its function in the life cycle of HIV-1 is twofold: (i) to interact with CD4 in the endoplasmic
reticulum to initiate the ubiquinine-mediated degradation of the CD4–Vpu complex and (ii) to
enhance particle release at the site of the plasma membrane altering the electrochemical gradient via
ion channel formation by homo–oligomerisation (33) in the lipid membrane. Whilst the first
function is fairly established, the second is still open to debate (28). It is still not unambiguously
established whether ion channel activity is an intrinsic property of Vpu. If so, then a selective
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blocker needs to be found to give proof, which has been reported using the derivatives of amiloride
(Am) (16). There are reasonably good structural data available to permit generation of molecular
models of Vpu (for an overview see (8, 18)), in which there is a helical transmembrane (TM)
domain followed by a larger cytoplasmic domain with a helix–loop–helix–helix/turn motif. Such
models can be used in molecular dynamics simulations to investigate the mechanism of function
and also to initiate computational blocker (leading possibly to drug) screening and development.

This study is based on recent findings cyclohexamethylene amiloride (Hma) but not amiloride (Am)
itself, blocks channel activity of both a peptide corresponding to the TM segment of Vpu and fulllength Vpu when reconstituted into lipid bilayers (16). A homo-pentameric bundle based on the first
32 amino acids of Vpu in a helical motif has been generated. Simulations in the presence of the
blocker aim to shed light on: (i) what is the site of action for the blocker with the protein, (ii)
whether the blocker affect the integrity of the bundle, and (iii) what is the most favourable
conformation adopted by the blocker. Calculations have been performed with Am as the non-potent
blocker for comparison. Two different protonation states for each blocker have been simulated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Model building
A pentameric Vpu TM bundle based on the first 32 amino acids of Vpu (HV1H2), QPIPIVAIVA10
LVVAIIIAIV20 VWSIVIIEYR30 KI, was generated with the program X-Plor 3.1 (9) based upon a
protocol described in detail elsewhere (11, 26). This protocol generates symmetrical arrangements
of five α-helices and was based on a simulated annealing (SA) procedure with short molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations. The initial inter-helical distance was set to 0.94 nm. During a first
stage, which involves the simulated annealing, five structures were generated based on van der
Waals interactions. In the next stage (stage 2) each of these five structures was used as a starting
point for the consecutive steps, which take electrostatic interactions into account. At the end 25
structures were obtained. Inter-helical root mean square deviation (RMSD) values were calculated
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for each bundle and the bundle with the lowest average RMSD (i.e. the most symmetrical) was
selected.
The structures of Am (3,5-diamino-6-chloro-N-(diaminomethylene)-pyrazinecarboxamide) and
Hma (5-(N,N-hexamethylene) amiloride ) in both a deprotonated (AM, HMA) and a protonated
state (proton at the guanidinium group, AM+, HMA+), were generated by applying DS Viewer Pro
5.0 (Accelerys) and were consequently used in the AutoDock software (34) to locate the putative
binding site of the blockers with Vpu. In total 10 runs were performed with 30’000 energy
minimization steps. Thereby the conformation of the bundle was kept rigid, whilst the blocker was
allowed to be flexible. All structures located the energetically most favourable site within the pore
close to the serine residues. From a total of 200 putative docking conformations, the one closest to
one of the serines was chosen for MD simulations. The respective blockers were then placed inside
the pore. Overlapping water molecules were removed. The system was then subject to a 300-ps
equilibration keeping only the position restraints on the backbone of the protein. The topology of
each of the blockers was determined by manually adapting the output of PRODRG (45) for the
force field GROMOS43a2.

MD simulations
The in-silico bundle was placed in a lipid bilayer consisting of 96 lipid molecules (1-palmitoyl-2oleoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphatidyl-choline, POPC) in which a hole, already generated by removing
enough lipids to avoid any overlap with the bundle, was present (19). The bilayer–bundle system
was consequently solvated with 40 water molecules per lipid to give a system of around 20 000
atoms per experiment. As each helix has a net charge of +1, five chloride ions (six in the presence
of the protonated blocker) were also added to compensate for any extra charge within the simulation
box. The solvated system was equilibrated for 300 ps with the peptide restrained, followed by the
production phase of fully unrestrained 12-ns MD simulation.
For MD Simulations GROMACS v3.1.4 software was used. Simulations were run at 300 K in an
isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT). Periodic boundaries were present and a Berendsen
temperature and pressure coupling were chosen to keep these parameters constant. The time step for
the simulation is 2 fs. A LINCS algorithm is used to maintain the geometry of the molecules. Long-
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range electrostatics were calculated with the particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method using standard
GROMACS parameters: grid dimensions 0.12 nm, interpolation order 4. Double counting
correction for short-range forces was applied. Lennard-Jones and short-range coulomb interactions
were cut off at 1.1 and 0.9 nm, respectively. The simple point charge water model (7) was used to
describe the water in the simulation box. Simulations were performed on a Dell Precision 420 with
a dual Pentium III 1GHz processor or on a Dell Precision 330 with a Pentium IV 1.5 GHz. The pore
radii were calculated using HOLE2 (41) with radii not being considered if larger than 1.0 nm.

RESULTS
The site of Am–Vpu interaction and that of its derivative Hma with Vpu has been elucidated by a
docking approach. Independent of the number of TM helices the most likely binding site proposed
for both blockers is around Ser-23 (Fig. 1, top pictures). At the starting structure, the guanidinium
group of each of the blockers is pointing towards the serine residues of the bundle. At the end of the
simulations the blockers remain at the site of Ser-23. A view down the pore from the C- to the Nterminus reveals that both Am (Fig. 1A) and Hma (Fig. 1B) stay in contact with two helices most of
the time (Fig. 1, bottom pictures). Independent of the protonation state, Am seems to allow more
space within the pore for water or ions to pass through than Hma.

The protein
The RMSD of the backbone atoms for each of the simulated pentamers, without blocker and in the
presence of either AM+ (Fig. 2A) or HMA+ (Fig. 2B), remains below 0.35 nm with respect to their
initial conformation. The presence of AM and AM+ does not have any impact on the RMSD. In
both cases the curve can hardly be distinguished from the bundle without blocker. In the presence of
HMA the bundles shows some deviation from the bundle without blocker. Over a time span of the
first 6 ns the values for the bundle with either of the blockers are slightly higher than the bundle
without blocker. After another 6 ns the bundle with the HMA+ remains approximately 0.05 nm
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higher than the values for the bundle without blocker. The RMSD for the bundle with the HMA
approaches the values of the plain bundle.

Figure 1 Representation of the pentameric bundle of the TM part of Vpu in the presence of AM+
(light grey, van der Waals representa-tion) in a side view (upper panel) and view from the Cterminus into the pore (lower panel) (A). The peptide bundles are shown as ribbons (black).
Tryptophans and serines are highlighted as sticks (grey scale is used). Lipid and water molecules are
omitted for clarity. HMA+ (light grey) is shown in the same way (B).
The averaged root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) per residue (data not shown) of the bundle is
indicative of a larger deviation of more than 0.3 nm for residues on the C-terminal end than on the
N-terminal end. This is in common for all the simulations independent of the presence of the
blocker and its protonation state and indicative of a loss of helicity (DSSP analysis, data not shown)
(14). For the membrane spanning amino acids, the fluctuation is below 0.15 nm.
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Figure 2 RMSD of the Cα traces for the pentameric bundle without blocker (black line), and in the
presence of protonated (diamonds) and deprotonated (circles) blockers. Amiloride (A) and HMA
(B).
The presence of either of the blockers in the deprotonated state does not have a major impact on the
overall structure of the bundle. The averaged tilt angle for the bundle without blocker is about 5.8 ±
2.7°, whilst the values for the bundles in the presence of the deprotonated blockers do not exceed
11.0 ± 4.1°. AM+ and HMA+ induce larger averaged tilt angles of 19.6 ± 3.5° and 14.9 ± 7.5°,
respectively. Changes for the average kink-angle and cross-angle are small but significant (with a
confidence interval of 99.99 %) indicating that the blockers do affect the properties of the bundle.
The average inter-helical distance of the helices does not appear to change in the presence of any of
the blockers.
The pore is divided into three areas to refine the analysis of the effect of the blockers on the pore,
the N-terminal (residues 1–11), middle (residues 12–22) and the C-terminal sections (residues 23–
32). Time-averages for both the averaged minimum radii have been computed for each of the
sections and are displayed in Table 1. Simulation of the bundle without any blocker reveals a
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minimum pore radius of 0.12 ± 0.06 nm for the C-terminal section. The simulation with AM+ shows
an opening of the bundle, with an average radius of 0.21 ± 0.05 nm. The same calculation, taking
into account the presence of the blocker and the consequent obstruction of the pore resulting from it,
allows computation of the apparent pore radius and reveals a slightly smaller radius of 0.20 ± 0.06
nm. HMA+ also induces a larger pore radius at this section of the bundle with values of 0.19 ± 0.06
nm (and for the apparent pore radius 0.18 ± 0.06 nm). The middle section remains almost
unaffected by the blockers. Average radii of 0.18 ± 0.03 nm (AM+) and 0.17 ± 0.03 nm (HMA+) are
close to the value for the bundle without any blocker at 0.18 ± 0.03 nm. However, the presence of
the blockers decreases the apparent radii to 0.14 ± 0.05 nm (for AM+) and 0.06 ± 0.04 nm (for
HMA+). The pore radius in the presence of HMA+ would not even allow for a single-file water
passage as found in gramicidin A (15, 39). Thus, HMA+ completely blocks the pore. At the Nterminal section, an average pore radius of 0.11 ± 0.04 nm is calculated without the presence of the
blocker in the pore. The presence of AM+ at the binding site is accompanied by a widening of up to
0.17 ± 0.04 nm for the N-terminal section. In the presence of HMA+ the pore narrows (0.13 ± 0.05
nm) compared to the simulations with an empty bundle.
Simulations with the blockers in a neutral state are also performed. Although this state is unlikely to
happen in nature, it allows us to gain more insight in the blocker–protein interactions by performing
'
impossible' virtual experiments. Removing the electrical charge on the guanidinium group
(deprotonated blockers) leads to an overall narrowing of the pore radii in all three sections (Table
1). The decrease of the pore opening is more pronounced for the simulations with AM, particularly
in the middle section with a radius: 0.14 ± 0.03 nm. For HMA, there is a widening of the pore radius
in the middle section (0.06 ± 0.04 nm C-terminal section, 0.16 ± 0.04 nm middle section, 0.09 ±
0.04 nm N-terminal section). In the middle section the apparent radii decrease to 0.08 ± 0.03 nm
and 0.07 ± 0.03 nm for AM and HMA, respectively. The two deprotonated blockers result in a
blocking of the C-terminal part with almost identical apparent radii of ~ 0.05 nm.
To summarize the results, AM+ and to a lesser extent HMA+, lead to a widening of both the C- and
N-terminal sections. In the presence of HMA+, the diameter of the N-terminal section is reduced
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compared to the simulations of Vpu bundle in the presence of AM+. HMA+ induces a '
funnel'like
shape in the pore, in addition to an almost complete obstruction of the middle section of the pore.
Simulating the unrealistic situation, where charges on the blockers are removed, leads to an overall
narrowing of the pore. The blocking resulting from the presence of HMA seems to occur mainly by
occlusion of the pore. These changes, although relatively small, are found to be significant at a
confidence level of 99.99%.
Water molecules are found only within the pore at the C-terminal end approaching the blockers
during the entire length of the simulations. Towards the N-terminal end, for which the pore is lined
by highly hydrophobic residues, no water molecules can be detected. The water molecules, which
are present when each of the models is built, escape from the pore during the 300-ps equilibration
step and do not re-enter the pore during the simulation.
Table 1 Averaged minimum pore radii of the pentameric bundle when divided into three sections:
the C-terminal (C), middle (M) and N-terminal (N) sections.
C(nm)
M (nm)
N (nm)
Vpu
0.12 ± 0.06
0.18 ±0.03
0.11 ±0.04
Bundle (+AMþ)
0.21 ±0.05
0.18 ±0.02
0.17 ±0.04
Bundle+AMþ
0.20 ±0.06
0.14 ±0.05
0.17 ±0.04
Bundle (+HMAþ)
0.19 ±0.06
0.17 ±0.03
0.13 ±0.05
Bundle+HMAþ
0.18 ±0.06
0.06 ±0.04
0.13 ±0.06
Bundle (+AM)
0.05 ±0.03
0.14 ±0.03
0.09 ±0.03
Bundle+AM
0.05 ±0.03
0.08 ±0.03
0.09 ±0.03
Bundle (+HMA)
0.06 ±0.04
0.16 ±0.04
0.09 ±0.04
Bundle+HMA
0.05 ±0.04
0.07 ±0.03
0.08 ±0.04
Each segment is of equal length (approximately 12 amino acids). Minimum pore
radii were averaged over the entire length of each simulation. The apparent radii
are calculated with (e.g. bundle+HMA+) and without (e.g. bundle (+HMA+))
considering the blockers in the pore.

The blocker
The RMSD values for AM and AM+ (data not shown) do not exceed 0.15 nm within the duration of
the simulation. The RMSD values for the HMA and HMA+ remain around 0.15 nm, with a larger
fluctuation for the latter (0.1 nm < RMSD < 0.2 nm). The larger values and spread are due to the
flexible hexamethylene ring of the AM derivative. These values are within the range of values
obtained for K+ channel blocker toxins simulated in aqueous solution (23). In addition, the RMSFs
of the individual atoms of the blockers support this result. The central body of Am (a 3,4,6substituted pyrazine ring) and Hma remain fairly rigid (RMSF < 0.1 nm) independent of the
protonation state of the blockers. Only the hydrogen atoms of the amino groups of the pyrazine ring
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show an RMSF slightly above 0.1 nm. For both blockers the hydrogen atoms of the guanidinium
group show the largest fluctuations (> 0.1 nm). Overall, the curves are very similar for both
blockers when compared to similar atoms with lower values for all atoms in the protonated blocker.
The atoms of the hexamethylene ring in Hma are seen to fluctuate around 0.1 nm. The protonation
state does not effect the fluctuation of this part of the molecule.
The different conformations generated during the MDs for all the four blockers tested were
clustered using a full linkage algorithm, with a cut-off of 0.03 nm for amiloride and 0.04 nm for
Hma. In the case of AM, this means that molecules with an RMSD smaller than 0.03 nm relative to
all the existing members of a cluster will belong to this cluster. Cluster analysis reveals the most
populated conformation for each of the blockers (Fig. 3). AM+ (Fig. 3A) and AM (Fig. 3B) spend
96.0 % and 87.9 %, respectively, of their time in this conformation. For HMA+ (Fig. 3C) and HMA
(Fig. 3D) the values are 95.1 % and 91.5 %, respectively. For the protonated blockers, the carbonyl
group linked to the guanidinium group points towards the primary amine group of the pyrazine ring.
Deprotonation of the blockers reveals a conformational change in the blocker so that the amine part
of the guanidinium group is now pointing to the primary amine group of the pyrazine ring.
The AM+ forms on average 1.3 hydrogen bonds with water molecules during the simulation. The
threshold for hydrogen bonding was A–H < 2.5 Å and an angle A–H–D < 60°, with A defining the
acceptor, D the donor. The number of hydrogen bonds indicates that, on average, more than one
hydrogen bond is formed between the blocker and the solvent. About 0.82 hydrogen bonds are
formed with the side chains of the serine residues and about 0.19 hydrogen bonds with the backbone
of the peptide. Barely any hydrogen bonds are formed with the tryptophan side chains. For the AM,
the total number of hydrogen bonds is reduced in the following order: serine side chain (0.42),
solvent (0.14), almost no interactions with the backbone (0.08) and tryptophans (0.00). For HMA+,
the water molecules are also the most frequent hydrogen-bond contacts with the blocker (1.7),
followed by hydrogen bonding to the serine side chains (0.77) and tryptophan (0.26). For HMA, the
overall averaged number of hydrogen bonds is also lower than for HMA+. Hydrogen bonding with
the side chains of the serines (0.33), the solvent (0.25) and the backbone (0.22) are all less frequent
than for the protonated blocker. Tryptophans are no longer significantly involved in hydrogen-
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bonds with HMA (0.02). As a result, AM+ interacts mainly with the serine side-chains, whilst
HMA+ also interacts with the tryptophans.

Figure 3 Most frequently occupied conformations of AM (A: protonated, B: deprotonated) and
HMA (C: protonated, D: deprotonated).
Am remains with its long axis almost parallel to the membrane plane independent of its protonation
state: 5.3 ± 23.3° protonated, 8.6 ± 51.8° deprotonated. The large standard deviation is due to the
frequent reorientation of the blocker. Rotational motion around the membrane normal (z-axis), in
the plane of the membrane (x-y plane) is indicated by oscillations in the range of ± 40° for AM+.
Hma, however is more likely to orientate itself out of the membrane plane towards the membrane
normal: 43.0 ± 11.8° protonated, 11.3 ± 12.7° deprotonated. The hexamethylene ring orientates
itself towards the hydrophobic N terminal end of the bundle. The lower standard deviation is
indicative for a relatively narrow band of possible orientations held for a relatively long time during
the simulations. HMA+ screens for the hydrophobic area of the pore with its hydrophobic methylene
ring. Rotation around the membrane normal is restricted to slight fluctuations around -15° for
HMA+.

DISCUSSION
In a recent publication (16) the blocking of either full-length Vpu and a peptide corresponding to the
TM segment of Vpu reconstituted into lipid membranes by Am derivatives has been demonstrated.
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Also the viral ion channel p7 from hepatitis C virus can be blocked by the Am derivative, Hma (38).
With the present investigations we aim to shed light on the mechanism of interaction between these
blockers and a Vpu bundle. The computational model of the bundle is based on the available
structural and functional information in the literature (for an overview see (8, 18).

Plausibility of the bundle model
There is computational and experimental evidence which supports a model where Vpu adopts a
pentameric oligomer-isation state. Early computational studies based on the TM part of Vpu were
performed with constrained pentameric and hexameric bundles (22). The potential energy profiles
of the interactions of a cation and an anion with the pore are in favour of the cation for the
pentameric bundle, which sup-ports the idea of a pentameric oligomerisation state of the bundle. In
an experimentally driven approach using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, a
pentameric bundle showed the lowest potential energy profile and matched most closely the
experimentally derived data, such as the tilt angle of the peptide inserted into lipid membranes (27).
Comparison of conductance data with model calculations excludes a tetrameric assembly and
supports the pentameric model (13). Furthermore, recent MD simulations show instabilities of
hexameric bundles of Vpu compared to pentameric bundles, which is interpreted as another
indication of the pentameric model as the working model (32).
The consideration of how to build bundles of Vpu has been discussed previously in detail elsewhere
(12). In brief, the serines point into the pore, which moves the tryptophans to the outside of the
bundle. The orientation of hydrophilic residues, such as serines, towards the pore is also established
for the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor [23,24]. The consequent position of the tryptophans in the
bundle model of Vpu has its experimental verification in the fact that helical membrane proteins,
such as bacteriorhodopsin (37, 40), as well as β-barrel pores, such as porins (36), have these amino
acids anchoring the protein within the membrane. The macroscopic analysis of the computational
bundles, such as the average tilt angles of the bundle, falls within the range found experimentally
(for an overview see (18)). The average tilt angle for the bundle without blocker (5.8 ± 2.7°) seems
to be lower than the most recent experimentally derived value of 13° from nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (35) and closer to the value derived from FTIR spectroscopy (6.5 ± 1.6°)
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(27). The differences may arise from the use of TM segments, which differ in length. The different
lipids used in the individual approaches and the con-sequent phase conditions they impose may also
account for the differences. The kink angle calculated from the present bundle structure, taking the
Cα-atoms of the residues Ile-16 to Ala-18 as centre points, is slightly lower compared to the
experimentally derived values (35). However, calculations of the kink angle for the extended model
Vpu1–52 as a single entity in the lipid bilayer (43) fit well with the experimentally derived data (35).
In the current model, the arginine residues point into the pore in such a way as to compensate the
selectivity for cations. However, the arginine side chain is very flexible and is able to occupy a large
conformational space by swinging in and out of the pore. In a kinked model, the arginine shows
large movements during the simulations (43). This flexibility might have an impact on the
electrostatic profile of the C-terminal mouth of the channel and its ion selectivity. As a consequence
anions could pass without being trapped by the positive charges. Glutamate and lysine, the other
charged residues present at the C-terminal end, are positioned at the outside of the bundle and are
proposed to be involved in clamping of the bundle (18). The clamp might be weak and permit a
dynamic behaviour of the bundle on a biologically relevant time scale. These dynamics could also
allow the flux of larger ions, such as phosphate ions, through the pore (17).
Consequently, the present model is a reasonably good model for the simulations on a Vpu bundle.
The missing water molecules within the pore towards the N-terminal end reflect the strong
hydrophobic character of this part of the TM segment combined with the small pore radius. Earlier
calculations using cut-o¡ radii for the treatment of electrostatic interactions revealed continuous
water columns within the pentameric bundle (13). Recent investigations of theoretical hydrophobic
pore models using PME calculations show that the presence of water in these pores is strongly
dependent on the pore radius and on membrane polarisation effects (1, 2, 5). In addition the
Lennard–Jones parameters of the water molecules (25) and the hydrophobic/hydrophilic character
of the walls with which the waters can interact affect the presence of water molecules (42).
Regarding the pore radius, below a certain threshold diameter water molecules would not pass
through a pore (2, 5). With increasing pore size, water will eventually pass in an intermittent way
(1, 2) or “avalanche-like fashion” (5). Simulations on longer time scales are needed to assess the
proper behaviour of the water molecules in confined geometries. A protein model from the
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mechanosensitive channel MscS, with a narrow hydrophobic part (hydrophobic lock) within the
pore similar to Vpu, also shows the escape or “dewetting” of this part of the pore (4). The Vpu
bundle model used might represent a proper bundle with a temporary state of low water content. It
is possible that the hydrophobic part contributes to the low conductance found for the peptide
corresponding to the TM segment of Vpu and reconstituted into lipid membranes (17, 35).

Plausibility of the blocker-protein binding site
Am is a molecule with a considerable number of hydrogen bond donor groups (amino functions)
capable of forming hydrogen bonds with hydrogen bond acceptors, such as the serines.
Consequently the C-terminal end of the Vpu bundle with the serines as putative hydrogen bond
acceptors should be a plausible binding site. In addition, the tryptophans, in an equilibrated bundle
model located at the helix/lipid interface, may also act as hydrogen bond acceptors. Glu-28, which
is located at the outside of the bundle and could be a hydrogen bond acceptor, has been found not to
interact with either blocker in a pure docking approach (C. Kim, V. Lemaitre, A. Watts, W. B.
Fischer, to be published). The positive charge of Arg-30 is pointing into the pore (at pH 7) and
seems to have only the chloride atom and the carbonyl oxygen atom of the blockers as putative
electrostatic counterparts.
With respect to the Am body, the same conclusion applies for Hma. The hydrophobic ring adds an
amphipathic character to the blocker. This hydrophobic part is involved in hydrophobic interactions
with hydrophobic residues of the bundle within the pore towards the N-terminal end. It should be
noted that molecules containing several methyl groups have been found to block voltage-gated
sodium channels from frog nerve axons independent of the overall size of the blockers (24). This
suggests that molecules carrying methyl groups or Hma with its hexamethylene ring share a
common blocking mechanism.

Experimentally and computationally derived evidence for a binding site and
binding geometry of amiloride and other blockers in ion channels
Hydrophobic interactions with parts of the channel adjacent to the AM binding site have been found
to increase the binding affinity of the blocker (21). For Am, a putative binding site in the Na+
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channel has been proposed to be approximately 20% within the transmembrane electrical field (20,
31) on the extracellular side (6). The orientation allows the guanidinium group to penetrate into the
pore (reviewed in (3)). A point mutation within the TM region replacing a crucial serine residue
also abolishes affinity for Am (46). Consequently, the binding site proposed, with the guanidinium
group in the vicinity of the serines of the putative pore of Vpu in the present study, is in agreement
with findings on the epithelial sodium channel.

Effect of hydrogen bonding
The protonated blockers are the physiologically relevant forms in aqueous solution. The positive
charge on the blockers has been removed in this study to evaluate the role of charge in the blocking
mechanism. The trend of the data for the protonated blockers parallel the data of the protonated
blockers with respect to their effect on the protein. Comparison of the blocker data shows
differences in conformation, larger fluctuation of the guanidinium group and less hydrogen bonding
for the deprotonated blockers. Deprotonation of the blocker results in a loss of hydrogen bond
formation with side chains (serines, tryptophan), backbone and water.
HMA+ also forms hydrogen bonds with tryptophan, with the consequence that this residue is moved
towards the blocker into the helix–helix interface and almost into the pore (Fig. 1B). AM+ and also
AM form fewer hydrogen bonds on suggesting a weaker interaction with the bundle. Hydrogen
bonding and electrostatic interactions play a major role in the structural conformation of helical TM
proteins/peptides in the vicinity of hydrophobic areas and also within them (10, 29). The low
dielectric slab of a bilayer imposes a driving force to saturate any free hydrogen bond with a proton
acceptor (30). The location of the guanidinium group of the blockers and the serines are at the
hydrophilic (headgroup region)/hydrophobic (hydrophobic slab of the bilayer) interface of the
peptide bundle. Consequently the guanidinium group might anchor the blocker at this particular
position.

Mode of action
The averaged radius of the pore depends on the presence of the blockers and in particular of HMA+.
A pronounced narrowing of the apparent pore size is observed when HMA+ is in the pore. A
pronounced narrowing of the apparent aperture of the middle of the bundle is observed when HMA+
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is in the pore. For AM+ the reduction in pore diameter is less and would therefore allow waters, and
possibly ions with them, to pass the pore under an electrochemical gradient. The proposed
mechanism of HMA+ blocking might also involve interaction with the tryptohans. The increase in
the tilt angle of the bundles in the presence of AM+ and HMA+ can be best explained by
considering the helices as sliding along each other. This mechanistic view is supported by the
observed increase in the cross angle.
In this study the situation is presented when the blocker has already reached its binding site. In our
current bundle model, arginine side chains are flexible and free to change their orientation, whilst
the backbone is embedded within a helical environment. On the in vivo time scale these side chains
may fluctuate, allowing the blocker to reach its binding site. Like other titratable residues, if close
enough to each other (44), all arginines might not be simultaneously protonated. Temporary
deprotonation of one arginine would allow for an attraction of the guanidinium group towards the
arginines and the mouth of the pore. This would lead to the embedding of the blocker in the pore as
outlined.

CONCLUSIONS
The hydrophilic residue Ser-23 is a favourable binding site of the blockers. The mode of blocking of
HMA+, once it is in the pore, is that of steric hindrance. This steric hindrance is supported by a
combination of factors such as hydrogen bond formation with tryptophan and implementation of
slightly altered pore geometry. AM+, although favouring the site within the bundle, is still able to
allow for space for water molecules and ions to pass through. Regarding the pore radius, its impact
on the pore is effectively opposite that of the derivative.
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Conclusions
Results from this thesis can be split into three categories, which pertain to each part of the system,
0xygen-17 solid state NMR and MD simulation on membrane protein and peptides. The remaining
conclusions concern those drawn from the use of these two tools to study noncovalent interactions
within biomolecules. These three categories will be discussed below.

1. OXYGEN-17 SOLID STATE NMR
Through the application of recent advances in solid state NMR methodologies and equipment, we
have demonstrated the feasibility of studying oxygen-17 labelled molecules in a biomembrane
environment.

2. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

3. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
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ABSTRACT

17

O solid state NMR from 14 amino acids is reported here, greatly

increasing the number investigated. In most cases well-separated resonances from carbonyl and
hydroxyl oxygens with distinct second-order quadrupolar line shapes are observed using a 600 MHz
spectrometer with fast magic angle spinning (MAS). This is in contrast to the motionally averaged
resonances usually seen from amino acids in solution. For amino acids double-angle rotation (DOR)
produces a decrease in the line width by more than a factor of 40, providing very high resolution, ~1
ppm, spectra. The oxygen lines in alanine and the carbonyl oxygens in L-glutamic acid
hydrochloride are assigned using 1H-decoupled DOR. The NMR interaction parameters for amino
acids show a wide variation of χQ, from 6.4 to 8.6 MHz, η, from 0.0 to 0.9, and δiso, from 83 to 353
ppm. The high quality of the MAS NMR line shapes obtained at 14.1 T means that even small
changes in parameters can be very accurately deduced, offering the possibility of

17

O NMR as a

sensitive probe of structural changes in these and related compounds. The D-and L-forms of
glutamic acid hydrochloride are shown to have the same NMR parameters to within error, which are
very different from those reported in the literature for the D,L-form. A strong correlation (~–1200
ppm/Å) is found between δiso and the C–O bond length of the carbonyl oxygens. On the basis of
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these data, enriching specific amino acids in more complex polypeptides and proteins could provide
site-selective information about the bonding and functionality of different sites in biomolecules. An
estimate is made of the possible detection limit for such species.

INTRODUCTION
The widespread occurrence of oxygen in many technologically and scientifically interesting
materials would suggest that NMR studies of this nucleus could provide much crucial information
about the structure and bonding in a wide range of materials. However, the spin I = 5/2 nucleus 17O
with a natural abundance of 0.037% is the only NMR-active isotope of oxygen, and as it possesses a
quadrupole moment,

17

O resonances are often significantly broadened in solids (38). It is the

combination of low sensitivity and sometimes large line widths that make

17

O NMR studies still

relatively uncommon. However, there is high sensitivity of the NMR parameters such as the
isotropic chemical shift (covering ~1000 ppm in organic molecules) and the quadrupole parameters
to structural detail. Study of oxygen has been further encouraged by the advent of higher magnetic
fields, faster magic angle spinning (MAS), and techniques for improving resolution (38) (e.g.,
dynamic angle spinning (DAS), double-angle rotation (DOR), multiple-quantum (MQ) MAS). This
has led to a significant increase in 17O NMR reports from inorganic materials (27) with examples of
17

O NMR studies of amorphous materials to determine nanoscale phase separation in silica-based

gels (8, 13, 31) and the distribution of bonding species in a range of glasses (7, 18, 39, 53) . There
have also been studies of crystalline materials such as zeolites and mineral analogues (3, 4, 20, 33),
but with much less work on organic materials since the powder line shapes are typically much
broader because of the large electric field gradient as a result of the increased covalency of the M-O
bonds in these materials.
A key experimental challenge for biomolecular chemistry is to provide high-quality, detailed, and
unambiguous atomic-scale information about the molecular bonding arrangement and changes that
occur upon ligand-receptor interaction. Solid state NMR is one nonperturbing approach which can
be used to study such interactions where molecular size is not limiting and crystallinity not a
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requirement (44, 45) , and the ubiquity of oxygen throughout living systems should imply that 17O is
an important nucleus for such studies. Oxygen plays a key role in intra-and intermolecular
interactions, with hydrogen-bonding important in biological processes so that

17

O could provide

detailed information about the dynamics and structure of amino acids both in the solid state and in
solution. This demands the development of experimental probe techniques to deliver this
information.

17

O NMR from inorganic materials such as that cited above has shown that the

sensitivity of the NMR parameters to structural detail gives great encouragement for the NMR study
of organic materials. Recent reports of high-field

17

O NMR from organic materials have included

heme proteins (16), strongly hydrogen-bonded carboxylic acids (17), nucleic acid bases (48), and
other organic materials (9).
In proteins it is important to understand processes such as folding, which is related to functional
properties and disease, in terms of the conformation through the secondary structure. It is the amino
acid sequence and the interresidue bonding that influence this structure. The more common nuclei
for the NMR study of such problems are 1H,
approach, with the potential importance of

17

13

C, and

15

N.

17

O would be another possible NMR

O being recognized through attempts more than 20

years ago to obtain 17O NMR spectra from amino acids and peptides in solution. The work of Fiat
and co-workers presented detailed

17

O enrichment protocols, most often specifically labeling the

carbonyl site. The solution spectra from a series of [17O]-carbonyl-exchanged amino acids gave
single intense carbonyl resonances typically between 249 and 265 ppm (40, 43). Spectra from solids
are potentially more informative than those from solution as both the shift and the quadrupole
coupling constant χ Q =

e 2Qq
; eQ is the quadrupole moment and eq is the maximum
(2I (2I − 1)η)

component of the electric field gradient) and the asymmetry parameter η can be determined.
Furthermore, different sites are not averaged to single resonances by motion and/or exchange that is
present in solution. Often the solid state is more representative of the natural bonding state (e.g., in a
membrane) than a solution. Also knowledge of the interaction parameters aids interpretation of the
solution spectra (e.g., if χQ is known, NMR provides the correlation time more unambiguously).
Hence, extension to the solid quickly followed the initial solution-state studies (14, 15). However,
there were a number of factors that counted against the ability to obtain the high-quality NMR
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spectra which would allow NMR parameters to be unambiguously determined including low
applied magnetic field (e.g., 6.35 T), initially no MAS, and then only modest MAS rates. The
second-order quadrupole powder patterns that were obtained often showed significant distortion
from the true line shapes with, for example, narrow spectral features such as the singularities often
disproportionately intense. Static NMR had the added disadvantage that the line shape contains both
second-order quadrupole and chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) effects so that it was difficult to
unambiguously determine the interaction parameters. The problems with simulation and excitation
of this early 17O NMR work can be gauged by values of χQ as low as 4 MHz being reported for
polyglycine II compared with a true value of 8.2 MHz (22, 23).
In recent years, the situation has rapidly improved with the more widespread availability for solid
state NMR studies of magnetic fields of ≥ 14.1 T and MAS rates of >25 kHz. Work compared four
[17O]carbonyl-labeled polyglycines which show very different hydrogen-bonding with variations of
8.30–8.55 MHz in χQ, 0.26-0.47 in η, and 288-407 ppm in the isotropic chemical shift (δcs,iso) (23).
The richness of the solid state data over those from solution where there is much less variation in
the bonding and there are averaging effects is illustrated by a shift variation of ~120 ppm from these
compounds compared to the report of a single shift of 267 ppm in solution (23). This shift variation
is also much greater than those reported for 13C and 15N from the same compounds. The variation in
these parameters between polyglycines I and II is related to differences in the molecular packing
between the β-sheet and 310-helix forms (50). A 1H-17O double-resonance NQR study of
polycrystalline D,L-proline showed eight different signals that were found to fall into two groups
that could be assigned to hydroxyl (χQ = 6.08–6.79 MHz) and carbonyl (χQ = 7.72-8.73 MHz)
oxygens (35). This assignment could be made on the basis of the relative values of χQ and because
in the 1H-17O double-resonance approach the signal assigned to the hydroxyls shows a much
stronger enhancement. Two poly(L-alanines) which adopted the α-helix and β-sheet forms were
readily distinguished through the different χQ and δcs,iso values of the enriched carbonyl sites (51). A
two-field DAS study of a uniformly 17O labeled sample of the parent amino acid L-alanine showed
two completely resolved 17O signals, with the position of the lines at 11.7 T differing by 29 ppm.
High-power 1H decoupling substantially narrowed the DAS lines (12). The two signals arise from
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distinct sites in the structure, with O(1) the conventional hydrogen bond with O…N, whereas the
other oxygen, O(2), site is bifurcated as the attached proton is also connected to two other nitrogens.
In D-alanine a 3Q MAS study was carried out with again two sites observed (47). These two studies
2

1/2

gave reasonable agreement between the shifts of the two sites, and for one site PQ = χQ(1 + η /3)

also agreed within error. However, for the other site the values for PQ from the two studies did not
agree within error, and this will be examined in this paper.

17

O NMR of tyrosine hydrochloride

labeled at the phenyl OH (i.e., not at the COOH) position gave a shift more than 150 ppm smaller
than that of either site in alanine with a much larger χQ. Comparison of static and MAS NMR
17

spectra indicated that there was a CSA of ~100 ppm (9). Recently, we reported a detailed O NMR
study of the L-form of glutamic acid hydrochloride (26) which gave NMR parameters very different
from those of some of the sites reported for the D,L-form (47). The D,L-form of glutamic acid
showed a resonance additional to those of the pure L-form with ~50% of the total intensity, which
implies that D,L-glutamic acid is a racemic crystal as opposed to a racemic conglomerate of chiral
crystals (47).
Despite this initial work on 17O in amino acids, there is still no detailed knowledge of the range of
values the NMR interaction parameters take (especially of C-OH) nor the relationship these
parameters have to structure. It has been suggested that χQ has a linear relationship to the N…O bond
length (50). However, a recent computational study using density functional theory calculated the
NMR interaction parameters from α -helix and β-sheet conformations and suggested there was no
dependence on the bond length (41). Distinct quadrupolar parameters from each of these
conformations were calculated with χQ changing by 0.53 MHz, much larger than the accuracy with
which it can be determined. The variations come from differences in the hydrogen bond and
backbone dihedral angles, thus solid state

17

O NMR approach offers much potential for

understanding subtle variations in the local bonding. In this paper we seek to extend the
understanding of the utility of 17O by greatly increasing the number of 17O parameters from amino
acids, reporting the NMR parameters of 14 amino acid samples.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Amino acids were

17

O-enriched using either a slight variant of the procedure described previously

for 18O enrichment (42) or that described previously by us for enriching L-glutamic acid (26, 40). In
brief, the amino acid was suspended in a mixture of

17

O-enriched water and dioxane (1:3, v/v).

Water was used in 25 fold molar excess over the amino acid. The mixture was treated with a
continuous stream of HCl gas obtained from MgCl2/ H2SO4 for 2 h while being kept at 90°C. The
sample was lyophilized and the H217O/dioxane recovered. Water enriched to 10-20 atom % H217O
was found to be sufficient to achieve an acceptable signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio for the solid state
NMR spectroscopy of these simple amino acids. The HCl form of the amino acid is produced using
this enrichment route. [17O2]-L-Alanine hydrochloride was prepared by acid-catalyzed exchange
with H217O following literature procedures (40, 47). A 900 mg sample of L-alanine was dissolved in
1 g of H217O in a 3.0 mL glass vial. The solution was saturated with dry HCl gas, sealed, and then
heated to 100°C for approximately 24 h. The sample was then cooled to room temperature and
allowed to crystallize, followed by several successive recrystallizations in the H217O used for the
exchange. Finally, the sample was cooled to 4°C, and crystals were recovered. H217O was recovered
using microdistillation under a N2 atmosphere. [17O2]-L-Alanine was prepared using a similar
procedure with less alanine (800 mg), more water (2 g), and only partial saturation with HCl. The
initial amino acids were all supplied at >99.8% purity followed by straightforward processing by
placing them in water and passing HCl gas, which should not change the form of the amino acid
present other than producing

17

O enrichment and the HCl salt. The identity of the product was

confirmed by solid state 13C NMR and powder XRD. 13C NMR was performed on a Chemagnetics
Infinity 600 or 360 spectrometers operating at 150.92 and 90.55 MHz, respectively. A 4 mm probe
was used spinning at 7.5-10 kHz with contact times of 1 ms. Powder XRD was run on a Bruker
D5005 diffractometer using Cu KRI radiation at a wavelength of 1.5405 Å. The patterns were taken
from 2θ = 10° to 2θ = 90° in 0.2° steps, spending 4–8 s at each point. Both 13C and powder XRD
confirmed the samples were as expected and were single phase. On some samples
also used as further confirmation.

35

Cl NMR was
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Most of the 17O NMR was carried out on a Chemagnetics Infinity 600 spectrometer at a frequency
of 81.345 MHz. MAS and 3Q MAS experiments used either a 4 mm probe spinning at ~16 kHz or a
3.2 mm MAS probe spinning at 17–22 kHz. The recycle delay was typically 3 s, which was
sufficient to prevent saturation. Typically, ~20K scans were sufficient to give an adequate S/N ratio
with the 3.2 mm probe for samples produced from 20%

17

O enriched water. A spin echo using

extended phase cycling (21) was used with the echo spacing set to the rotation period. High-power
1

H decoupling using the XiX scheme (5) was employed where necessary. It was very important to

be exactly on angle as the combination of the echo and 1H decoupling produced very high quality
second-order quadrupolar line shapes. Even small deviations from the angle significantly affected
the NMR parameters deduced from the line shape. Experiments using DOR NMR were carried out
using odd-order sideband suppression where the acquisition of successive scans is triggered at
orientations of the outer rotor differing by 180° (34).The outer rotor speed was varied between 1300
and 1800 Hz to determine the centerbands. Again a recycle delay of typically 3 s was required, but
the very much narrower resonance lines meant that only ~2000 scans were needed. The DOR probe,
which was constructed in one of our laboratories, also has the facility for simultaneous 1H
irradiation, and in some cases spectra were acquired with a range of decoupling fields up to 34 kHz.
All spectra were referenced to water at 0 ppm. Some additional spectra were acquired at a magnetic
field of 8.45 T and a frequency of 48.8 MHz. Spectral simulations were carried out using the dmfit
software (29).

RESULTS
Examples of typical

17

O MAS NMR spectra from amino acids are shown in Figure 1 from L-

tyrosine hydrochloride (a), L-asparagine hydrochloride (b), L-valine hydrochloride (c), and Lglycine hydrochloride (d). In these samples which are uniformly labeled in the COOH group, there
are two well-separated resonances, both with distinct second-order quadrupole line shapes. Also
shown in Figure 1 are simulations which are of high accuracy because of the clear separation of the
lines and the well-delineated line shapes, with the parameters deduced summarized in Table 1. The
two lines are from the carbonyl and hydroxyl oxygens, with the higher shift line from the carbonyl.
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This assignment is justified by comparison with the shifts observed from carbonyls and hydroxyls
in solution. Also the

17

O resonances from solid poly(amino) acids selectively enriched at the

carbonyl site typically have χQ

8.2 MHz and δcs,iso

300 ppm, further confirming this assignment.

The spectrum of a L-tyrosine sample selectively enriched at the hydroxyl group attached to the
phenol group (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories) is also shown in Figure 1a; it is much sharper than
that previously reported (47), allowing a more accurate determination of the parameters. The values
of χQ (8.56 MHz) and η (0.65) are much higher than those of the hydroxyl in the COOH group
(7.35 MHz, 0.19), and the shift is 100 ppm less.
The spectra of the other two oxygen site amino acid hydrochlorides are similar to those in Figure 1,
and their NMR parameters are given in Table 1, which has representatives of all the main classes of
amino acids, nonpolar, polar, acidic, and basic. The sensitivity of the 17O NMR parameters is well
illustrated by a sample of valine that was initially 17O-enriched and then subsequently reacted with
9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (fmoc) to protect the oxygen-labeled sites during further synthesis.
The

17

O MAS NMR spectrum again shows two clearly separated second-order quadrupolar line

shapes, from the carbonyl and hydroxyl oxygens, but their parameters are significantly different
from those of pure valine (Table 1).

Figure 1 MAS NMR (14.1 T) spectra of (a) L-tyrosine hydrochloride, (b) L-asparagine
hydrochloride, (c) L-valine hydrochloride, and (d) glycine hydrochloride together with simulations
of the centerbands. (Note the L-tyrosine spectrum is a composite of two samples, one 17O-enriched
in the two oxygens of the carboxylate group and the other in the phenol position.)
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Figure 2a shows the spectrum of L-alanine hydrochloride, together with a simulation, which is
similar to those of the other acid hydrochlorides with clearly resolved CdO and OH lines. The
spectrum of L-alanine shown in Figure 2b is very different from that obtained for L-alanine
hydrochloride and from the typical spectra of the other amino acid hydrochlorides. The two strongly
overlapping lines lie between those of L-alanine hydrochloride, but sufficient features can be
resolved to allow a good simulation. To confirm and further refine the parameters in the simulation
both DOR, shown in Figure 2c, and 3Q MAS NMR were carried out. As can be seen DOR produces
a large increase in the resolution, and two narrow lines at 228 and 218 ppm, with associated
spinning sidebands, can be identified by varying the spinning speed from 1300 to 1800 Hz. The
peak position (δpeak) in DOR spectra is given by

δ peak = δ cs,iso –

CQ2
η2
3
F (I ) 2 1 +
3
40
ν0

(1)

where δcs,iso is the isotropic chemical shift, v0 is the Larmor frequency, and F(I) is a spin-dependent
factor, which for I = 5/2 is 2/25.
Table 1

17

O NMR Interaction Parameters for Amino Acids structure

Compd, line

δcs,iso

χQ

322.0
315.0
187.0
172.5

8.16
8.31
7.49
7.45

0.0 ± 0.03
O2
0.17
O3
0.25
O1 or O4
0.25
O1 or O4

322.0
315.4
187.2
172.3

8.22
8.35
7.49
7.45

This study
O2
0.03 ± 0,03
0.17
O3
0.25
O1 or O4
0.25
O1 or O4

320
250
250
170

8.2
6.8
6.8
7.2

± 0.5 ppm ± 0.05 MHz
L-glutamic acid hydrochloride
1
2
3
4
D-glutamic acid hydrochloride
1
2
3
4
D,L-glutamic acid hydrochloride
1
2
3
4
D-alanine
1
2
L-alanine
1
2
L-alanine
1
2
L-alanine hydrochloride
1
2

275 ± 5
262 ± 5

η
± 0.02

assignment

structure
ref

(26)

(36)

na

(47)

nab

O1
O2

(47)

na

O1
O2

(12)

(25)

0.0
0.58
0.58
0.20

7.60 ± 0.02 0.60 ± 0.01
6.40 ± 0.02 0.65 ± 0.01

ref

285 ± 8
268 ± 8

8.1 ± 0.3a
7.2 ± 0.3a

284
260.5

7.86
6.53

0.28
0.70

O1
O2

This study

(25)

327.8
176.7

8.31
7.29

0.0
0.20

C=O
OH

This study

(6)
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fmoc-protected L-alanine
1
2
glycine hydrochloride
1
2
L-tyrosine hydrochloride
1
2
3
D,L-tyrosine hydrochloride
3
L-asparagine hydrochloride
1
2
L-valine hydrochloride
1
2
fmoc-protected L-valine
1
2
L-leucine hydrochloride
1
2
L-isoleucine hydrochloride
1
2
L-lysine hydrochloride
1
2
L-phenylanaline hydrochloride
1
2
L-cysteine hydrochloride
1
2
L-glutamine hydrochloride
1
2
3
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This study

na

This study

(6)

This study
C=O
OH
O3 (OH)

(11)

303.3
175.7

7.89
6.95

0.16
0.12

336
185

8.40
7.60

0.0
0.25

327.0
183.0
83

8.22
7.35
8.56

0.0
0.19
0.65

117

8.1

1.0

OH

(47)

na

342.5
178.5

8.55
7.49

0.0
0.30

C=O
OH

This study

na

351
181

8.40
7.35

0.03
0.21

C=O
OH

This study

(19)

324.1
167.3

8.42
7.48

0.08
0.27

This study

na

342.7
183.1

8.39
7.50

0.05
0.20

C=O
OH

This study

na

347.1
182.6

8.52
7.40

0.06
0.22

C=O
OH

This study

na

346.7
180.8

8.56
7.67

0.0
0.24

C=O
OH

This Study

Na

353.5
178.8

8.54
7.46

0.07
0.25

C=O
OH

This study

(1)

353.5
174.9

8.65
7.41

0.18
0.27

C=O
OH

This study

na

C=O

This study

(37)

319.8
306 ± 1
180 ± 1

8.20
0.03
8.30 ± 0.1 0.03 ± 0.03
7.75
0.24

C=O
OH

OH
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Figure 2. (a) 17O MAS NMR spectrum of l-alanine hydrochloride together with simulation, (b)
MAS NMR spectrum of L-alanine together with simulation, and (c) DOR spectrum of L-alanine,
outer rotor speed 1800 Hz.
Analysis at multiple applied magnetic fields (2, 38) allows PQ and δcs,iso to be deduced. Alternately,
if an MQ MAS experiment is carried out, one field is sufficient since in a 3Q MAS experiment the
quadrupolar shift from the second term in eq 1 changes sign and is multiplied by 10/17 (27, 32).
2

Thus, the peak position in the isotropic dimension will be that corresponding to a negative 1/ν0 ,
and plotting the center of gravity against the inverse of the square of the Larmor frequency allows
both the isotropic chemical shift and, from the gradient, PQ to be deduced. Such a plot is shown in
Figure 3. Also shown on the plot are the isotropic shifts determined from the MAS simulation. The
anisotropic dimension in the 3Q data clearly shows that the line with an isotropic shift of 260.5 ppm
had a high η and that with a shift of 284 ppm a low η, in agreement with the MAS simulation. The
values of δcs,iso, χQ, and η for both forms of alanine are given in Table 1. The PQ calculated from our

χQ and η agrees with the DAS measurements (12) (to within their stated error), as do the shifts. The
agreement is not as good with the measurements of Wu et al. on D-alanine (47). Wu et al. find both
sites have a high η (0.65 and 0.60 ± 0.01) compared with the low η (0.28 ± 0.03) found here for the
line at 284 ppm that is clearly needed to simulate the MAS spectrum. The shift of this line is also
somewhat removed from the value, 275 ± 5 ppm, obtained by Wu. Assignment of the two lines is
less clear from the NMR parameters for L-alanine than for L-alanine hydrochloride since the
chemical shift differs by only 25 ppm compared with the ~150 ppm shift difference typical of the
amino acid hydrochlorides (Table 1). The undecoupled DOR line width of the line at 218 ppm in the
DOR spectrum is a little larger than that of the line at 228 ppm, indicating perhaps some residual
proton coupling contribution to the line width, and in fact the line widths of both lines were found to
depend strongly on the 1H decoupling field, initially increasing as the decoupling field is increased.
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Figure 3. Peak position (ppm) for the two L-alanine lines as a function of the inverse square of the
apparent Larmor frequency. δcs,iso determined from the MAS simulation is also shown.
Figure 4 shows the DOR spectrum with no decoupling (middle), with a decoupling field of 17 kHz
(upper), and with 34 kHz decoupling (lower), and the line width as a function of decoupling field is
shown in Figure 5. A maximum is seen in the line width of the 218 ppm peak which occurs at ~17
kHz decoupling.
Although the details of this are, as yet, not fully understood, it is almost certainly a rotary resonance
effect (46) since the decoupling field is approximately twice the spinning frequency of the inner
rotor (i.e., v1H = 2vr), which is 8.5 kHz for the outer rotor speed of 1800 Hz used here (49). There is
also a smaller less well delineated peak in the line width of both lines for decoupling fields of 5-10
kHz. The line at 218 ppm is approximately 50% broader at 17 kHz decoupling than that at 228 ppm,
whereas at high decoupling powers their widths are similar; thus, the 218 ppm resonance
experiences a significantly greater 1H dipolar coupling. The local structure around the oxygens is
shown in Figure 6, and the resonances can be readily assigned, since O1 is close to one proton at
1.86 Å, whereas O2, unusually for an amino acid, has strong interaction with two protons at 1.78
and 1.83 Å (25). Hence, O2 undoubtedly has the stronger dipolar coupling and corresponds to the
peak at 218 ppm with an isotropic shift of 260.5 ppm. Further confirmation of the assignment is the
high η, which is consistent with the unusual interaction with two protons. In a fashion similar to that
of fmoc-protected valine the NMR parameters of fmoc-protected alanine are significantly different
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from those of the unprotected acid (Table 1); in particular for both protected acids the carbonyl shift
is ~25 ppm smaller than for the unprotected form.

Figure 4. DOR spectrum of L-alanine at different 1H decoupling fields: top, decoupling 17 kHz;
middle, no decoupling; bottom, decoupling 34 kHz.

Figure 5 Variation of the line widths for the two lines in the DOR spectrum of L-alanine as a
function of the 1H decoupling field (kHz).

Figure 6 L-Alanine structure (25) showing the O-H distances.
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The

17

252

O MAS (Figure 7a) NMR spectrum from D-glutamic acid is more complex since the

molecule has two inequivalent COOH groups so that there are two inequivalent carbonyl and
hydroxyl groups in each unit cell. Hence, there are two resonances in both the carbonyl and
hydroxyl regions.
Despite the extensive overlap in the MAS NMR spectrum resulting from an isotropic chemical shift
difference of only ~7 ppm for the carbonyl oxygens, a detailed simulation can be carried out that
separates them completely, allowing the NMR parameters from each to be deduced (Table 1) as was
discussed in detail recently for L-glutamic acid (26). The two lines at lower shift come from OH
oxygens (O1 and O4), and to obtain the resolution shown in Figure 7, high-power (>100 kHz) 1H
decoupling was necessary. The DOR spectrum (Figure 7b) shows only two lines spaced by ~10
ppm. There is no evidence of narrowed DOR resonances from the hydroxyls that would appear at
isotropic shifts of ~135 and 120 ppm. The maximum 1H decoupling in these DOR experiments is
only 34 kHz, and the absence of the signals from the hydroxyl oxygens is attributed to the much
larger 1H dipolar coupling of these oxygen sites where the protons are ~1.0 Å away. Consequently,
the lines are not narrowed by the outer rotation rate of up to 1800 Hz with the decoupling power
available. As with L-alanine the differing responses of the

17

O DOR line widths to 1H decoupling

allows assignment of these two lines. The line widths of the two carbonyl oxygens with no
decoupling were 290 ± 15 and 360 ± 20 Hz, and this already implies that the line with the larger line
width is for an oxygen closer to protons. Inspection of the structure (36), given in Figure 8, shows
that the nearest proton to O2 is at 1.96 Å whereas the closest H to O3 is at 1.62 Å. The narrower
line at ~258 ppm in the DOR spectrum narrows by around 30% on the application of 28 kHz 1H
decoupling, whereas the line width of the broader line at ~249 ppm is still greater than the
undecoupled line width. Thus, we can assign these to O2 and O3, respectively.
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Figure 7. 17O NMR (14.1 T) spectra from D-glutamic acid hydrochloride: (a) MAS together with
simulation of the centerband and (b) DOR, outer rotor speed 1800 Hz.

DISCUSSION
The data on the D-glutamic acid allow a direct comparison with those of the L-glutamic acid that
was recently analyzed in detail (26). Within error, the parameters deduced from the normal MAS
spectra (which can be accurately determined because of the high degree of detail within the spectra)
appear similar. Although DOR averages the second-order interactions, and hence some of the
information that would distinguish sites is lost, the production of narrow well-resolved resonances
provides further confirmation of the similarity of the NMR parameters of these samples. Despite
being able to determine the position to an accuracy of ~1 ppm, it appears that the shifts of the two
carbonyl oxygens are the same in the two forms.
A rather different

17

O NMR spectrum of glutamic acid hydrochloride was presented by Wu et al

(47). The spectrum was analyzed as having a line at 170 ppm with χQ = 7.2 MHz and η = 0.20 and
another at 320 ppm with χQ = 8.2 MHz and η = 0, with the other two sites having very similar shifts
of ~250 ppm with χQ = 6.8 MHz and η = 0.58. Although the two outer lines are at positions similar
to those found for the OH sites, O1 and O4, and CdO sites, O2 and O3, respectively, the lines at 250
ppm are not observed here. Lemaitre et al. (26) suggested that, since the sample of Wu was enriched
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from D,L-glutamic acid monohydrate, it may have been racemic D,L-glutamic acid hydrochloride.
(D,L-Glutamic acid monohydrate was used by Dunitz et al. (10) to produce racemic anhydrous D,Lglutamic acid.) Unfortunately, there is no structure in the literature for racemic D,L-glutamic acid
hydrochloride, but interestingly, a recent calculation of the NMR parameters for anhydrous D,Lglutamic acid (52) does predict that one site, O2, will have parameters, 256 ppm, 6.8 MHz, and η =
0.72, similar to those of the intermediate line observed by Wu et al.

Figure 8 Structure of L-glutamic acid hydrochloride (36) showing the distance from the carbonyl
atoms to the nearest proton.
The range of 17O NMR parameters from the amino acid hydrochlorides shows some very interesting
features (Table 1), with the OH and carbonyl oxygens showing quite clearly defined ranges of the
parameters. For hydroxyls χQ lies in the range 7.29-7.67 MHz and δcs,iso varies from 172.5 to 187
ppm, while for the carbonyls χQ lies in the range 8.16-8.65 MHz and δcs,iso varies from 315 to 353.5
ppm. The asymmetry parameters are also closely defined, and are significantly different for the
hydroxyl and carbonyl oxygens, indicating the differences in the bonding between these two sites.
Generally, the OH sites tend to exhibit asymmetry parameters significantly removed from axial
symmetry in the range 0.19-0.30, indicating that the proton is a little displaced from the line joining
the oxygens. The carbonyl sites are generally close to axial symmetry, typically in the range 0.000.06, showing that the CdO bond is strongly defined. The O3 carboxyl site in glutamic acid has η =
0.17, probably because the relatively close H on the adjoining molecule (at 1.62 Å) is affecting the
bonding.
Despite the quite tightly defined ranges of these parameters, the high-quality spectra that are
obtained mean that the different amino acids can be readily distinguished. So, for example, mixtures
of two amino acids could certainly be separated in both the MAS spectra, from the features of the
second-order quadrupole line shape, and from the different net shifts (eq 1) in the DOR, producing
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separate resonances. As the variation of the NMR parameters between the different amino acids is
much greater than the accuracy with which they can be measured, the variations can be used as a
sensitive probe of the structure. One of the key steps now necessary is to further develop this probe
to establish links between the NMR parameters and structural motifs. For the carbonyl oxygens
there is a strong correlation (r = –0.93) between δcs,iso and the C-O bond length, which is shown in
Figure 9. As the C-O bond length increases the shift decreases with a slope of ~–1200 ppm/Å.
There is also a correlation that is not as good between the electric field gradient and C-O bond
length. It is interesting that although the asymmetry parameter is close to zero for C-O distances
1.22 Å, with longer bond lengths it seems to increase rapidly, indicating increased hydrogen
bonding.

Figure 9 Correlation of δcs,iso with the C-O bond length for the carbonyl oxygen in amino acids for
which structural data are available.
An exciting possibility for this type of work lies in recent improvements in full electronic
calculations of the NMR parameters using the gauge-included projector augmented wave method
that uses pseudopotentials in a periodic structure rather than having to use a cluster approximation
(30). As these calculations are based on the crystal structures, they provide a direct link between the
structural features and the NMR parameters. It will be shown in a separate paper that calculations of
the NMR parameters are in very good agreement with the measured values (52).
Another question that these experimental data allow to be addressed is the likely capability of

17

O

NMR to probe more complex biomolecules containing amino acids as building blocks. Given the
highly defined line shapes, spectra made up of several different amino acids could be deconvolved
under MAS. DOR also provides an important alternative since, with sufficient 1H decoupling,
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highly resolved spectra are obtained with line widths of only ~1-2 ppm. Thus, samples with many
inequivalent oxygen sites could be resolved under these conditions. Also, as is common practice for
13

C and

15

N studies of biomolecules, site-specific

samples studied here

17

O labeling could be carried out. For most

20 atom % enriched H2O was used; however, this could be increased to

75

atom % enrichment. This, in combination with higher magnetic fields and application of techniques
that enhance the signal either by manipulation of the satellite transition populations (28) or possibly
through the application of a train of echoes (e.g., QCPMG) (24), means that structurally dilute
oxygen sites could be observed. It is entirely feasible that biomolecules comprising 50-100 amino
acid residues enriched at one position could be observed by a combination of MAS and DOR. This
17

capability would bring many molecules of biological importance into the compass of solid state O
NMR.

CONCLUSION
17

O NMR data can be readily collected at reasonably high fields (14.1 T) from amino acids with

good signal-to-noise ratios from samples where only 10-20 atom % 17O enriched water was used in
the sample preparation. Typical

17

O MAS NMR spectra consist of well-separated second-order

quadrupole line shapes from the carbonyl and hydroxyl oxygens. The highly detailed MAS
centerbands obtained mean that the NMR parameters can be accurately deduced and variations
between the different amino acids readily determined. DOR produces significant additional
narrowing over the MAS spectra, typically a factor ~40, so that high-resolution spectra with line
widths of ~1 ppm are obtained. A combination of MAS, DOR, and 3Q MAS can provide a high
accuracy of the NMR parameters, even for samples for which there is significant overlap between
the different resonances in the MAS NMR spectra. L-Alanine shows a spectrum very different from
those of the amino acid hydrochlorides because of the very different bonding arrangements at the
different oxygen sites in the two forms. Variation of the DOR line width with 1H decoupling power
allows the assignment of different carbonyls because of their differing spatial proximity to the
protons. Decoupling powers significantly greater than the 34 kHz used here will be necessary to
narrow the

17

O resonances from hydroxyl oxygens under DOR. A strong correlation is observed
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between the chemical shift δcs,iso and the C-O bond length so that

17

257

O has significant potential to

provide new information about bonding in these systems. The sensitivity and resolution obtained
provide much optimism that

17

O NMR data could usefully be collected from much larger

biomolecules, for example, to provide information about site-specific binding and receptor-ligand
interactions.
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Abstract

Vpu is an 81 amino acid protein of HIV-1 with two phosphorylation sites. It

consists of a short N-terminal end traversing the bilayer and a longer cytoplasmic part. The dual
functional role of Vpu is attributed to these topological distinct regions of the protein. The first 52
amino acids of Vpu (HV1H2) have been simulated, which are thought to be embedded in a fully
hydrated lipid bilayer and to consist of a transmembrane helix (helix-1) connected via a flexible
linker region, including a Glu-Tyr-Arg (EYR) motif, with a second helix (helix-2) residing with its
helix long axis on the bilayer surface. Repeated molecular dynamics simulations show that Glu-28
is involved in salt bridge formation with Lys-31 and Arg-34 establishing a kink between the two
helices. Helix-2 remains in a helical conformation indicating its stability and function as a peptide
"float", separating helix-1 from the rest of the protein. This leads to the conclusion that Vpu consists
of three functional modules, helix-1, helix-2 and the remaining residues towards the C-terminal end.
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INTRODUCTION
Viral genomes encode for a series of short membrane proteins with an average length of ~ 100
amino acids (10, 50). Most of these proteins fulfil their role to enable and/or improve the efficiency
of viral replication (M2, NB, CM2, Vpu et al.) (21), whereas others are involved in the construction
of, for example, protein shells to wrap the viral genome (Pf1, M13, and others). A common theme
of all of these small proteins is that some of them have at least two functional roles and can
therefore be seen as multi-functional tools.
Vpu is encoded only in the genome of HIV-1 (10, 50) together with accessory proteins such as, Vif,
Vpr, and Nef. Vpu is found especially in the endoplasmic reticulum and is neither found in the
virion nor in the cell membrane of the infected cell (49). It has a dual role in the life cycle of HIV-1,
which are (i) to enhance viral particle release (15, 41, 46) and (ii) to be involved in the degradation
of the HIV-1 receptor protein CD4 (5, 45, 49, 59). Although it is found that for the latter role the
cytoplasmic part of Vpu is responsible, enhanced particle release is thought to be due to channel
activity initiated by the assembly of a few Vpu proteins, which is dependent on the transmembrane
(TM) part (17, 34, 46). To substantiate this, mutations in the TM part show a lower rate of particle
secretion (51).
There is a significant amount of structural information available for the 81 amino acid protein Vpu.
This information is based of investigations of peptides analogous of Vpu, and full length Vpu
derived from NMR (9, 19, 25, 31, 33, 58, 61, 62), CD- (61), and FTIR-spectroscopy (29). In
summary, it has been concluded that Vpu has a short N-terminal extramembraneous end and a TM
spanning helix that is tilted by ~ 10º - 20º. A loop connects the TM helix with a second helix (helix2) that resides with its helix long axis parallel to the membrane surface. Another flexible part,
including the two phosphorylation sites (Ser-52 and Ser-56), connects helix-2 with a third helix.
Towards the C-terminal end another short helix (19) or a turn (58) exists, depending on the
conditions under which the data were recorded.
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MD simulations play an important role in linking structural information from experiments with the
mechanisms of the protein on an atomic scale. Investigations on K+ channels may stand asone of
the most comprehensive examples in this respect (reviewed in (44)), In the case of Vpu, MD
simulations have dealt so far with the analysis of the TM part of Vpu (11, 12, 23, 30, 38). Up to 6
TM helices have been aligned in parallel to form an assembly of homo-oligomers embedded in a
low dielectric slab (23), an octane slab as a bilayer mimic (30, 38), and a fully hydrated lipid bilayer
(11, 12, 30). All studies have in common a fairly good agreement with structural data from
experiment. They also suggest that a pentameric bundle should be the minimum assembly for Vpu
to form an ion conducting pore (12, 23, 30).
In an earlier computational study the TM helix (helix-1) of Vpu embedded in a fully hydrated lipid
bilayer (20) has been investigated. In this study the focus is on an extended model Vpu1–52 including
helix-2 laying on top of the lipid membrane. It has been proposed that amino acids Glu-28, Tyr-29,
and Arg-30 (EYR-motif) play a key role in the bend of the strand. Up to now detailed structural data
on this region are not available. Driven by the good agreement of the recent computational data with
those from spectroscopy, the role of these particular amino acids on the stability of the protein
solely based on the simulations can be proposed. MD simulations have been repeated to assess the
reliability of the data acquisition (56). The data will be discussed against the background of
computational investigations on other viral membrane proteins such as the Pf1 coat protein from
filamentous bacteriophage (37, 43, 52), which adopt a similar kinked like structure. In addition, the
idea that Vpu protein consists of “functional modules” is addressed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A helical model of the first 52 amino acids of VPU WAS GENERATED, Vpu1-52:
QPIPIVAIVA10 LVVAIIIAIV20 VWSIVIIEYR30 KILRQRKIDR40 LIDRLIERAE50 DS
using a combined simulated annealing and molecular dynamics simulations (SA/MD) approach
applying the program Xplor (7). An extended description of the procedure is given in detail
elsewhere (28). The procedure is summarized in brief. The SA/MD protocol comprises two stages.
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In Stage 1 an idealized α-helix is constructed on the basis of the backbone Cα-atoms of the peptide.
All other atoms of the individual amino acids are superimposed on their particular Cα atoms.
During Stage 1 the side chain atoms “evolve” from the Cα-atoms whilst retaining the Cα-atoms in
fixed positions. Beginning the annealing at 1000 K, the weights for bond length, bond angles,
planarity and chirality are gradually increased. A repulsive van der Waals term is slowly introduced
after an initial delay up to 80 % of the original values. This allows the atoms to pass each other. 5
structures for each helix were obtained. Each helix from Stage 1 is used for 5 molecular dynamics
runs in Stage 2. In Stage 2, initial velocities correspond to 500 K. Harmonic restraints hold the Cαatoms, but are relaxed as the temperature drops from 500 to 300 K. At this stage distance restraints
are introduced and the Cα-atoms are allowed to move. In Stage 2 electrostatic interactions are
introduced into the potential energy function. The main-chain atoms obtain their charges
corresponding to the PARAM19 parameter set. Partial charges on side-chain atoms of polar side
chains are gradually scaled up (from 0.05 to 0.4 times their full value) during the temperature
reduction from 500 to 300 K. The scaling factor 0.4 is also applied during the 5-ps dynamics and
energy minimization. A distance dependent dielectric function is used (7), with a switching function
smoothly truncating distant electrostatic interactions. In Stage 2, 5 x 5 = 25 helices are obtained and
the most straight helix is used to run the simulations.
The chosen helix was manually bent around residues Glu-28 to Ile-32 using the program Swiss
PDB-Viewer to adopt the helix-loop-helix motif. The Φ- and Ψ-values (Φ/Ψ in º) were intended to
be held in a helical conformation: Glu-28: -70.4/0.2; Tyr-29: -65.2/-42.5; Arg-30: -84.7/-13.8; Lys31: -86.2/10.0; Ile-32: -57.6/-18.0 (all values after the bend). This procedure allowed the Cα-atom
of residue Asp-39 to point towards the bilayer surface and the Cα-atom of residue Arg-48 to point
away from the surface (see also (25)).
A hole in a lipid bilayer consisting of 288 POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphatidylcholine) molecules, was created by overlaying a bent peptide model with the lipid bilayer. Lipid
molecules for which the phosphorous atoms were overlapping with the GRASP-representation of
the peptide were removed (18). This leads to a removal of an unequal number of lipids on both sides
of the bilayer resulting in 125 lipids in the leaflet with helix-2 and 136 lipids in the other leaflet
(261 lipids in total) with 13’572 lipid atoms. After insertion of Vpu1–52 (529 peptide atoms) the
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peptide / lipid system (Figure 1A) was hydrated with 16’169 water molecules (48507 water atoms).
The overall number of atoms in the simulation at this stage is 62’610, including 2 Cl- ions to
neutralize the simulation box. To allow the lipid molecules next to helix-2 to fill the "hole" beneath
it, 600 ps of equilibration at 300 K with the protein restrained is performed (Figure 1B). Thereby the
peptide coordinates were restrained. The production phase was run at 300 K for up to 9 ns and twice
up to 3 ns, each starting with randomly chosen initial velocities.
Gromacs 2.0 and 3.0 software (http://www.gromacs.org) was used including the SPC water model
(3). Simulations were run on either a VALinux Beowulf cluster of four dual Pentium III 700-MHz
processors or a DELL OptiPlex GX1 with a Pentium III 450-MHz processor. The simulations used
a time step of 2 fs and a LINCS algorithm to keep the geometry of the molecules. A isothermalisobaric ensemble (NPT) was used with periodic boundaries and anisotropic pressure coupling
(Gromacs 2.0) or Berendsen temperature and pressure coupling (Gromacs 3.0). Long-range
electrostatic interactions have been calculated with the particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method.
Lennard–Jones and short-range Coulombic interactions were cut off at 1.0 and 0.9 nm, respectively.

RESULTS
The evolution of the adaptation of Vpu1–52 to the lipid membrane environment is shown in Figure
1A. At the beginning, the angle between the TM helix (helix-1) and helix-2 is ~ 100°, with helix-2
almost parallel to the membrane plane. In this configuration, Ser-23 is not buried under helix-2.
Helix-2 resides on top of the lipid head-group region (grey spheres in Fig. 1A). The snapshots taken
at 3 and 6 ns imply a wavelike motion of Vpu1–52 of being partially ejected from the bilayer and
driven back into it. At 9 ns helix 2 is found to be embedded in the lipid head group region, as would
be expected for its partially hydrophobic character along the membrane facing side of the helix.
Helix-1 adopts a considerable kink in certain time steps. Throughout the simulation the lipids
remain fairly packed beneath helix-2 (Fig. 1B) allowing the hydrophobic part of the lipid molecules
to be in contact with the bilayer facing hydrophobic side of helix-2. The lipid head groups do not
manoeuvre underneath helix-2 but rather stay away from helix-2.
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Figure 1 Snapshots of the protein (black) embedded in a lipid bilayer (thin grey chains, grey spheres
represent the phosphorous headgroups) at 0, 3, 6, and 9 ns (A). View from the C- to the N-terminal
end of Vpu along the axis of helix-2 (dark) lying on top of the bilayer (grey) before (0 ps) and after
600 ps of equilibration with the protein (dark) restraint (B). Snaphots taken from the simulations at
3 ns and 0 ns are shown in the lower half. The figures are created with the software Rasmol in the
“slab” mode showing the atoms with their van der Waals radii. Plain grey spots are sliced atoms due
to the “slab” mode representation.
The RMSD for the Cα atoms for the simulation over 9 ns levels off after ~ 0.5 ns reaching values
between 0.2 and 0.25 nm (black trace in Fig. 2). The trace shows three maxima at around 2.5, 5 and
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6 ps. Values for a second and third run over 3 ns behave in a similar way, levelling off after ~ 0.5 ns
but at slightly higher and lower values (grey traces in Fig. 2) compared to the run over 9ns.

Figure 2 Root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the Cα-atoms of the simulation over 9 ns (black
trace, thick line) and two simulations each over 3 ns (grey and black thin lines).
The interconnecting region of the two helices is highlighted in Figure 3. At the beginning of the
simulation Asp-39 is pointing towards the hydrophobic region of the bilayer, whereas Arg-44
stretches into the aqueous environment (Fig. 3A). After 3 ns both residues reverse their position
with Asp-39 now facing the aqueous phase and Arg-44 the lipid bilayer. This revolution is
accompanied by the unwinding of parts of the region interconnecting the two helices (Fig. 3 B).
Although residues Glu-28 (light grey, Fig. 3B) and Tyr-29 (grey, Fig. 3B) remain within a helical
conformation of the backbone, Arg-30 (black, Fig. 3B) and Lys-31 (black, Fig. 3B) seem to be
involved in the unwinding process. Arg-34 (light grey, Fig. 3B) is back in a helical conformation. A
more thorough analysis of the φ and ψ values of these residues indicate that Glu-28 and Tyr-29 do
not deviate from standard values for helices (6) during the entire duration of the 9-ns simulation
(Fig. 4). Arg-30 is involved in the unwinding process since its φ and ψ values undergo large
deviations especially within the first half of the simulation. The values for Lys-31 rapidly adopt
values of around –100° for φ and ~ 150º for ψ within the first 200 ps. The φ and ψ values for Ile-32
fluctuated around ~ –100º (for φ) and ~ –50º (for ψ) and Leu-33 returned almost completely to a
helical conformation. Averaged data for 0, 3, and 9 ns are given in Table 1. In the second and third
run (both 3 ns) all traces match those shown in Figure 4 for the first 3 ns. At the C- and the Nterminal end no significant unwinding of the helices is observed.
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Figure 3 View from the N- to the C-terminal end of helix-2 along its long axis (A). Highlighted are
residues Asp-39 (grey) and Arg-44 (black). View from top onto the kink between hlix-1 and helix-2
(B). Residues shown are Glu-28 (light grey), Tyr-29 (grey), Arg-30(black), Arg-34 (light grey). In
both panels, lipids and water molecules are omitted for clarity. For data representation the Molscript
software is used.
The helical environment around Glu-28 to Arg-30 is supported by a salt bridge between Glu-28 and
Lys-31, shown in Figure 3B, with a distance of around 0.15 nm during the entire duration of the 9ns simulation (black trace in Fig. 5). Arg-34 also forms a salt bridge with Glu-28 (grey trace in Fig.
5) after 2 ns forming a "complex salt bridge" (39). In repeated simulations, the salt bridge between
Glu-28 and Lys-31 undergoes a more rapid adaptation of an average distance of 0.15 nm compared
to the salt bridge formation by Glu-28 with Arg-34 (Fig. 5, B and C). It seems that the formation of
the salt bridge between Glu-28 and Arg-34 triggers or at least supports the revolution of helix-2, as
mentioned, accompanied with the unwinding of the helical structure between Arg-30 and Ile-32.
As a result, Glu-28 and Tyr-29 are unlikely to be the key residues forming the bend between helix-1
and helix-2. Arg-30 is not in a helical conformation for short time steps during the simulation,
which supports earlier findings (12) in that it is most likely fulfilling its role as a flexible residue.
However Lys-31 and Ile-32 seem to be involved in forming the kink, since they are largely
diverting from the normal values for an ideal helix over the entire duration of the simulation.
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Table 1: Simulated structural data of Vpu1–52.

Helix 1

Runs

0ns

Tilt

3ns

angle

Helix 2

1st

2nd

3rd

Average

1st

2nd

3rd

Average

4.3

8.6

7.0

6.6

7.5

-2.3

4.3

3.1

(3.8)

(3.6)

(3.2)

(3.8)

(2.1)

(4.8)

(2.3)

(5.2)

16.3

21.1

18.0

18.5

-15.4

-4.3

2.3

-5.8

(2.3)

(1.7)

(1.9)

(2.8)

(2.0)

(1.5)

(3.1)

(7.8)

23.3

-

-

-

-10.2

-

-

-

[°]
9ns

(2.1)

0ns

Kink

3ns

angle

(2.0)

5.8

13.0

8.6

9.1

4.8

13.0

3.1

6.9

(3.8)

(1.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(3.2)

(1.5)

(1.5)

(4.9)

7.1

15.4

4.2

8.9

13.0

11.0

2.6

8.9

(2.9)

(1.3)

(1.6)

(5.3)

(3.3)

(0.7)

(0.5)

(5.0)

7.2

-

-

-

7.0

-

-

-

[°]
9ns

(2.6)

(3.9)

Data results from an average of five data sets recorded at 0-400, 2600-3000, and 8600-9000 ps in steps of 100
ps including the standard deviation shown in brackets. The average values derive from 15 data in the particular
time frame and their standard deviation. For the 2nd and 3rd runs data are only available up to 3 ns.
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Figure 4 Time-dependent representation of the φ- (black traces) and ψ- values (grey traces) for the
residues Glu-28 (A), Tyr-29 (B), Arg-30 (C), Lys-31 (D), Ile-32 (E), and Leu-33 (F).
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Figure 5 Time-dependent representation of the distances between Glu-28 – Lys-32 (black trace) and
Glu-28 – Arg-34 (grey trace). Panel A shows the simulation over 9 ns, whereas panels B and C
show the data for the two 3-ns simulations.
There is a sequence of alternating negatively and positively charged residues in Vpu: Asp-39, Arg40, Asp-43, Arg-44, Glu-47, Arg-48, Asp-51, which forms another "complex salt bridge" (data not
shown). The sequence is held together within distances of less than 0.2 nm between each of the
residues. Since two hydrophobic residues separate each of the DR/ER repeats (3.6 residues per turn
for an ideal helix) the hydrophilic residues involved in the salt bridge perform a slightly left handed
twist. The complex salt bridge is a combination of (i,i+1)D/E,R and (i,i+3)R,D/E motives. This is
different to the (i,i+4)E,K motif which has been found to promote helix conformation (35). The fact
that the salt bridge is not buried (24, 27, 57) and the negatively charged residue starts at the amino
terminal end (35), suggests that the motif has a stabilizing effect on the helical conformation.
After 0.5 ns of simulation, helix-1 approaches an average tilt angle of ~ (23.3 ± 2.1)º (Table 1 and
black trace in Figure 6 A). Helix-2 penetrates with its C-terminal end into the lipid bilayer confining
an average angle of its helix long axis with the plane of the bilayer at ~ (10.2 ± 2.0)º. This final
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conformation is reached within the first 3 ns (grey trace in Figure 6 A). The resulting angle between
these two helices is shown in Figure 6 B. During the simulation the angle between the two helices
oscillates between 90º and 100º. Helix-1 is seen to be considerably kinked at ~ (7.2 ± 2.6)º with
occasionally larger values of up to 15º. The latter value is still lower than the angle of ~ 25° found
for prolin induced kinked TM helices in membrane proteins (2, 4, 14). Helix-2 adopts kink angles in
the same range as helix-1 (Table 1). In Table 1, averaged values for the two repeated runs over 3 ns
are listed. They show the spread ranging from 4º to 15º for both helices. The kink of helix-1 is in the
same range a found for the same helix in an assembly of homooligomers forming a pore (12). It is
suggested that helix-2 lies along the membrane surface is not a "ideal straight" helix.

Figure 6: Evolution of the tilt angles of helix-1 (black trace) and helix-2 (grey trace) (A). Tilt angle
between helix-1 and helix-2 is calculated from the cross product of the two vectors defined by the
two helices: cos α(t) = u1(t) · u2(t); with u1 and u2 defining the vectors along the helix long axis of
helix-1 and helix-2 (B). Kink angle for helix-1 (C).
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DISCUSSION
Generation of the model
The peptide
The starting model has been chosen with some arbitrary constraints, firstly the choice of the
residues involved in the kink connecting helix-1 and helix-2 and the adopted angles of the resulting
amide bonds for these residues. This bent structure has not been seen as the unique structural motif
for the kink, but will hold as a plausible first trial on the investigations of the kink. Secondly, the
helix–helix bend is undertaken in a direction so that the Ser-23 is not buried under helix-2. This
arrangement is covered by the fact that Asp-39 and Arg-44 has been found experimentally (25) to
be aligned as shown in Fig. 3, graph on the left. Another plausible reason for the direction of the
kink of helix-2 is that in a pentameric or hexameric assembly of the whole protein, serines-23 would
point into the putative pore. Helix-2 consits of a hydrophilic and hydrophobic ridge. In the current
model the orientation of helix-2 allows both ridges to face their favoured environment: the
hydrophilic side faces the hydrophobic slab of the bilayer. Thirdly, a tilt angle found experimentally
for both helices in the starting structure is not adopted. It is expected that the experimentally
proposed conformation represents a local minimum and that the simulation protocol would allow
finding this minimum if the starting structure would represent an energetically unfavourable
conformation. Also tilt angles vary with method (CD, solid state NMR), laboratories and may be
determined by lipid thickness (42).
The repeated simulations with different initial velocities result in almost identical structural features
(e.g. Fig. 6). Thus, with the simulation protocol a relatively stable local minimum can be detected
that allows then an interpretation of the data with more certainty. It also indicates to which extend
the interpretation of events in a single simulation can be analysed. A single simulation presents
trends rather than absolute figures.
Another essential factor required for a proper analysis of the data is the length of the simulation.
Interpretation of the data obtained after 3 ns would result in the conclusion that the starting structure
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might be essential for the outcome. Because the peptide is moving out of the bilayer (Fig. 1A), the
appropriate starting structure might not have been chosen. Taking the full data set into account, the
MD protocol adjusts for an unfavourable starting position. After 9 ns, independently of the starting
structure used, the peptide embeds itself properly in the bilayer according to its hydrophobic shape.
It cannot be ruled out that this overall translation parallel to the bilayer normal is as an oscillating
movement on a longer time scale or a feature of the short time scales used (Fig. 1A).
Although different starting velocities and one long simulation (9 ns) have been chosen, the outcome
might not cover all conformational space involved in a stable local minimum characteristic for the
bent. Future work also needs to address different geometrical starting structures with respect to the
insertion of the peptide into the lipid bilayer and the kink, especially because MD simulations do
not detect large conformational changes.
The lipid bilayer
A lipid bilayer with an uneven number of lipids has been used recently to characterize the properties
of the KcsA ion channel (48). An uneven number of lipids on both sides of the bilayer, reflects a
frustrated system. In the current model the ”vacuum” underneath helix-2 of Vpu causes the lipid
tails to fill this space, which means there is a frustration in this section of the bilayer. In a dynamic
system like a lipid bilayer it is also possible to a certain extend that the lipid tails of the opposing
leaflet participate in filling-up the space. Leaving the number of lipids equal on both sides would
cause strong frustration on the level of the phospholipids headgroup region on the side of the leaflet
containing helix-2. In both cases the frustrated system will possibly bias the peptide structure
according to the different lateral pressure implemented (63). In this study the first type of frustration
has been chosen because such a system would allow the amphiphatic helix-2 to settle at the lipid
headgroup/lipid tail interface.
Calculation of the number of lipids per area (Å2) reveals similar values for both leaflets over the
entire range of the simulation indicative of identical conditions on both sides within the time frame
of the simulations.
A pkA calculation of the starting structure at 0 ns reveals all titrable residues to be in their default
ionization (charged) state (Sameer, Lemaitre, Jakobsson, and Fischer, data not shown) except for
Glu-51, which should be partially charged. Calculations on the structure after 0.5 ns indicate that
Glu-51 has reached a position stabilizing its ionized state. It needs to be stated that the ionization
state might change throughout a complete simulation and would need a more frequent assessment in
a simulation.
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Comparison of experimental and computational data on the shape of Vpu and
with other viral membrane proteins
To a certain extent, the data derived from the simulations here match with those from NMR
experiments. The average tilt angle for the TM helix obtained in this study is (23.3 ± 2.1)º. This is
within the range of data obtained in other simulation studies on helix-1 assembled parallel in homooligomeric bundles (~15º (12)) and also of those from NMR spectroscopy on truncated / full length
Vpu (33, 62). Consequently, the tilt angle seems to be independent of the rest of the protein and an
intrinsic property of Vpu. Helix-2 does not hold its starting position. It rather undergoes an almost
90º revolution within the first 3 ns and remains in this position. It might speculated at this stage
whether this discrepancy with experimental data (25) is due to a long lasting oscillating movement
of helix 2 in respect to the time frame of the simulation and to short to be detected by NMR
spectroscopy, which is anyway carried out in gel phase bilayer at low hydration (25, 32). A reason
for this could also be that the experimental data were taken with a truncated cytoplasmic peptide
rather than with a peptide analogous to the one used in this study. According to the present data the
TM helix is stable up to Glu-29 / Tyr-30. This matches the most recent results on an extended TM
segment of Vpu reconstituted into micelles using H/D exchange studies in combination with
solution NMR spectroscopy (Vpu2–37 in (31)), and is within the minimum range of a stable TM helix
up to Val-25 proposed by MD simulations (20). It is expected that the extend of helix-2 up to Ser-52
is due to the missing phosphorous group at this residue. According to results from NMR
spectroscopy this helix should be slightly shorter (31).
The shape of Vpu1–52 with a TM helix and a second helix lying parallel to the lipid bilayer plane, is
similar to that found for the viral coat proteins Pf1 (1, 40, 47), M13 (22, 26, 55, 60) of filamentous
bacteriophages, and most recently for phospholamban (36). Molecular dynamics simulations of Pf1
indicate that the helix residing on the membrane surface is rather strongly pointing with its Nterminal end into the bilayer (43) compared to a more moderate tilt of ~ 10º for helix-2 in Vpu1-52
pointing with the corresponding C-terminus towards the lipid bilayer. In contrast to the studies on
Pf1, the C-terminal end of helix-2 in Vpu1–52 is not as mobile as the corresponding N-terminal end
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in Pf1. Regarding the tilt angle of the TM helix, for Pf1 an angle of 30º is suggested in a Monte
Carlo simulation upon the insertion process of Pf1 into the membrane (37) applying a mean-field
potential to approximate the effect of the membrane. The outcome of the simulations on Vpu1–52
represents a common motif of helix alignment in a monotopic membrane protein with one helix
traversing the lipid bilayer and the other helix lying parallel to the membrane surface (53). Further
simulations on Vpu with phosphorylated serines (Ser-52 and Ser-56) will be needed to address the
effect of the phosphates on the alignment of helix-1 and the rest of the cytoplasmic part of Vpu in
the simulations.
The data support the idea that the two helices are interconnected via a flexible linker, allowing the
two helices to some extent to move independent from each other (see also (31)). It might even
suggested that helix-1 has enough flexibility to form a putative channel via oligomerisation with
other proteins, and helix-2 fulfils its role as a “protein float” riding on the bilayer separating helix-1
on the N-terminal side from the third helix (helix-3) and the rest of the protein towards the Cterminal side. The C-terminal side would then be able to dock to CD4, involving probably large
mechanical movements, but without affecting helix-1. The results further implement the existence
of “functional” modules present in Vpu. The idea of “functional” modules is an extension of the
findings about proteins made up from modular repeated “building” blocks (see (8, 16)). No larger
repeat units of this type are found and would be necessary for constructing the whole protein
(building modules). The protein is simply too short, but each structural unit has its essential
functional role (functional modules).

The EYR-motif
From the simulations it can be concluded that the first residues involved in the EYR motif retain a
reasonable helical motif. According to the conformation, (i) Glu-28 is further able to support the
loop via the formation of salt bridges with Lys-31 and Arg-34; (ii) Tyr-29 can anchor the protein
within the lipid bilayer (13, 54), and (iii) Arg-30 is free to point into a pore and function as a
putative selectivity filter. Residues involved in the connection of the two helices by forming a loop
are the following residues Lys-31 to Arg-34. Salt bridge formation of Lys-31 with Glu-38 and Arg-
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34 stabilise the loop. A similar role of causing a kink in connection with a loop is attributed to a
close location of a Lys-20 to Asp-18 in the viral coat protein Pf1 (52).

Modeled structures demand the validation of the data and to which extent information can be
deduced from them. With a single MD simulation, structural features can be resolved, however,
even with repeated simulations the data have to be ”smoothed” by the interpreter. The results
regarding the salt bridges (Fig. 5) would indicate from Fig. 5A, that the salt bridge Glu-28 – Lys-31
is constantly formed over the first 3ns. Fig. 5,B and C, show that, also within the first 3ns, some
rupture might occur. Compared to the results from salt bridge Glu-28 – Arg-34, and in light of the
repeated simulations, the statement should be such that the formation of the salt bridge settles faster
for Glu-28 – Lys-31 within the first 3 ns.
Future studies need to address more conformational space regarding initial starting structures to
suggest structural motifs involved in protein function. Also lipid frustration and its effect on protein
structure in an all-atom simulation have to be explored in more detail.

CONCLUSIONS
The study supports that flexible parts are essential to connect units with specific functional roles and
that Vpu is consequently built of “functional modules”. This allows for structural features such as
e.g. the tilt angle of helix-1 to be independent of the rest of the protein. Helix-2 might form a
“peptide float” riding on top of the bilayer. It is also concluded, as a consequence of the simulations
on the individual modules, that it is possible to yield meaningful results representative for the whole
protein.
Vpu uses an internal salt bridge formation involving three residues to connect helix-1 with helix-2
and to orient the second helix on top of the bilayer. The EYR-motif seems to be an important motif
involved in confining the conformation of Vpu.
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